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ABSTRACT 

This study examined five different branched molecular architectures to discern the 

effbct of design on the ability of molecules to form ordered structures at interfaces. 

Photochromic monodendrons formed kinked packing structures at the air-water interface due 

to the cross-sectional' area mismatch created by varying nurnber o f  am1 tails and the 

hydrophilic polar head group. The lower generations formed orthorhombic unit cell with 

long range ordering despite the alkyl tails tilted to a large degree. Favorable interactions 

between liquid crystalline terminal groups and the underlying substrate were observed to 

compel a flexible carbosilane dendrimer core to form a compressed elliptical conformation 

which packed stagger within lamellae domains with linited short range ordering. A twelve 

arm binary star polymer was observed to form two dimensional miceIles at the air-water 

interface attributed to the higher polystyrene block composition. Linear rod-coil molecules 

formed a multitude of packing structures at the air-water interface due to the varying 

composition. Tree-like rod-coil molecules demonstrated the ability to form one-dimensional 

structures at the air-water interface and at the air-solvent interface caused by the preferential 

ordering of the rigid rod cores. The role of molecular architecture and composition was 

examined and the influence chemically competing fragments was shown to exert on the 

packing structure. The amphiphilic balance of the different molecular series exhibited 

control on the ordering behavior at the air-water interface and within bulk structures. The 

shell nature and tail type was determined to dictate the preferential ordering structure and 
molecular reorganization at interfiaces with the core nature effect secondary. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Literature Review 

1.1.1 Current Challenges in Nanotechnology 

Coatings have been used for centuries as barriers between materials and a hostile 

environment. Depositing a protective coating on a surface to inhibit deterioration of the bulk 

materials greatly extends the service life of parts. Lacquer finishes applied to furniture and 

outdoor structures offers aesthetic appeal in addition to moisture protection. Similarly, the 

primary functions of the application of marine paints to ship hulls are to reduce the drag 

created by the adhesion of barnacles and other sea life and to inhibit the deterioration of the 

wood or steel hull. Today barrier films are used to improve outer apparel moisture 

resistance, food storage life, and wound healing. In addition to prohibiting the absorption or 

adsorption of detrimental molecules, the fiulction of the barrier film incorporates attracting 

desirable gas or vapors. Understanding the behavior of the protective coating within the 

specific environment drives the study of thin films response under a multitude of conditions. 

Coatings have been used to improve specific properties limited by the bulk material 

choice for the overall part function. Laminate layers of reinforced plastics used in alpine skis 

were chosen for high impact strength and flexibiIky but have less than desirable stiction. 

Thin layers of wax periodically used to coat the ski surface improve the ski motion on the 

snow surface. Similarly, the thin lubricant coating on the surface of hard disk drives enabled 

the efficient function and longer service life by reducing the fiction coefficient and debris 

generated by contact of the read/write head with the disk. The application of an ultra thin 
surface film (few nanometers thick) can alter the behavior and properties of parts at 

inte~aces, masking the bulk properties of the underlying material. Therefore, examining the 

surface structure and ordering behavior of thh films and the effect of molecular structure on 

the resulting properties would improve the film quality. 

The biomedical and biotechnology fields have recently yielded the inspiration and 

model for nanotechnology, specifically the preferential organization of molecules at 

interfaces with precise environmental conditions. Manipulation of surface structure for 
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pharmaceutical and biomedical applications can drastically affect the properties within 
several molecular layers.2 Surface fouling of mechanical implants impedes the function of 

the implant and can ultimately disrupt the body more than the failed original (Figwe 1): 

Understanding the biological environment of the implant site and the h c t i o n  of the 

absorbed molecules leads to improved longevity of biological implants such as intraocular 

lenses and joint replacements. Targeted delivery and controlled release of drugs for 

biomedical applications, such as chemotherapy, benefit fiom the selective absorption of 

molecules on infected s u r f k ~ e s , ~  Side effects fiom the toxic drugs are reduced from target 

delivery of treatment to the infected site. Improved controlled release diminishes dosing 

errors due to missed or delayed pills. For these applications the surface structure and 

properties dictate the function success by controlling the material’s response to the 

environment. 

_. . - 

Figure 1. S d a c e  fouling of biological implants such as a knee joint (left) or an intraocular 

lens (right). 

Current challenges in drug delivery and medical implants are the selective adsorption 

of cells, proteins or drugs on surfaces or the prevention of adsorption of molecules at an 

interface. Targeted surface-molecule interactions are required to impede biofouling or 

promote drug delivery. Weber.d al. demonstrate small changes in the polymer backbone 

chemistry significantly impacted the adsorption of fibrinogen on medical implants.’ 

Understanding the protein/surface interactions relies on discerning the physicochemical 

aspects of natural and engineered 
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I 

Development of targeted delivery of drugs, vaccines, and gene-treatments to the 

source of need has multiple benefits. Direct delivery to selective areas reduces the amount of 

medicine and increases the effectiveness of the treatment. The use of branched molecuIes 

offers several possible delivery options. Dendritic and branched molecules can be tailored 

through. chemical composition and functional groups. The use of dendrimers in gene/drug 

delivery focuses in several micelle encapsulation’, molecular encapsulation’, and terminal 

group hctionalizedg”* (Figure 2). 

Figure 2. Target delivery and controlIed release of drugs would utilize the large cavities 

develop between the branching arms of dendrimers (lefi), leaving room for large and small 

guest molecules and atoms or physical encapsulation in binary molecules (right). (Left 

image taken fiom Dykes33, right image fiom Zhang et al.”) 

The recent advances in the development of complex nanomachines have driven the 

investigation “adaptive suxfaces” for integrated mechanical, optical, microfluidic, and 

biological applications. 12*13~14 The devices require sophisticated sensing hct ions with 
spatial constraints for the film thickness. Complete on-demand changes in physical 
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properties of surface films require rapid response to stimuli and Uniform surface coverage. 

Tunitlg the surface response to subtle differences in the surrounding environment, such as 

pHI5, temperature16, and solvent quality,17 necessitates the inclusion of two chemically 

competing polymers within the surface film. Uniform coverage of binary polymer brushes is 

crucial for uniform response across the surface. 

The driving force for molecular design in nanotechnology is controlling the 

interactions of a surface with its surrounding environment, Manipulating the function of the 

surface by depositing a thin film with the desired structure or properties would resolve design 

issue of conflicting bulk and surface property requirements. 

1.1.2 Branched Macromolecules 

The beneficial properties of the branched architecture in the biomedical fields are 

centered on the organizational behavior. Biomedical fields concentrate on the 

supramolecular organizational of branched molecules and the variance in the density of the 

molecules. l X  Beyond the variable density of the branched structure is the property enhancing 

effects of the numerous end groups. The organic electro-optical research focuses on the 

photoharvesting and fluorescence properties of highly branched molecular structures. 

Organic alternatives to traditional conductive and fluorescence materials offer the ability to 

tailor the materials to the desired properties. 

Current applications for branched molecules capitalize on the supramolecular 
organization, the chemical composition and architecture, and the transition of density. 192021 

Tailoring the synthetic route increases the favorable characteristics while reducing the 

unfavorable properties. Considerable numbers of studies have focused on the use of 

branched polymers in the biomedical field, mainly focusing on the selective targeting of 

treatment areas?2 Branched polymeric materials can be used in optical and optoelectronic 

materials as replacements for traditional metal and ceramic based products. Use of branched 

molecules in large-scale industrial applications is limited due to the prohibitive cost of 

product i~n.~~ Therefore, the proposed applications for branched molecules are often highly 

specialized to offset the astronomical cost. 
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Figure 3. D e n h e r s  and Star polymer architectures 

The tree-like architecture of dendritic and star polymers offers numerous advantages 

over traditional linear polymers as well as requiring more costly and time-intensive synthetic 

routes and purification steps. Although the limiting synthetic costs are offset by the 

improvement in properties, highly specialized compositional tailoring is confined to 

restricted uses, Branched macromolecules can be divided into three classes: dendrimers, 

hyperbranched polymers, and star polymers. Dendrimers are well-ordered, monodispersed, 

branched molecules with a direct relationship between the generation number and the number 

of terminal groups (Figure 3),24 Hyperbranched polymers have similar but imperfect 

architecture of dendrimers due to the “one-pot” synthesis (Figure 3).25 Combining the 

advantages of block copolymers and branched architectures initiates the motivation of star 

polymers Figure 31.2~ 

Unlike traditional polymers with large polydispersity of molecular weights, 

dendrimers are distinguished by their monodispersity. With every additional generation the 

product yield reduces due to the frequently incomplete reaction of the numerous terminal 

 group^.^^^^* The purification step becomes essential to the monodispersity of the dendritic 

polymers with every exponential increase in the terminal branches. The incomplete reaction 

of the terminal groups for the higher generation is caused by a combination of several factors. 

One factor is the limited diffusion of the monomers to the reaction sites, Ideally the dendritic 

molecule forms a global conformation with the terminal groups located at the periphery. 

However, the terminal groups most likely are clustered near the periphery with most exposed 

for the reaction while a few are located behind another terminal group or an adjacent branch. 

Additionally, the available surface space at the periphery for the additional reaction 

eventually becomes less than the amount required by the total number of terminal groups. 
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The steric constraint on the possibility for complete reaction causes only partial reaction of 

the termind groups.2g 

Unlike dendrimers, star polymers are less impacted by the chemistry and structure of 

the core architecture. The long polymeric m s  are attached to a small defined core that 

contributes little to the overall ordering behavior and properties of the material. The 
attraction of star polymers is the ability to balance the polymeric nature of the attached anns 

with the highly branched core to develop a copolymer molecule that would blend the 

desirable properties of block copolymers and dendrimers. Star polymers are attractive for the 

possibility of incorporating chemically disparate polymers as individual arms or as blocks 

within the long arms. Unlike block copolymers with limited molecular reorganization due to 

the linear architecture, the attachment of multiple arms to a single point facilitates finer detail 

structures.3o The effect of the end group functionality on the molecular ordering behavior is 

more dominant for star polymers than for linear polymers, but the polymeric nature of the 

arms is not sacrificed as for dendrimers. 

1.1.3 Amphiphilic materials and interfacial behavior 

The dimensions of applications in biomedical and advanced warfare fields have 

continued to shrink, thus driving the need for highly developed thin film technologies. At the 

nanometer scale materials maintain few bulk properties, thus the two-dimensional properties 

of materials become more influential than the three-dimensional properties. Design of 
ordered surfaces at the molecular level necessitates chemically competing fkagments within a 
finite regime. The multitude of nanoscale applications drive the need for the fabrication of 

ordered molecular films at surfaces.31 Tailoring the molecular architecture and functionality 

of fiagrnents facilitate preferential ordering of molecules, 

Lmgmuir and Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) monolayers form ideal thin films to 

understand the two-dimensional properties of branched molecular structure.32 The use of 
amphiphilic thin films provides several improvements over other thin film fabrication 

techniques. Spin coating thin cast films offer little improvement over bulk materials due to 

the disorganized packing structure. Cast films are not conducive to intralayer organization 

due to the quick evaporation of the solvent impeding the molecular organization. Self- 
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assembled monolayers (SAMs) are limited to organized grafted monolayers of bulky 

poIymerk molecules. The molecular organization limits the formation of uniform structures 

to reduce the unfavored molecular-molecular and molecular-subphase interactions. 

Dendrimers have been used at interfaces to increase the interaction between the two 

surfaces because they introduce numerous interaction sites, The functionality of the end 

groups of€ers exciting possibilities to tailor the properties ofthe molecules. Most end groups 

are simple methyl, carboxylic, amine ox' alcohol groups. To change the end groups or tailor 

them to a specific use the synthesis can be terminated using different chemistry. Resin beads 

have had dendrimers grown on their surfxes to increase the attachment points between the 

solid substrate and the resin beads during solid phase ~ynthesis.3~ Dendrimers have been used 

as catalyst with catalytic sites being introduced at the periphery, core or throughout the 

molecule.34 Molecular organization in Lmpuir monolayers is reliant an amphiphilic 

balance of the molecular fragments and the supramolecular architecture organization. 

Amphiphilic balance widely ranges from simple polar head groups and alkyl chains to 

complex branched molecules are composed of a simple hydrophilic head group and a 

hydrophobic alkyl tail. 

1.2 Goals 

The goal of this study is to understand the principles of molecular design of branched 

and binary molecules at ordered interfaces. An aspiration of this study was to discern the 

appropriate hydrophobic and hydrophilic balance in nontraditional amphiphilic molecules in 

two-dimensional films at interfaces. The affect of surface chemistry of the substrate, phase 

separation of polymer fkagtnents, generational behavior of the dendritic core, functionality of 

the terminal groups, and contrasting polarity of the molecular segments will be analyzed to 

discern the balance of molecular fragments to induce favorable ordering. Another broad aim 
was to embed inorganic nanoparticles in organic molecular structures to utilize the high 

degree of ordering of branched molecules. This study examined the ordering behavior of 

branched molecules in surface films to resolve the affect of the functionality of molecular 

fkagments on the selective response performance at interfaces. 
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1.3 Objectives 

This project examined the molecular design of branched macromolecules at ordered 

interfaces and the effect of molecular architecture and chemistry on physical properties. 

Broad theme objectives are as following: 

1. Examine the ordering of chemically competing molecular: fragments within 
monolayers at the air-water and air-solid interfaces to resolve the influence of core 

architecture and chemistry on the packing structure within surface films 

2. Fabricate and characterize Lmgmuir and (LB) films to understand the effect of end 

group functionality on the ordering behavior of branched macromolecules at 

interfaces 

3. Discern the effect of the volume fiaction of polymeric chains and functional 

fiagments on the molecular ordering of thin films on hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

substrates 

4. Analyze the impact of generation number on the ordering behavior and physical 

properties of dendritic molecules at the air-water and &-solid interface 

5. Elucidate the packing structure of conflicting molecular fragments and phase 

separation of the polymeric chains induced by the surface chemistry of the substrate 

and subphase 

6.  Determine the molecular organization of binary molecules at air-water, &-solid, 

and liquid-solid interfaces and the ability of binary molecules to reorganize under 

favorable conditions. 

1.4 Approaches 

Comparison of linear polymers, star polymers, radial dendrimers, and monodendrons 

at sufaces revealed the influence of the structure, flexibility and chemistry of the molecular 

core on the packing structure at interfaces. The effect of shell hctionality on molecular 

ordering was examined by comparing the attachment of liquid crystalline (LC) terminal 

groups and alkyl tails to dendritic cores versus long polymeric arms to defined cores of star 

polymers. The generational effect exhibited as an overall increase in molecular size versus 
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an exponential rise in the terminal groups was explored. Additionally the length and 

composition of the polymeric arms was varied as well as the ratio of the functional terminal 

groups+ The influence of molecular composition was probed by studying the behavior of 

amphiphilic compounds with hydrophilic and hydrophobic tails. 
I 

The two-dimensional properties of Langmuir monolayers were analyzed to discern 

the effect of the branched moleculx structure on the packing behavior nontraditional 

ainphiphiles. The contributions of the degree of branching were investigated for dendritic 

amphiphiles. The cross-sectional area mismatch between the polar head group, the spacer 

group, and the hydrophobic alkyl tails were examined to ascertain the effect of the mismatch 

on the molecular organization. The intralayer packing sfxucture were examined to determine 

the role of the core versus hctional groups on the molecular interactions. By expanding the 

dendritic molecular structure to encapsulate the rod-coil design, the behavioral influence of 

both molecular design elements was discerned. Tree-like rod-coil molecules were examined 

to comprehend the influence of molecular fiagment composition versus molecular 

architecture. The ratio of the functional terminal groups was varied to understand the effect 

of functional groups on the arnphiphilic balance. Star polymers were varied in the chemical 

composition, length, composition ratio, and number of the polymeric arms. The influence of 

the chemical composition was investigated in conjunction with the length and number of the 

arms. Further studies examined the influence of the core and branching of the polymeric 

arms fiom the core on the molecular organization at the interfaces as well as bulk properties. 

Molecular interaction are capable of overcoming the preferential radial ordering of 

flexible dendritic cores to form stagger layered packing structure in confined surface films. 

A mismatch of cross-sectional areas occupied by competing molecular fiagrnents induces a 

W e d  packing structure, compelling the smaller molecular fragments to reorganize 'to 

maintain a densely packed monolayer. The packing structure of monomolecular thin films 
depends upon the force the ordering behavior of the dominant molecular fiagment exerts on 

the pre€erential ordering of the weaker fiagment. 

Ordering behavior of branched molecules can be driven by interactions with the 

surface, Ultra thin surface films were fabricated using several thin film techniques including 

LB, spin casting and physical absorption. The competing hydrophiIic and hydrophobic 
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molecular fragments composed an appropriate balance favorable for highly L. 

monomolecular layers at the air-water ‘interface. Physical absorption of molecules onto barb 

and functionalized substrates was used to determine the dominating molecular interactions at 

interfaces. Variation in fabrication techniques explored possible technique induced 

preferential ordering (LE!) versus ordering facilitated by attractive forces (physical 

absorption). Substrate selection was demonstrated to play a role in the ordering of molecules 

in surface films, therefore quartz, mica, and silicon were used. 

Interfacial. studies of branched macromolecules at liquid and solid surfaces were 

carried out using a multitude of characterization techniques. A combination of X-ray 

reflectivity and grazing incident X-ray diffraction (GMD) reveals internal ordering of the 

confined surface layers and insight into the organization of molecular fragments. Surface 

properties such as morphology, adhesion, elastic moduli, and fiction behavior were obtained 

using a combination of contact and noncontact modes of AFM. Raman spectroscopy were 

employed to evaluate molecular conformation and deformation in surfxe films in addition to 

the morphology of surface. Photochromic behavior of dilute solutions and grafted thin films 
was analyzed using ultraviolet-visible light spectroscopy (UV-vis). Scanning electron 

microscopy (SEN and transition electron microscopy (TEN were used to image the 

topography and characterize the surface chemistry of surface films. The surface energy of 

polymer films was estirnated by water contact angle measurements, and trends in effective 

thickness were estimated using ellipsometry. 
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CHAPTER 2. EXPERIMENTAL 

The branched macromolecules presented in t h i s  study exhibit a variety of molecular 

architecture as well. as an array of chemical compositions. The proposed molecular systems 

compose a diverse study on the influence of chemical composition versus molecular shape 

and architecture. The six primary systems are briefly presented below. Additionally, surface 

film fabrication techniques and various bulk and surface characterization techniques utilized 

in this study are described. 

2.1 Scheme of Compounds 

Molecular architecture affects the physical and chemical properties of materials at 

interfaces due to the confined space. The ability to tailor specific properties for suface 

applications drives molecular design. The properties of polymeric materials are determined 

by the architecture, chemical composition, and molecular size and shape, The interactions 

between the various individual fragments influence the overall balance and behavior of the 

molecules. Molecular interactions between functional terminal groups and favorable surface 

chemistry were examined to determine the reorganization. The degree of branching and 

symmetry of the branches dictate the packing behavior. The materials studied in this project 

present a diverse view of branched molecular structure. This project demonstrates dominant 

futlctional groups controlled the organization of chemically competing molecular fragments 

within monomolecular films at the interfaces. 

The materials presented in this study provide a diverse view of dendritic and 

branched molecules (Figure 4). The core nature was analyzed by varying the molecular core 

rigidity fiom flexible discotic cores to rigid, aomatic rod and discotic core, and the effect: of 

the core nature on molecular ordering at interfaces. In contrast the shell nature was varied 

fkom a single hydrophobic or hydrophilic tail to highly branched tails to multiple functional 

terminal groups to discern the influence of the dendritic shell on the molecular packing 

structure. 
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Figure 4. Scheme of materials presented in this study. The core nature varied fiom flexible, 

branched hydrophilic structures to rigid, defhed, hydrophobic structures. The shell nature 

diverged fiom single hydrophobic tail to symmetric hydrophilic coiIs to multiple tails 

attached asymmetrically to numerous polar groups or long polymeric arms attached radially. 
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2.1.1 Functionalbed Photochromic Monodendrons 

The one of the challenges in the field of nanotechnology is controlling the selective 

response of thin films, especially the organized surface  monolayer^.^^ Recent investigations 

in this area have concentrated on tailoring the response of a thin film to environmental 

stimuli at the nanometer scale.36 In this regard, molecules with azobenzene fkagments have 

been considered as potential components of films with selective light-triggered response. 

Indeed, a multifxde of studies focused on various molecules with azobenzene fkigments such 

as holographic for optical storage:' as reversible optical waveg~ides,3~ for 

photoalignment of liquid crystal systemspo and for drug delivery4'. The azobenzene group is 

attractive due to the two stable isomers it assumes upon selective wavelength stimuli. The 

main complication of the inclusion of photoresponsive molecules in selective response 

monolayers is the preservation of the full and fast isomerization response.42 Deposition of 

thin surface films onto solid supports often restricts the mobility of the photochromic 

fragments within the molecular architecture and thin films, thereby reducing the overall 

response and the reversibility. The tilted orientation of azobenzene containing molecules in 

self assembled monolayers reduced the surface coverage (50-60%) and lowered the 

monolayer thickness thereby resulting in a slight increase in thickness during 

phot oisomeri~ation!~ 

The focus was to understand the molecular packing of the dendrimers and its effect 

on the kinetics of the cis-tn.m conformation switching. Molecules containing an azobenzene 

spacer group have two stable isomers, the trans isomer when the angle between two benzene 

rings attached by a nitrogen double bond is 180" and the cis isomer when the angle decreased 

to approximately 120". The cis-trans isomer codormation is stimulated by narrow 

wavelength bans. Proof of this isomer transition can be seen in the UV-vis spectra of dilute 

solutions of the azobenzene compounds. Selective appearance and disappearance of peaks 

before and after illumination with a UV lamp denotes the isomer t r r n s i t i o n ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~  

Two series of photochromic monodendrons (AD12-N and AA-N, N representing the 

number of alkyl tails &ached) have been synthesized by Dr. Dominic McGrath at the 

University of Arizona."A7 The monodendron series compared the effect of various polar 

head groups (crown ether, carboxyl, and epoxy) versus increasing number of alkyl tails on 
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the photochromic behavior of monodendrons and the influence of the cross-sectional 

mismatch on the lateral packing structure of the molecules at the &-water and air-solid 

interfaces. 

-r AD124 

AE1 

AA1 

AA2 

AA4 

Figwe 5. Chemical formulas for photochromic monodendrons AD12-N (left), AA-N (right), 

and epoxy terminated reference molecule AE-1 (top right). 

2.1.1.1 Molemles based on Bulky Discotic Core 

The AD12-N molecules pair a bulky crown ether head with a varying number of C ~ Z  

alkyl tails separated by an azobenzene group (Figure 5). The photochromic response of the 

molecules was examined in dilute solufions, at the ahwater interface and on solid supported 

samples!* Previously published comparative studies have evaluated the behavior of these 

molecules on solid surfaces and a similar series with C ~ O  tails at the air-water interface and 

deposited self-assembled 

I 
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2.1.1.2 Molecules bused on Traditional Polar Head Core 

The AA-N molecules consisted of a carboxylic acid head group, an azobenzene 

spacer group and multiple dodecyl alkyl tails. The number of tails increased fkom one for (4- 
dodecy1oxyphenylazo)benzoic acid (AA-l), to two, four, and eight for the second, third, and 

fourth generations of a dendritic series (F4gure 5). The ability to maintain efficient 

photochromic within grafted surface films was analyzed by comparison of AA-N with a 

single tail reference molecule hctionalized with an epoxy polar group (AE-1). 

2.1.2 Liquid Crystal Terminated Carbosilane Dendrimers 

The exploration of heteroatom dendrimer architecture offers greater possibilities in 

catalysis and organic-inorganic hybrid material applications, especially for the stable 

dispersion of metal nanoparticles. Additionally, the inclusion of silicon in the inner repeat 

units of the dendritic core offers favorable synthetic routes for ideal dendrimers as well as 

Carbosilane dendrimers are thermodynamically and kinetically stable molecules. 

favorable for further functionalization because the low polarity and high energy of the Si-C 

bonds creates a chemically stable core. The exceptional flexibility of the caxbosilane 

dendrimers also makes them an easily adaptable with overall shape dictated by interactions 

among terminal groups arid terminal groups with supporting surfaces in cases of their 
adsorption on solid  substrate^.'^ 

5 Z ,5233 

The incorporation of LC fragments in dendritic architecture is an intriguing design 

approach which can result in fabrication of hybrid structures combining LC properties and 
dendritic fbnctionalities and shapes.55 Competing trends of mesogenic fi-agments to arrange 

h highly ordered structures and dendritic cores to form symmetrical shapes can fuse into 

multitude of amalgam structures. The ellipsoidal shape of the dendritic core has been shown 

to adversely affect the order of the mesogenic &aments attached to higher generation 

dendrimer~.’~ The functionality of the terminal groups might exert ultimate control on the 

molecular packing of dendrimer cores. 57358*48 The combination of fl exible dendritic cores and 

mesogenic groups creates novel LC behavi~r.’~ The inclusion of mesogenic groups at the 

periphery forced a transition to a disc shape facilitating a columnar ordering.6o A fifth 

generation carbosilane d e n b e r  with 128 cyanobiphenyl groups was shown to ,have 
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significant pecularities in the LC behavior upon heating, unlike the lower generations 

dendrimers of the same type,61 Surface studies of the fifth generation dendrimer showed that 

the film thickness and the substrate controlled the molecular packing.62 

Figure 6. Chemical fonnulas of G-3(Und-FH-But-70%), G-S(Und-But)lzg, and G-SQJnd- 

cB)12g LC carbosilane dendrimers, 

Two generations of carbosilane generation functionalized with LC terminal groups 

The fifth 
generations of the carbosilane LC dendrimers were functionalized with a complete shell 

(100% substitution of terminal groups) of cyanbiphenyl (G-S(Und-CB)lz8) and 

butoxyphenylbenzoate (G-S(Und-But)lzg) groups while the terminal shell of the third 

generation of LC co-dendrimer (G-3(Und-PH-But-70%)) combined a blend of 

butoxyphenylbenzoate and phenolic terminal groups pigure 6). Competing molecular 

were synthesized by Dr. Valery Shibaev at Moscow University, Russia. 63,64,65 

interactions were observed to affect the packing structure within thin s d a c e  films. 
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2.1.3 Star Polymers 

Star block copolymers possess an unusual molecular architecture which often generates 

properties not observed in linear rnal0gues.6~~~~ The self-assembling behavior of amphiphilic 

star polymers in selective solvents is particularly interesting. To this end, sphericaI>8 
cylin~lrical,6~ and vesicular7' micelles have recently been documented by several research 

groups. By way of contrast, little is known about their behavior at the air-water interface and 

how it compares to linear diblock systems which were studied for several systems. Examples 

of the interfacial structures of horn~polymers~~ and amphiphilic block copolymers were 

previously desc~ibed.'~ Eisenberg and coworkers72 reported on the discovery of surface 

micelles of polystyrene (PS)-poly(4-vinylpyridine) which formed spontaneously at the air- 

water interface. Such structures were fairly uniform and consisted of -100 individual 

molecules. Another example of an mphiphile studied directly at the air-water interface was 

PS-poly(ethy1ene oxide) @EO) as described by Silva et a173 and Lennox et al.74 It was shown 

that this copolymer forms highly ordered 2D arrays of spherical micelles at moderate surface 

pressure, although the actual mechanism of their formation remains highly debatable. 

Interestingly, several non-arnphiphilic block copolymers such as PSlpoly(t-butyl methacrylate), 

PS/poly(t-butyl acrylate), PS/poIy(n-butyl methacrylate) and PS/poly(dimethyl siloxane) 

behave at the air-water interface in a manner similar to that of amphiphiles, which appears to 

be a universal behavior of di-block copolymers mainly defined by the volume ratio of the 

incompatible A number of linear PS-poly(acrylic acid) 0A.A) block copolymers 

have been studied in selective solvents, solid surfaces, and air-water interfaces and a variety of 

micellar structures and aggregates have been observed with shape, size, and symmetry 

depending upon their chemical composition and molecular weight.76a77 

Unique morphologies were found in branched and star copolymers block copolymers 

that were not observed for linear block  copolymer^.^^ At the air-water interface, the behavior 

of star-shape copolymer is qualitatively identical to linear systems; the hydrophilic chain 

collapses into globules while hydrophilic chain spreads out to form pancake At 
high surface pressure, nonetheless, recent studies showed that crowding of hydrophobic PS 

chains at a single junction point h aspmetrk heteroam PEO-b-PS, star polymer increased 

circular micellar stability." Attachment of multiple chemically disparate polymeric chains to 
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a central core affected the packing smcture of copolymers at interfaces. Star polymers 

incorporate long polymeric arms attached to a branched low molar weight core. Asymmetric 

star polymers, also termed hetreoarm star polymers, form unique nanostructures due to 

different polymer asms attached to a single core. Pairing chemically competing polymers 

creates the possibility for molecular adaptation to the surrounding environment. 

Two series of star polymer were examined at the air-water and &-solid interfaces to 

discern the influence of branching and number of polymeric arms on the molecular packing 

structure. The influence of symmetry and volume fi-action on the molecular ordering was 

examined for 12-arm binary star polymers. The number and volume fjraction of the 

polymeric m s  of block star copolymers was varied to elucidate the molecular organization 

of the star polymers within surface films. 

2.1.3.1 Twelve-arm Star Polymers. 

Binary star polymers (PS,,,)6-star-(PAAn)6 were synthesized by Dr. Eugene Zubarev 

at Iowa State Uni~ersity.6~ Twelve alternating hydrophobichydrophilic arms of polystyrene 

and poly(acrylic acid) were attached to a well-deked rigid aromatic core (Figure 7). The 

binary polymer arms length was varied f?om 25 PS and PAA mers for the small, symmet& 

star to 40 PS and 30 PAA mers for the larger, asymmetric star. The impact of symmetry and 

volume fiaction on the molecular ordering of binary star polymers at interfaces was 

examined. 

2. I. 3.2 Block Star Copolymers. 

Six block star copolymers (Sn - wt, wt the molecular weight fi-action of the PEO 

block) with an equal number of PEO and PS arms (n) were synthesized by Dr. Constantinos 

Tsiliantsis at Patras University, Greece. The molecular weight fi-action of the polymeric 

blocks was varied as the molecular weight of the blocks was symmetrically distributed 

between a arms (Table 1). The symmetry of the number of PEO and PS arms was offset by 

the asymmetric molecular weight of the polymeric blocks thus comparing the role of 

molecular weight fi-action versus number of polymeric arms (Figure 8). A linear block 
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copolymer with similar molecular weight fkaction as the star polymer with the highest PEO 

block was included to discern the effect of branching on the interfacial behavior. 

C d 

Figure 7. a) Chemical formula of (PI1Am)6"s-(Psn)6 b) molecular model. of (Pf i&'s-(Ps25)6 

c) molecular model of (PA,&o)6-s-(Ps40)6 d) side view of (PAA30)6-S-(Ps40)6 with a spatial 

separation of hydrophobic PS and hydrophilic PAA arms placed above and below the 

aromatic core, respectively. Dashed circle represents the calculated core area. 
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PEO 

Figure 8. Schematics of star block copolymers with low (left) and moderate PEO content 

(center), (group I), and high PEO content (right) (group II). Schematic of linear block 

copolymer molecuIe shown in lower right corner. 

Table 1. Molecular characteristics of PS,-PEO, star polymers 

Sample Composition Number of M,, (PS) M, (PEO) wt,,,, M, total 

ss-19 PEOs-PSg 8 27,000 5,600 0.19 241,000 
59-23 PEOg-PSp 9 22,000 6,500 0.23 245,000 

15,000 9,100 0.39 185,500 88-39 PEOx-PS8 8 
S19-78 PE019-PS19 19 3,000 14,200 0.78 339,000 
S15-86 PE015-PS15 15 3,000 22,500 0.86 393,000 
s10-88 PEO IO-PS 1 0 10 3,100 25,000 0.88 284,000 
L-88 PEO-PS 1 

Arms, n 

??? 3,100 25,000 0.88 

2.1,4 Branched Gold Nanoparticle and Polymer Brush Molecule 
Ordered structures of nanoparticles are attractive for numerous nanotechonoly 

applications because of their novel magnetic, optical, electronic, and optoelectronic 

properties. 81,82,83 Controlled ordering of inorganic nanoparticles at interfaces is an important 

challenge in nanotechnology, requiring the prohibition of nanoparticle aggregation and 

facilitating organization within a defined pattern. Binary molecules incorporate the attractive 
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properties of the metal nanoparticle core with the controlled long range ordering of the 

polymeric shell. The “polymer nanotemplating” approach creates defined nanoscale 

Hybrid 

building block composed of 3.2 nm diameter gold nanoparticles encapsulated in an eight 

generation fill PAMAM dendrimers have been. observed to self-organize on amphiphilic 

patterned ~UTfaCes.~~’~~ A similar approach of encapsulating Cu, Pd and Pt nanoparticles in 

PAMAM dendrimers was demonstrated by Zhao and  crook^.^^"^'^^ Functionalizing small 

inorganic nanoparticles with long polymeric brushes would isolated the core fiom the 

architectures by nucleating inorganic crystals within a polymer matrix. 84,85,86,87 

environment and develop binary materials with novel properties. hphiphilic copolymers 

in the Eunctional shell drive ordering at the air-water interface and in selective 

solvents. 93,94,95s397 Gold nanoparticles have been physically encapsulated in cross-linked 

diblock copolymer micelles eliminating the need for l f i n g  rn~ities.’~ Mixed Langmuir 

monolayers of surfacants and ligand stabilized metal-core nanoclusters formed highly 

ordered nanostructured fihs. 99,100,101 

Accurate assessment of the molecular stnzcture and composition of binary molecules 

is difficult using traditional techniques. NMR and GPC greatly underestimate branched 

sbmctures and are ineffective for binary molecules. Traditional techniques such as FTR lack 

the sensitivity to characterize monolayers. Molecular cornposhion of binary molecules in 
monolayers is possible using surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). 102103 104105106 

The gold nanoparticle with y-shaped polymer brush corona (Am-PB-PEO) was 
synthesized by Prof. Eugene Zubasev at Iowa State University.*07 A hydrophilic PE04 chain 

and hydrophobic PBZO chain attached to a y-shaped aromatic core were covalently bonded to 

the 1.5 m diameter gold nanoparticle (Figure 9). Theoretical estimates of 15-25 y-shaped 

brushes per gold nanoparticle core were calculated fiom spacial estimates in addition to 

molecular models. The extended brush diameter for Am-PB-PEO was calculated to 28.5 

fltn with each y-shaped brush 13.5 ~lfn fully extended. GPC estimated 7.4 brushes attached to 

the core although the technique typically underestimates the molecular weight of nonlinear 

particles. 
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Figure 9. Gold Nanoparticle branched molecules 

2.1.5 Rod-Coil Molecules 

A current challenge to nanotechnology is the fabrication of one-dimensional 

structures with tunable physical and optical properties desirable for sensor and nano-array 

applications. The ability to dictate the three-dimensional shape and ordering of large, 

functional, supramolecular structures by controlling the molecular building block has been 
demonstrated. 108~109~110*1 Spontaneous assembly of molecules into one-dimensional 

structures such as ribbons and fibers, particularly with lengths beyond several microns, 

requires competing molecular behavior as seen in amphiphilie molecules. Shape persistence 

structure of regular, symmetric polyphenylene dendrirners and intermolecular z-x 

interactions drive the molecules to assemble into micron long nanofibers while preserving the 

Oligoarylenes exhibit the ability to self- fluorescent behavior of the molecules. 

assemble into nanowires due to the preferential 71;-n: stacking induced planarity thus 

displaying fluorescent behavior.'14 Recently, it has been demonstrated the assembly of one- 

dimensional crystalline structures does not require defined moIecular architectures, but 

competing molecular fragments.' l5 

112,113 

Rod-coil molecules offer unique molecular architecture that forrn organized structures 

in bulk and two-dimensional thin films. The attraction between the rigid rod cores creates 
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the highly ordered nmostructures desired for nanoscale mays of inorganic particles. Highly 

ordered mays are the basis of microscale electric, mechanical, and optical machines. 

Current limitations in applications are caused by the lack of self-assembly and ordering of 

inorganic particles on the submicron scale. lmbedding inorganic particles in organic 

molecules and molecular strucfmes with highly oriented formation would create organized 

nanoarrays of desirable inorganic particles. 

Various rod-coil molecular architectures were synthesized by Dr. Myongsoo Lee at 

Yonsei University, Seoul, Korea. The volume fraction of flexible, linear coil segments 

symmetrically attached to a rigid core was varied to understand the effect of volume fiaction 

ratio on molecular ordering. A similar rigid rod core was hctionalized with symmetric coil 

blocks with varied degrees of branching to discern the influence of branching as the 

molecular weight remained constant. Finally, three tetra-branched coils were attached 

asymmetrically to a phenyolic rod core to determine the consequence of tree-like architecture 

on the packing structure at interfaces. 

2.1.5.1 Linear Rod-Coil MoLecuies 

Linear rod-coil molecules CRC-N (N corresponds to the number of monomeric units 

in the symmetric tails equaling 3, 6, 17, 22) were synthesized by Dr. Lee’s group (Figure 

Flexible poly(propy1ene oxide) chains of varying lengths were symmetrically 

attached to a rigid rod core to discern the effect of varying the volume fraction ratio on 
molecular ordering at interfaces. 

2.1.5.2 Dumbbell-shaped Rod-Dendron Molecules 

The dumbbell shaped rod-dendron RDM-N (N represents the generation number 

indicating the degree of branching) series were provided by Dr. Lee’s group. Flexible 

branched coils of poly(ethy1ene oxide) were symmetrically attached to a rigid block of 

phenyl rings (Figure 11). The molecular weight remained constant as the degree of 

branching of the symmetric coil blocks was increased per generation. 
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Figure 10. Chemical formula for the linear rod-coil molecules (CRC-N) 

RDMI 

RDMP 

RDM3 

RDM4 

L 

Figure 11. Chemical formula for dumbbell shaped rod-coil molecules (RDM-N). 
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2.1.5.3 Tree-shaped Rod-Coil Dendron 

Tree-shaped rod-dendron molecules (MT-1 and MT-2) were supplied by Dr. Lee's 

groups. 119,120 Three tetra-branched poly(ethy1ene oxide) chains were attached 

asymmetrically to a rigid octa-p-phenylene core at the first and second phenyl rings (Figure 

12). The end functionality of the flexible PEO chains was varied fiom methyl groups (MT- 

1) to hydroxyl ~ O U P S  (MT-2). 

A 
B 

Figure 12. 

terminated branches and b) MT-2, hydroxyl terminated branches. 

Chemical formula of tree-shaped rod-dendron molecules a) MT-1, methyl 

2.2 Surface Films Fabrication Techniques 

Surface films can be differentiated by the type of interactions between the molecules 

and underlying substrate. Multiple coating techniques such as spin coating, dip coating, and 

spray coating are dependent on physical interactions to form surface coatings.12' The ease of 

reproducibility and Uniform homogeneity make the physical interaction fabrication processes 

more attractive. These techniques rely on the evaporation of solvent from a spread solution 
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on the substrate to form the film, thereby controlling film. thickness by deposition conditions 

for dip and spin coating. More sophisticated fabrication techniques, such as LE3 and Layer- 

by-Layer improve control of the internal film structure and film thickness. The stability and 

functionality of the surface films based on physical interactions is highly susceptible to 

damage in under unfavorable conditions. Attaching the coating molecules to the surface 

through chemical bonds improves the stability under harsh environmental conditions. SAMs 

utilize small organic molecules with a reactive focal group that develops a covalent bond 

with the substrate surface. The precise control of the surface film fabrication creates well 

ordered structures With self-limiting capabilities but requires more complicated fabrication 

process. 

The substrates for thin films layers were polished silicon wafers (Semiconductor 

Processing Co.) of the (100) orientation. Wafers were cleaned to remove any organic and 
The wafer inorganic contaminants &om the surface following an established procedure. 

was cut into appropriate sized pieces using a diamond cutter and rinsed thoroughly with 

NanoPure water. The sample wafers were then placed in a Teflon holder and sonicated for 

five minutes to remove any silicon dust. The sample wafers were then. submerged in the 

holder in a 1:3 mixture of 30% hydrogen peroxide and concentrated sulfuric acid for one 

hour. The samples were rinsed three times with NanoPure water and dried under a stream of 

dry nitrogen. The samples were placed in individual bottles and stored in a desiccator. The 

silicon substrates were used bare or modified with a S A M  of octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS, 

A ld r i~h) . ' ~~  

122,123 

2.2.1 Langrnuir-Blodgett Films 

A common technique used to create monomolecular films of amphiphific molecules 

is depositing small amounts of molecules on the surface of a trough with a laown surface 

area. An x-A isotherm is created by recording the pressure versus the area per molecule. 

The molecules self-organize into preferred orientations at the &-water interface, and can be 

studied on the liquid subphase or on a solid substrate after deposition. 
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Figure 13 iIlustrates the general 

procedures for molecular reorganizations 

of the mphiphilic compounds at the air- 
water interface and their transfer to solid 

surfaces?2 The molecules remain at the 

air-water interface due to the balance of 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments 

in the molecular structure. The initial 

monolayer is disordered with molecule- 

a 

4 
molecule interactions minimal because 

of the large cross-sectional area per 

molecule (Figure 13a). Upon reduction 
d 

of the surface area of the ,trough the 
U molecule-molecule interactions become 

more visible h the surface pressure 

behavior of the film. In the low pressure e e 
regimes the molecules tilt slightly away 

from the surface normal to form an 

ordered structure (Figure 13b). Further 

reduction of the cross-sectional area per 

molecule induces the molecules to move r f 

decrease in speed and the substrate is 

lifted from the liquid subphase (Figure 
f) Deposition of molecules on substrate. 
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13d-f). 

Monolayers are prepared fiom dilute chloroform solutions by the Langmuir technique 

on an R&K-1 trough (Riegel & Krstein, G I ~ ~ H ) . ' ~ ~  Dilute solutions of the molecules are 

prepared in chloroform and deposited on the water subphase (NanoPure, >lSMSZxcm) in 

small droplets and permitted to dry for 30 to 60 minutes allowing the chloroform to 

completely evaporate. The IT-A isotherms are recorded as the monolayer is slowly 

compressed by two barriers at the opposite ends of the Langmuir trough. The monolayer is 

deposited at surface pressures chosen to represent the phase transitions seen in the 7c-A 

isotherm. The established procedure of LB films deposition starts with the compression of 

the monolayer at a constmt rate to the desired p r e s s ~ r e . ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ' ~ ' ~ *  The surface pressure is held 

constant as the submerged silicon substrate is liAed fiom the trough. 

2.2.2 Spin Cast Surface li'ilms 

Spin cast film are less organized surface films reliant on physical interactions 

between the molecules and the underlying substrate. The spin cast fabrication technique is 

desirable to create monolayers of molecules with weak amphiphilic nature. Film thickness is 

controlled by the solution concentration and the spin rate, allowing for thin surface films to 

be fabricated. The molecular organization within the sutface film is limited by the rapid 

fabrication t ime but favorable interaction between the molecules and substrate surface 

chemistry facilitate ordering structures. 

Toluene (Fisher) solutions of 0.03-0.08 wt% were spin cast at 3000 rpm and rinsed 

with toluene. The sample rinsing and the volume of solution deposited were varied to 

optimize the surface film formation. The thickness of the films was varied by the rinsing or 

adding additional droplets. 

2.2.3 Self-assembled Monolayers 
Surface films formed by physical interactions such as LB monolayers and spin cast 

films have limited stabiIity in harsh environments. The' attachment of the molecules by 

chemical bonds to the substrate surface enhances. the film stability. The surface chemistry of 

the substrate is modified, controlling the interactions between the substrate and physically 
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deposited monolayers. Traditional SAM fabrication pair the reactive group on low molar 

weight molecules with a favorable chemical moiety on the substrate surface, thereby limiting 

the molecules and surfaces available for the fabrication technique. 

SiIicon substrates have been modified in this study to design specific interactions 

between the deposited molecules and the underlying substrate. The hydrophobicity of the 

silicon substrate was controlled by rnodifymg the surface with a S A M  of 

octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS, Aldrich) by a documented experimental procedure. 12' 

Cast films of the AA-2 and AE-1 molecules were deposited on clean quartz slides 

fiom dilute chloroform solutions. The filrns were annealed at 120'C for sixty minutes under 

vacuum, then rinsed three times in chloroform and dried under dry nitrogen. The samples 

were placed in a dark room and illuminated with 365 nm light for different periods of time. 

2.3 Characterization Techniques 
A combination of interfacial and bulk characterization techniques were utilized to 

determine the molecular ordering within surface films. Grazing incident X-ray difiaction 

(O) and X-ray reflectivity examined the molecular fragment organization within 

LangmUir monolayers. Surface morphology and phase composition were analyzed Atomic 

Force Microscopy (AFM). 

2.3.1 Interfacial X-ray Studies 

LangmUir and LB monolayers offer the possibility to study molecular interaction in a 
two-dimensionaI setting in contrast with many structural characterization techniques that 

provide buk properties. The molecular structure of the monolayers can vary fiom bulk 

structures of similar molecules because the lateral packing is limited in one direction. 

Traditional X-ray scattering techniques have several limitations. The first is the brilliance of 

the primary beam is too low to produce a high enough output signal. Secondly the 
techniques are limited to solid supported films. A solution to both of these problems is to 

perfom X-ray reflectivity and grazing incident X-ray diffraction on liquid supported 

Lagmuir films at surface pressures similar to the pressure fihs were deposited onto solid 
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substrates. Use of a high brilliance X-ray source is necessary for the high intensity of the 

primary beam. 

X-ray reflectivity gathers data about the monolayer at the air-water interface and 

averages the data over the entire footprint of the beam on the surface. The data is then used 

to calculate a box model to describe the electron densities across the interface and relate them 
to the arrangement of the molecular The box model consists of slabs of 

differing thickness and electron density stacked above the water subphase with known 

electron density (0.33 x lo3 e/nm3). Thermal vibrations and surface roughness are accounted 

for by smearing the interfaces. The calculated box model is compared with molecular 

models to determine arrangement of the molecular fiapents. The reflectivity used to fit the 

experimental data is calculated fiom: 

where the &(Qz) is the reflectivity fiom step-like functions and the 

roughness. 

compared with experimental results during the fitting procedure. 

is the surface 

The reflectivity calculated for various trial electronic density profiles is 

The data is presented in reciprocal space (Q) with QxY representing the vector in the H 

and R direction and Qz representing vector in the L direction. During the X-ray reflectivity 

experiments the H and K vector remains zero and the incident and reflected angles are 

increased equivalent degrees to scan along the L direction. During the GIXD experiments 

the incident angle is ked  below the critical angle to ensure total reflectance as the H and K 

components (QXJ are studied to determine the difiaction pattern of the sample. The L 

component (QZ) of the diffracted vector is fixed at different azimutal angles to discern the 

tilted behavior of the difftacting molecular fragments. Inversely, the 33 and K components 

are fixed and the L component increased at reflex points to further characterize the tilt 

behavior and orderhg of the diffracting molecules. 

Diffraction of the two-dimensional film at a grazing angle indicates the lateral 

paclshg structure on the Langrnuir monolayers. Ideally, alkyl tails can be modeled as 

cylinders packing in hexagonal structures with the tails normal Eo the &-water interface.131 
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This phase is known as the “rotator phase” named for the rotating tails. Upon increasing the 

pressure, thereby increasing the density of the monolayer, the tails assume their true elliptical 

shape. The tails assume a “herring bone” packing structure, eventually transforming f?om 

hexagonal to orthorhombic structures. Kaganer and Loginov describe the multitude of 

packing structures in the framework of the Landau Additional information about 
the monolayer can be discerned fiom the width of the peaks. The narrower the peaks appear 

the larger the correlation lengths in the direction of the peak. 

Cross-sectional mismatched between the polar focal group and the alkyl tail leads to 

tilt of the tails away from the surface normal. Traditional carboxyl focal groups have a 
slightly larger cross-sectional area than the alkyl tail therefore in the low-pressure regime the 

alkyl tails can tilt approximately 15-30” from the surface normal. Larger polar groups cause 

larger tilt angles between the alkyl tails and the surface normal. The direction of the tilt has 

been discovered to be in one of two usual directions: toward nearest neighbor (NN) and 

toward next nearest neighbor 0. 133 I 

The form factor of the di,fiacting object can be determined by measuring the rod 

scans along the surface normal at the 2D Bragg’s reflections. Quantitative analysis of the 
intensity of the 2D Bragg reflection rod 3s preformed using the framework of the distorted 

wave Born approximation @WBA)134 

where t(k,,f) is the Fresnel transmission fimction which gives rise to the enhancement around 

the critical angle of the scattered beam. Using a model of a cylinder of a length I and a fixed 

radius equal to the cross-sectional radius of alkyl chain to describe the alkyl tails, the tilt of 

the tail was varied to determine the orientation of the tails. In the model the intensity was 

adjusted for two tilt directions: one toward nearest neighbor 0 and the second toward next 

NN o,133 The form factor of the tails is given by 

(3) 
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where Qz' is defined along the long axis of the tails. 

2.3.1.1 Synchrotron Studies. 

X-ray reflectivity and a combination of X-ray grazing incident diffkaction 

measurements are preformed on Langmuir layers using the Ames Laboratory liquid-surface 

diffiactometer at the 61D b e d i n e  at the Advanced Photon Source synchrotron at Argonne 

National Laboratory?83135yf36,137 The monolayer is deposited on the surface of a Langmuir 

trough contained in a helium-filled chamber to decrease the oxidation of the molecules over 

the duration of the experiment. An insertion device is used to draw the primary beam fiom 

the storage ring. The beam is diffracted by a monochromator to remove all nondesirable 

high- and low-energy photons, allowing a narrow ban of photons before passing through a 

series of two movable slits to reduce the beam to the desired size. A downstream Si double 

crystal monochromator is used to select the x-ray beam at the desired energy (h=0.0772 nm). 

The beam finally passes through collimating slits before entering the helium filled chamber. 

In depth descriptions of the experimental setup are found el~ewhere.'~' 

2.3. I .  2 Home-Built XR Apparatus 

X-ray reflectivity measurements of spread monolayers directly under W illumination 

were carried out on a home built liquid-surface reflectometer @. Vaknin, Ames Laboratory). 

The incident beam (C&; h = 1.5404 A) is selected fiom the white beam of a Cu-rotating- 

anode generator (UltraXl-18; Rigaku, Japan) by Bragg reflection fiom the (I1 1) planes of a 

Ge single-crystal monochromator. The monochromator was situated on an arch segment that 

rotates the monochromator about an axis pasallel to its (1 1 I) planes and the Iiquid-surface. 

Rotating this arch to an angle t tilts the incident beam with respect to the surface to angle a, 

given by sins = (&ll/h)s&,, where dill is the Ge(l11) d-spacing. The motorized 9-28 

stages of the monochromator crystal are corrected for each tilt angle to practically track the 

Debye-Scherrer-cone, maintaining a fixed-energy incident-beam. Elevators are used to 

adjust the height of the sample and the beam-paths (with the slits) of the incident and 

scattered beams. The vertical divergence of the incident beam is controlled by two sets of 

slits (approximately 50 cm apart) placed between the sample and the monochromator. The 
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divergence of the beam is varied during the experiment. to roughly maintain a constant beam- 

footprint on the surface; beam-divergence near the critical angIe is -0.01 degrees and at the 

largest angle 0.09 degrees. A typical reflectivity curve takes 8-12 hours at 15kW power of 

the X-ray generator. 

2.3.2 Bulk X-ray Diffraction 

Wide mgle X-ray scattering (WAXS) and small angle X-ray scattering ( S A X S )  of 

bulk polymer samples provided information on the molecular ordering in a three dimensional 

Bulk diffraction at low angles provided data for structural analysis of the bulk 

material. Using the d-spacings and peak shape from the diffraction patterns the degree of 

crystallinity, the unit cell size and the crystallite size can be calculated. Using the WAXS 
technique, often ranges above seven degrees, reveals molecule-molecule interactions. Peaks 

associated with the multiple orders of molecules can be observed in the low-angle range. 

The combination of small and wide angle X-ray scattering provides data of both molecule- 

molecule interactions and the ordering of layers of molecules in crystalline planes. WAXS 

and SAXS diffraction patterns were collected using a Scintage-2000 XDS diffiactometer and 

Rigaku Miniflex difiactorneter using copper radiation, The angular range for the samples 

was between 1,and 35'. The bulk powder samples were compressed into stainless steel 

hoIders . 

, 

2.3.3 Optical Microscopy 

Optical microscopy provides higher resolution imaging of fine details of surfaces and 

interfaces. 140 The magnification and higher resolution capabilities of optical microscopy 

detect features invisible to the naked eye. The lack of contrast between multiple phases in 

polymer specimens limits the visualization. The use of cross polarizing light for transmission 

optical microscopy reveals the presence of polymer crystallites due to the polarizing effect of 

the crystalline structure. The development of digital cameras with time-lapse options 

facilitate the calculation of growth kinetics of crystallites and one-dimension2 structures 

from polymer solutions. 

. 
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Ribbon nucleation and growth of rod-coil molecules from solution was observed 

using optical microscopy. Visual analysis of the fiber structure facilitated the calculation of 

the growth kinetics and average ribbon dimensions. Optical microscopy images were 

obtained using a Vanguard 1282ECM microscope equipped with right transmission stage and 

digital camera. Movies of ribbon crystallization were created using timed auto capture 

feature. 

2.3.4 Scanning EIectron Microscopy 

Visualization of polymer surfaces with optical microscopy is limited by the 

resolution, depth of focus, lack of phase contrast, and k e d  angle between the sample and 

camera. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) provides improved resolution and depth of 

focus capabilities. Additionally the angle between the sample and detector can be 

manipulated to obtain three dimensional aspects of the surface texture. The details of 

chemical composition can be discerned by employing an Energy Dispersive Spectrometry 

(EDS) detector, thus revealing the elements present at the surface. A clear disadvantage of 

SEM is the need of surface conductivity thus requiring the application of a thin film of gold 

to polymer specimens. 

SEM images were obtained with a JEOL JLS-606LV at 1OkV at Iowa State 

University and JEOL, at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Graphite substrate was used, 

and sample was sputter coated with gold prior to imaging. 

2.3.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy 

The spatial resolution and surface conductivity limits the use of SEM for thin 

polymer films. The higher resolution and thin film sample preparation features of 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are desirable for resolving fine detail and 

dimensions of particles and phases in the nanometer range. The lack of phase contrast 

between polymers requires labeling or dyeing to discern the phase composition of the thin 
films, although the contrast between inorganic particles and polymer matrix requires no 

special handling. 
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A Phillips CM30 electron microscope with a L a 6  filament 

and used to perform TEM studies of the monolayers deposited on 
covered TEM grids purchased frorn'Ted Pella. 

2.3.6 Atomic Force Microscopy 

A powerful surface characterization technique known as AFM provides a topographic 

map of the surface of a sample in a two-dimensional image.I4* This is accomplished by 

scanning the surface with a nanometer scale probe at the end of a V shaped cantilever across 

the surface in a X-Y raster pattern on a micron scale (Figure 14). A laser beam is focused on 

the back of probe and reflected onto a segmented photodiode detector. The computer 

program monitors the constant feedback loop that maintains a constant force on the 

cantilever probe. The difference in height seen is then converted into topographical features 

on the three-dimensional image shown on the monitor. A schematic of the typical design for 

Tapping Mode in AFM is shown in Figure 14. 

Laser 

osition Sensitive 

Software 

Figure 14. Schematic of a typical AFM in Tapping Mode. The figure is not drawn to scale. 
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I I I  

phase I 

Figure 15. The phase shift in the oscillating fiequency of the AFM tip indicates a change in 

the chemical structure of the monolayer. 

For the molecular systems presented here, Tapping Mode imaging is performed on 

Dimension-3000 and Multimode microscopes (Digital Instruments). 242~143 Tapping Mode 

imaging is performed on samples too soft or unstable to scan in conventional contact mode, 

where the tip is dragged across the surface. In Tapping mode the tip is oscillated near the 

cantilever’s resonant fiequency using the piezoelectronic crystal to eliminate the damaged 

caused when the tip is dragged across the sample. When the oscillating cantilever comes in 

contact with the susface intermittently, the cantilever’s oscillations are reduced due to the 

energy loss caused by the contact between the tip and the surface. The cantilever tip is 

deflected by changes in the vertical height of the samples, thereby reflecting the laser beam 

to a different spot on the photodiode detector. The detector perceives the changes in vertical 

height as differences in laser spot orientation records them as contrast differences on the 
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two-dimensional image. In effect, the tip taps the sampIe and the image recorded is the 

relationship of the tip’s interactions with the sample, and not directly a map of the 

topography of the surface, 

In addition to morphology and height measurements Tapping Mode also offers 

information on the changes in the chemical structure on the polymer surfaces. Changes‘in 

phases might occur on plateaus or uniform f i h s  Without affecting the height of the film. The 

interactions between the tip and the films will change however. The feedback system 

monitors the phase shiR in the tip oscillations as well as the difference in the tips oscillating 

amiplitude. The phase shifts in the oscillations of the tip indicates a change in the film 
structure (Figure 15). Often the changes In morphology of the film can be seen with better 

resolution in the phase images. 

Care is taken not to cause damage to the films by the AFM tip by employing a Yight” 

tapping technique. Using low normal forces in scanning the sample controls the damage. 

The tip radius range is 10 to 30 nm and the spring constants are 40 to 60 N/m.14 

2.3.7 Raman Microscopy 

The specimen preparation restricts the characterization of surface composition by 

SEM and EDS. Additionally, the technique is limited to identifying elements present within 
the sampling, thus revealing little of the molecular composition at the interface. The use of 

Raman spectroscopy evaluates the molecular conformation and deformation at interfaces. 

While sample thickness limits conventional Raman spectroscopy, the inclusion of inorganic 

nanoparticles enhances the signal h m  thin surface films such as LB films. Traditional 

chemical analysis techniques were limited in analysis of the binary molecules composition. 

The chemical composition of surface films was determined using Raman 
spectroscopy of LB films. The observation of characteristic peaks for known polymers 

confirmed the presence of molecular fragments. Confocal Raman spectroscopy was 

conducted with a custom designed set-up based on Aurora-El NSOM microscope (Digital 

Instruments). A Nd:YAG laser (532 m) was used as the light source with intensity of 1 mW 

on the sample. The spectra were recorded by a cooled CCD camera with resolution of 0.32 
cm-l 145 
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2.3.8 Fluoroscence Spectroscopy 

Fluoroscence spectroscopy reveals Xormation about the molecular composition and 

physical organization of polymeric samples by confirming the presence of fluorescent 

emitting fragments and preferential ordering of the €rag~nents.'~~ Fluorescence occurs when 

a photon is emitted between states with the same multiplicity, creating one type of 

luminescence. The small time scale of the experiment agrees well with the time scale of 

conformation changes in polymers. Another advantage to fluorescence is the small sample 

size required to observe an effect in solutions or thin films. 

spectroscopy provides useful conformation and compositional information for polymers with 
aromatic fragments. 

Therefore, fluorescence . 

Fluorescence microscopy images were obtained from Olympus BX5 1 Fluorescence 

brightfield microscope and fluorescence spectra was obtained using Craic QDI 202 

Micro spectrophotometer. 

2.3.9 Ellipsometry 

Film thickness was determined by ellipsometry (a COMPEL Automatic Ellipsometer 

fi-om JnOmTech, Inc.) with an incident angle of 70". Ellipsometry offers a nondestructive 

optical technique to measure the thickness of a film by measuring and interpreting the 

changes in polarized light that undergoes oblique reflection. The measured ellipsometric 

angles, Y? md A which are related to the complex ratio of the Fresnel reflection coefficients 

Rp and & for light polarized parallel (p) and perpendicular (s)  to the plane of incidence such 

as 

p = RP/RS =tan Y exp(iA) 

the complex reflectance ratio p is completely determined by an amplitude (tan Y) and a 

phase (A) and characterizes the differential changes in amplitude and phase. These changes 

are related to a transformation of a shape and orientation of the ellipse of polarization, 

re~pective1y.l~~ 
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Initial estimates of the unknown parameters (sample thickness and refractive index) 

are used to consfmct a model of the sample s t ~ ~ ~ c h r e .  A set of experimentally calculated Y 

and A are then generated by varying the given parameters, and result in the true thichess and 

refractive index of the film. 
After each wafer is cleaned with piranha solution and prior to film deposition the 

silicon oxide layer is measured. The average thickness is found to be between 0.9 and 1.3 

nm for different wafers. The indices of refiaction, estimated kom similar molecules with 
known indices, used for the polymer layers are 1.49 for photochromic monodendrons, 1.55 

for rod-coil molecules, and 1.45 for 12-arm star polymers. An average over six 

measurements fiom different location on the substrate was used and reported here. 

2.3.10 Ultraviolet-visible Light Spectroscopy 

The photochromic behavior of molecules can be studied using multiple techniques 

but the most common is observing the absoption versus wavelength spectra. The light is 

selectively refracted to expose the sample to single wavelengths at a t h e .  The absorption is 

recorded by the detector and shown in wavelength versus absorption spectra. 

The UV-vis spectra of chloroform solutions and monolayers are obtained with a 

S h a h - 1 6 0 1  spectrometer, Illumination of solutions and monolayers is done with a Blak- 

Ray ultraviolet lamp (UVP, Model B-100 Ap, 1 O O w )  equipped with both a 365 nm bandpass 

filter and a 3 10 nm longpass filter fiom a distance of 0.4 m. 

2.3.11 Contact Angle 

Examining the contact angle of a droplet on a flat surface gives insight into the 

molecular composition of the surface and in turn the surface energy.'48 Analysis of water 

droplets on thin polymer films confirms the hydrophobic or hydrophilic nature of the surface, 

thereby predicting the molecular composition at the interface. Contact angle measurements 

were performed with sessile droplet method on a home-built apparatus. An average of three 

measurements was taken. 
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2.3.12 Molecular Modeling 

To calculate the behavior of molecules at the interfaces is not a simple matter of 

drawing the molecules. The molecules are created using Cerius' 3.8 package on a $GI 
workstation and Materials Studio 3.0 that allows 360' rotation around all three axes and 

n-himkation of the energy by correcting the bond lengths, angles, and o~ientation.'~~ To 

simulate a filled space environment and to correct the influence created by the fkee space 

environment a force field is loaded before all calculations are preformed. The models 

presented here stre all created using the Dreiding 2.21 force field library on the Cerius' 

program and the PCFF on the Materials Studio 3.0 The combination of 

molecular dynamics and energy minimization was used to generate molecular models.'51 

Using these models geographical parameters of the molecules are measured as well as 

models of the packing structures are developed using information from the characterization 

techniques. 
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CFIAPTER 3. RESULTS - F'UNCTIONALIZED PHOTOCHROMIC 

MONODENDRONS 

The interfacial behavior of two series of photochromic monodendrons, their 

molecular ordering, and its contribution to reversible photoisomerization at interfaces were 

examined. Studying the effect of the cross-sectional mismatch on the molecular ordering 

compared the influence of the polar head group and the varying number of alkyl tails. The 

polar head group was altered from a bulky crown ether to a smaller carboxylic acid group to 

analyze the effect of the head group on the molecular ordering at intedaces. The cross- 

sectional mismatch was additionally manipulated by varying the number of dodecyl alkyl 

tails per generation. An epoxy terminated reference molecule was examined to understand 

the photoisomerization behavior in grafted films. 

1 

3.1 Molecules based on Bulky Discotic Cores 

Organized surface layers with microstructure and properties depending upon external 

stimuli are of special interest for many prospective  application^.'^^ Among them, 

photoresponsive amphiphiles possess the possibility of forming ordered, two-dimensional 

monolayers with switchable microstructure. Azobemene molecular fragments have two 
stable isomers under different wavelength stimulation making molecules with azobenzene 

fiagments attractive for possible molecular switch and nonlinear optics uses.153 The unique 

trans-cis photoisomerization of the azobenzene molecular fiagments is promising for a 

diverse m a y  of applications. Lack of complete control of the molecuIar orientation and 

packing structure of the azobenzene fiagments within the monolayer hinders their 

hctioning in the desired fashion. Progress in the control of orientation and structure of 

molecules in thin films focuses on both fabrication control and gaining a complete 

understanding of the interactions between molecular fiagments. 

3.1.1 Molecular Ordering at the &-Water Interface 

The properties of the AD12-N s e h  have been studied at the &-water interface to 

develop a molecular model for all four molecules (Figure 4). All four molecules display 
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classic amphiphilic behavior with a sharp increase in surface pressure as the area per 

molecule reaches near monolayer collapse (Figure 16). The n-A isotherms show the lower 

two generations have a cross-sectional area deviant fkom the expected 0.2 nm2 per molecuIar 

tails. The cross-sectional area for the crown ether head in flat-on orientation at the interface 

is determined to be 0.45 nm2. The molecular area determined fiom PA isothems for the 

one, two, four, and eight tail compounds is 0.43,0.48,0.77 and 1.55 ntn2 respectively (Figure 

16). From these results it appears the bulky crown ether head is dictating the molecular 

packing for the lowest two generations. However, for rnonodendrons with four and eight 

tails, cross-sectional area per tail decreases to about the expected value. 
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The ADl2-1 monolayer at lower pressures showed little ordering as indicated by the 

presence of only a wide diffuse halo, originated from the water subphase. Two-dimensional 

Bragg reflections do not appear in the diffraction paf3erns at pressures of 3 and 10 rnN/m. 

XGID scans reveal three peaks only at the highest surface pressures tested here of about 20 

mN/m. The peak profiles obtained with high resolution at the highest surface pressure 

(Figure 17) were fitted to hrentzian type functions that provided peak positions at 10.0, 
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14.3, and 15.9 m-', which correspond to 0.626, 0.440, and 0.394 m d-spacings, 

respectively (Table 2). The shape, spacing and location of the two intense peaks with higher 

Qxr values (14.3 and 15.9 nrn-') correspond closely with literature values for (1,l) and (2,O) 

planes in an orthorhombic unit cell of alkyl chains.13' Calculations with this indexation 

resulted in a Unit cell size of 0.788 nm by 0.529 nm. This unit cell corresponds to a cross- 

sectional area of 0.208 nm2 per alkyl chain of the molecule. This value is within the known 
area for densely packed and tilted alkyl tails (fiorn 0,182 to 0.210 m 2 ). Error! Bookmark not 

defiued.32,I 31,154 However, the 0.626 nm peak with lower intensity detected at this pressure does 

not fit a simple orthorhombic unit cell common for the alkyl tails. Selective disappearance of 

peaks indicates the alkyl tails are tilted in a preferred orientation. The (1,l) peak disappears 

in the high resolution XGID patterns ofADl2-1 at highest surface pressures while the two 

other peaks remain (Figure 17). 

9 I O  11 12 13, 14 15 16 
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Figure 17. €€i& resolution XGD of AD12-1 monolayer at highest pressure as the detector is 

moved away from the surface horizon. The original intensities are offset for clarity. 

After careful analysis of possible structural models, it is suggested that this peak 

corresponds to the formation of supercell packing. This proposition is based on the fact that 

the d-spacing for this peak has a simple ftactional relationship that corresponds to the (1,1/2) 

index within the orthorhombic unit cell. The position of the (I, 112) peak calculated using the 
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orthorhombic unit cell parameters (a* = 2n/a = 7.973 runkt and b* = 2 d a  = 11.877 mi') is 

found to be 9.9m-l, which is within the experimental uncertainty of the observed value 

10.Onm"l. The appearance of the (132)  peak suggests that b-direction includes two of the 

"primary" unit cells. In addition, comparison of the unit cell for AD12-1 compound studied 

here with the common unit cell for alkyl chains, namely, heneicosanioc acid found in 

literature, demonstrates that ADl2-1 compound possess expanded dimension in the b- 

dire~ti0n.l~' The necessity to pack bulky polar groups beneath the alkyl sublayer may result 

in stxuctural non-equivalency on the neighboring tails causing the effect observed. Simple 

fatty acids like stearic acid have been used as comparisons for more complex systems 

because their chemical sbxctute allows for simple models to describe their packing structures 

(Table 2). l3 I lSS 

Table 2. Structural parameters of the Langmuir monolayers fi-om different dendrimer 

compounds. The values for stearic acid were taken fi-om Peterson et al."' 

Increasing the number of allcyl tails from one to two changes the molecular area 

determined from the n-A isotherm slightly, but greatly changes the diffiaction pattern 

(Figure 18). Two well-defined peaks appear for the AD12-2 monolayer at both low and 

high-pressures. At higher surface pressure, these peaks become more intense and an 

additional intermediate peak appears. 'The higher Q region appears to have a weak peak that 
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can be refined to as a third peak. The d-spacings of the three peaks were 0.862, 0.471, and 

0.422 nm (Table 2). The intensity of first two peaks is too low to be used in the calculation 

of the unit parameters and could be originated from mixed intrmonolayer structure. 

Therefore, only the most intensive peak was indexed as the (1,O) reflection of hexagonal 

lattice with the lattice parameter a= 0.487 nm (Figure 18, Table 2). Tbis unit cell gives the 

surface area of 0.206 m2 per alkyl tail, which is close to that for the first generation. The 

width of the diffkaction peak indicates disordering of the unit cell. The hexagonal structure 

appears to be an intermediate stage between the previous supercell orthorhombic unit cell of 

the lower generation and an ordered hexagonal unit cell for higher generation molecules (see 

below). All diffraction peaks disappear upon the slight increase of reflection angle leading to 

the conclusion that the tails are in standing off orientation for this molecuIe unlike the 

molecule with one tail, AD12-1. 

The diffiaction pattern for the four and eight tails, AD124 and AD12-8, unlike the 

two previous compounds, displays only one intensive peak even at the lowest surfacepressure 

(Figure 18). One sharp peak at Q=l5.0 nni' for both higher generation molecules present in 

the diffraction pattern for all three surface pressures (Figure 18). A hexagonal unit cell was 

calculated for ADl2-4 and Adl2-8 with a length of 0.482 nm and the surface area of 0.201 

run2 per alkyl tail (Table 2). The broadness and asymmetry of the peak for AD12-4 was 

refined into two overlapping peaks. The unit cel1 for AD12-8 was nearly identical to the 

ADl2-4 unit cell but appeared to indicate a more regular hexagonal packing structure with 
limited short range ordering rather than hexagonal structure of the previous two generation. 

As with the ADl2-2 monolayer, the diffiaction peaks disappear as the. p angle was increased 

indicating upribt orientation of the alkyl ta& similarly to AD12-2 and in contrast with 

ADl2-1. 

The small cross-sectional mismatch between a carboxyl head group and a 

hydrocarbon chain, generally, causes a slight tilt in the NN direction.13* At lower and 

intermediate surface pressures, the tilt angle is in the range of 15-30". Peterson et a1 

calculated the area per tail for stearic acid to be between 0.195 and 0.200 mn2 for higher 

pressures, smaller than the cross-sectional areas calculated for AD12-1 and ADl2-2 but close 

to that observed for 0 1 2 - 4  and AD12-8 (Table 2)?55 
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Figure 18. The observed &&action patterns of the ADlZ-N series with peaks labeled with 
the corresponding Miller indices. The diamonds represent ADl2-1, the triangles AD124 
the circles ADl2-4, and the squares ADf2-8. The original intensities are offset for clarity. 

The effective cross-sectional area per tail drops when four or more tails are attached 

to the polar fiagment (Table 2). For molecules with multiple chains, the alkyl tails are 

oriented along the surface normal unlike the molecule with a single chain with a large tilt of 

the alkyl tails. For these compounds, the total cross-sectional area of the alkyl tails is much 

higher than the molecular area of the polar head. Thus, the loosely packed polar heads do not 

distort the dense packing of the alkyl chain although the inhalayer correlations diminish 

significantly (Table 2). 

Independent confirmation of a highly tilted alkyl chains for AD12-1 within the 

monolayer at the highest surface pressure came &om out-of-plane diffraction studies. As 

observed for diffiaction data collected at an angle p = 3.5*, the (1,l) peak disappears while 
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the other two peaks remain visible, although with weaker intensity. This qualitatively 

confirms tilting of the alkyl chains for AD12-1 in (1,l) direction. Rod scans (scanning out- 

of-plane (p angle) while fixing the Qxy at a peak position) were used to determine the tilt 

angle of the molecular fiagments with better accuracy+138 For all three diffraction peaks rod 

scans displayed angular behavior with a sharp spike in intensity at an exceedingly low angle 

followed by gradually decreasing intensity (Figure 19). Modeling of these data for the 

lowest generation confirmed the molecular tilting of alkyl chains in a preferred direction. 

The fitting suggests the alkyl tails are tilted toward their next nearest neighbor at an angle in 

the range fiorn 54 to 58' (Table 2). The tilting angle obtained fiorn rod scans was virtually 

identical to one obtained from the reflectivity data (58') within the uncertainties of both 

measurements (e'). 
To characterize the extension of alkyl chain ordering within the monolayer, 

correlation lengths are calculated within the Lorentzian approximation. The correlation 

length (5) is determined for all three peaks seen in the diffiaction pattern using equation (5) 
156,157 

6 = ZIA 
\ 

where A is the full width at half maximum of the hrentzian peak in units of ma-'. The 

molecule with the most ordered @@est correlation length) intralayer packing is ADf2-1, 

though the calculated lengths are close to the resolution limit. For all three diffraction peaks 

of the lowest generation, the correlation lengths determined to be in the range fi-om 16.5 m 

to 19.2 run are close to the resolution Iimit of the instnrment (about 20.0 nm) (Table 2). Thus, 

these values represent the estimation of the lowest limit propagation of order. These high 
values indicate that ordering on the air-water interface at the highest surface pressure far 

exceeds short-range order common for liquid-like packing of molecules in fluid or partially 

disordered states. 157 The tails are much more ordered and do form ordered regions which 

include at least 40 unit cells that corresponds to long-range positional ordering. The 

correlation length is reduced dramatically for the two-tail compound and is further reduced 

for the four and eight-tail compounds (Table 2). This decrease is obviously caused by the 
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steric conflicts Within the branched tails. Multiple tails attached to a single core must stagger 

in their packing in order for them to fit in the single monolayer. A possible reason for this is 

by branching the alkyl tails off the same phenyl ring and the presence of the irregular phenyl 

rings within the monolayers are limiting factors on the propagation of the positional ordering 

of the peripheral alkyl tails. 

AD A 2-8 

1 " I " ~ " " "  

0 2 4 6 8 
QZ( n m-' ) 

Figure 19. Representative rod scans for the main diEaction peaks at the highest pressure 

labeled with a sdmple name. Solid lines are the best fits. The intensities were offset for 

clarity. 
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Figure 20. Reflectivity and corresponding models from a) AD12-1 and b) AD12-8. The data 

are represented by symbols and the model by a solid line. The box models and smeared 

electron density for the fits are shown in the b e t s .  The box models are used along with 
diffraction data to construct a molecular model of AD121 and AD12-8. 

Rod scans of selected diffraction maxima c0nfm-n conclusion about different 

orientations of the alkyl tails for bighest three generations. The (1,O) peak for the two-tail 
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compound indicates the tails are tilted four degrees in the NN direction. The two lower Q 

value peaks for AD12-2 were excluded fi-om the rod scan analysis since they could not be 

indexed properly and the lower intensity of the peaks limited accuracy of the rod-scans. The 

results for the (1,O) peaks for higher generations show the tails tilted insignificantly, only 

three to four degrees fiom the surface normal. Representative data for rod scans and the 

corresponding fits for each sample are shown in Figure 19 and the tilting angles obtained 

from these fits are presented in Table 1. The results show that tails are in virtually standing 

off position for all compounds with multiple tails and the single tail compound has a tilt 

angle as high as 58'. 
Reflectivity data provides complementary information on the packing of molecules at 

the air-water interface by revealing electron density distribution along the surface normal. 

Figure 20 shows the reflectivity data and the corresponding fits for AD12-1 and ADl2-8 at 

the highest pressures, which is representative of all AD12-N compounds. The lower three 

generations can be fit using two box models at all pressures (Table 3). The eight-tail 

molecule was fit better using a three-box model, It is worth to note that the distinction 

between the crown ether and azobenzene fiagment could not be resolved within current 

resolution and, thus, one box is assigned to the alkyl tail and a second one to the azobenzene- 

crown fiagment. 

At the lowest surface pressure, diffise reflectivity with a poorly visible k s t  minimum 

is observed for AD12-1 (not shown). Increasing the suI-face pressure to 20 mN/m 

(compressed solid state of the monolayer) resulted in a much sharper first minimum and a 

weak second minimum. This indicates more ordered packing of the molecular firagments at 

higher pressures. Very low electron density of the alkyl tails at the lower surface pressures 

of 3 and 10 rnN/m clearly indicates that they are loosely packed and disordered at these 

surface pressures as is c o h e d  by the diffraction data. Density of the alkyl layer increases 

significantly at the highest surface pressure indicating significant improvement of chain 

packing. However, even at the highest pressure studied here, the density of the alkyl tails 

extracted ftom the model (0 .24~10~ k 0.05 e/nm3) is lower than the expected electron density 

of densely packed alJsy1 tails (0.3-0.33~10~ e/m3) even consideI-ing the uncertainties of the 
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AD12-1 

Nead Length (nm) 1.29 

0.41 

-- 
Head Density (x IO3 e/nm3) 

first Tail Box Length (nrn) 

First Tail Box Density (x IOm3 

e/um3) 

Second Tail Box Length fnm) 0.75 

Second TaiI Box Density (x lo3 
0.24 

e/nm3) 

Total Length (nm) 2.04 

Fully Extended Length (nm) 3.5 

Roughness" (nm) 0.27 

-- 

fitting procedure. This difference indicates the presence of additional defects in monolayer 

structure such as interdomain boundaries or partial conformational disorder. 

AD12-2 AD12-4 A D D 8  Uncertainties 

1.6 2.11 0.99 2 0.3 

0.40 0.38 0.39 k 0.02 

..I 1.36 f 0.35 

-- -- 0.34 f 0.03 

1.15 1.13 0.82 -t 0.2 

0.28 0.28 0.10 _+ 0,04 

2.75 3.24 3.27 

3.7 4.3 4.8 

0.47 0.38 0.34 f 0.03 

7 

* taken as an identical parameter for all interfaces 

At the highest s d c e  pressure the length of the topmost box for ADX2-1, assigned to 

the terminal alkyl tails (I& is much smaller than the calculated extended length of the tails 

(l- = 1.52nrn) (Table 2). This difference indicates that the alkyl tails are significantly tilted 

toward the surface, A measure for the tilt, 9, estimated from relation cos0 = l,f/ l,, yielding 

a tilt angle of about 60". Apparent reason for such highly tilted, almost flat arrangement of 

the alkyl tails in the compound studied is the availability of a large surface area for a single 

tail (0.43 nrn') caused by the bulky crown ether group beneath the alkyl layer. This large tilt 

is unusual for alkyl chains within Langmuir monolayers. Typical tilting angle for amphiphilic 
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This tilt organic compounds with alkyl tails is close to 10-30' in condensed solid state. 

is related to a modest mismatch of cross-sectional areas of non-bulky polar heads (usually, 

carboxyl groups) and hydrocarbon chains. 

158,159 

All AD12-N compounds have total lengths for the molecules at the &-water interface 

lower than estimated from extended conformation in standing orientation that is consistent 

with molecule tilting and confornational disorder of the molecular fragments. The 

monolayers show lower densities as compared to electron density for densely packed tails is 

0 . 3 3 ~ 1 0 ~  e l m 3  that indicates defective monolayer structure in the form, e.g., of clustering 

within the monolayer. 

The cause of the supercell packing structure for AD12-1 can be attributed to the 

influence of the large polar head, wKch can be misaligned in the b-direction so that the 

actual repeating unit is seen in every other unit cell. Indeed, as molecular modeling showed, 

for tilted and densely packed alkyl tails it was impossible to densely pack all polar fkagments 

with the same orientation. Space constraints required a minor misalignment of alkyl tails to 

provide the appropriate packing density. It can be concluded that space constraints imposed 

by chemical attachment of the alkyl chains to the bulky polar heads appears to be the OX;& 

of the supercell of the alkyl tails. Indeed, an alkyl tail with the cross-sectional area of 0.21 

nm2 cover nearly 0.42 nm' of underlying surface area when tilted 58" from the surface 

normal. 

Similarly, no flat-on orientation of the polar crown heads was observed for 

monodendrons studied recently by Pa0 et all6' The authors varied the number of branches 

(up to 9 peripheral tails) and the distance of the tails fkom the branching point and analyzed 

the density distribution along the surface normal. The smallest cross-sectional mismatch 

studied h this work was close to 2: 1. The model presented in Ref. 48b showed the alkyl tails 

extended from the water surface with rod-like behavior while the branching and polar groups 

extend into the water at an angle away ftom the surface normal. The presence of large voids 

between the domains of the tails on a single molecule was also suggested. The area per 

peripheral alkyl tail determined from n-A isotherms was sllgaificantly larger than the 

expected for a single alkyl chain (0.26-0.36 m') and was attributed to the presence of the 

bullsy phenyl rings. This is in contrast with these studies with cross-sectional area per tails 
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reaching 0.20nm2 despite the phenyl rings presence and indicates truly ordered state of the 

peripheral tails despite their branching. 

Figure 21. Molecular models of AD12-1, 'ADl2-2, AD12-4, and AD12-8 molecules (fiom 

left to right) at the &-water interface illustrating the molecular conformation and orientation 

of different fragments suggested. 

All generations show a trend of the polar head and azobenzene spacer group adapting 

a tilted behavior beneath the water surface. For the first three compounds, the tilt angle is 

close to 50" from the surface normal but increases to 63" for AD12-8. The lower than 

expected thickness of the box model cannot be completely explained by the tilted structure of 
_- 

the molecular fragments or the calculated errors in the model. The effective thickness 

measured by X-ray reflectivity is averaged over the entire sample area and is not an absolute 

measurement of the monomolecular film. Therefore, a heterogeneous film structure with 
domains is suggested with a lower effective thickness than a complete film. Indeed, domain 

surface morphology has been observed for monolayers transferred on a solid s u b ~ t r a t e ~ ~ ' ~ ~  

In contrast, for molecules with multiple tails, the rod scans show minuscule tilts fkom 

the surface normal and thereby substantiates the conclusion made f7om the X-ray diffraction 

data on the standing tails. The rod scans and the diffraction patterns agree that the tails for 

the higher generations are orientated along the surface normal but the box model gives a 
smaller tail length due to, probably, the fact that the first several carbon atoms of the tails are 

submersed in the water subphase (Figrire 21). 
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It is suggested that the origin of the second tail box in the three-box model for 

molecule ADl2-8 arises fkom the staggering of the peripheral tails. Rod scans and 

diffraction data indicate the tails are oriented along the surface normal but each tail is 

tethered to a phenyl ring that has another alkyl tail attached (Figure 19). The nature of the 

branching structure hinders the close packing of the tails without reorganization in the 
molecular structure as was tested on molecular models. The larger phenyl rings at different 

branching points have to adjust to the space constraints as the tails try to organize in the unit 

cell. The first and second carbon atoms of the alkyl tails are closely associated with the 

phenyl ring branching structure. The tilt angle originates at this site thereby forcing the 

carbon atoms to be partially associated with the head group. The stmdhg off tails probably 

begins around the third carbon of the alkyl tail thereby explaining the short box that 

correlates with the tails. For all molecules, the head and azobenzene box was considerably 

shorter than expected leading to the suggestion that the group is tilted significantly away 

fiom the surface normal forming "kink" configuration Figure 21). Taking the arccosine of 

the measured length divided by the molecular model length of the group an angle of 48 to 51" 
for the fist three generations was calculated while the angle was increased for the highest 

generation to 63'. All models show the head groups fdly submerged in the subphase but 

exact arrangement of the polar crown heads could not be deduced fiorn the data collected. 

3.1.2 Photoisomerhation Studies 

UV-vis spectrometry of dilute solution of the AD12-N molecules show the distinctive 

365 nm peak that denotes the presence of the n-IT* transition of the trans-isomer of 

azobenzene fkagment (Figure 22a). The 238 nm peak is characteristic of the phenyl rings 

present in the dendritic tails. After 1 minute illumination the 365 nm peak is near completely 

diminished while two new peaks appear at 455 nm and 318 nm, the first peak characteristic 

to the n-n* transition pigure 22b). The transformation can be reversed by storing the 

solutions in complete darkness for an extended period of time or can be accelerated by 

illumination with a 450 nm light. 

Conformation of the effect of isomer transitions h deposited films is seen in high- 
resolution AFM studies of AD12-4 films; The high-resolution images suggest ADl2-4 



organizes in orientated monolayers on solid surfaces. The phase image of the monolayer 

before illumination denotes 100-150 nm long, straight strips that form a continuous pattern 

(Figure 23a). Mer UV irradiation the pattern is broken and the strips appear to organize in 
fkagments with the length limited to 10-20 nm (Figure 23b). The regular ordering is replaced 

with short-range ordered irregular domains. The thickness is not affected by this trans-cis 

isomerization thereby indicating in-plane intralayer reorganization. 

0.30- 

b 

,,'i 
b 

250 300 350 400 450 500 ! 
Wavenumber, nm 

io 

io 

Figure 22. W-vis spectrum for the ADl2-N series in dilute solutions a) before irradiation 

and b) one minute after irradiation with 365 nm light. 

3.2 Molecules Based on Traditional Polar Head Core 

Replacement of the bulky polar group in previously studied monodendrons with a 

smaller hctional group, Le. a traditional pol? group, was expected to promote chemically 
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grafting to solid surfaces while preseming the cross-sectional area necessary for complete 

and reversible photoisomerization within the surface monolayers. The attachment of a 

traditional carboxylic polar head to photochromic monodendrons generated a cross-sectional 

mismatch favorable for the azobenzene spacer group. In addition to the first direct 

observation of the tvans-cis photoisomerization in L m g m ~  monolayers, photoisomerization 

studies demonstrated that lower generation rnonodendrons maintained the photochromic 

behavior after chemical grafting to the silicon substrates although with reduced 

reorganization time. 

I 

Figure 23. AFM phase images a) 100 x 100 nm of the initial oriented monolayer of AD124 

and b) 200 x 200 m of the LJV-illuminated monolayer. The 2-scale for both is 10". 

3.2.1 Molecular Ordering at the Air-water Interface 

All four molecules displayed classic amphiphilic behavior at the air-water interface 

with a sharp increase in surface pressure as the molecular area was reduced (Figure 24). AA- 
1 had a higher than expected aIky1-chain limiting cross-sectional area of 0.24 nm' per 

molecule while the three highest generations were observed to roughly follow the expected 

value of 0.20 m2 per alkyl tail with 0.36, 0.98, and 1.50 m2 for AA-2, AG-4, and AA-8 

respectively. The deviation of the one tail molecule from the expected molecular area 
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indicated that a single alkyl tail does not control the limiting cross-sectional area which is 

increased due to the presence of the bulky photochromic group and the polar head. The 

surface area per molecule increased with the increasing number of akyl tail in dendritic shells 

virtually doubling for each generation Figure 24). In the end, the polar head and 

photochromic spacer had little influence on the cross-sectional area for the molecule with 
multiple (>2) alkyl tails in the dendritic shell. 

The behavior of the azobenzene amphiphiles with different polar heads was first 

deduced by comparison of the pressure versus area (PA) isotherms. The n-A isotherms for 

AA-I and AE-1 indicated cross-sectional areas corresponding to the polar head size (Figure 

24) The limiting cross-sectional area was calculated from the isotherms as 0.24 m2 for AA- 
1 and 0.28 mz for AE-1, which was slightly larger than the molecular 'area for traditional 

aliphatic chain amphiphiles. 161~'62 Traditional amphiphiles composed of an alkyl tail and 

carboxylic acid polar head have been estimated to occupy approximately 0.18-0.20 nm2 per 

molecule in condensed state.'63 The inclusion of the azobenzene fiagment has been observed 

to increase the cross-sectional area of the single alkyl tail amphiphife to 0.30-0,35 nm2 per 

molecule.164 The smaller than expected molecular areas obtained for both molecules studied 

here suggested that this combination of the azobenzene group and polar heads dictate 

different intramonolayer packing as will be discussed in this communication. The collapse of 

the AA-I monolayer at moderate surface pressures was observed as a sharp change of dope 

at 25 d / m .  The larger surface area per molecule in AE-1 (by -15%) can be directly 

associated with the presence of the bulkier epoxy groups at the interface. The epoxy head 

group was suggested to be stable at the air-water interface for the limited time scale of the 

experiments. Epoxy rings were determined to be relatively stable in gels with high water 

content with only 10% of the rings opening after 24 hours in the absence of a catalyst and at 

room te~nperature.'~~ Therefore, it is presumed a minimUm number of epoxy rings open 

during the 1-1 0 hours per each experiment in oxygen-free environment. In fact, the result 

reported here for AE-1. show unchanged monolayer packing in the course of repeated 

measurements. 
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Figure 24. The 7c-A isotherms for all molecules demonstrated a classic ampbiphilic behavior 

with lower generations deviating fiom expected molecular area trend. 

Diffraction experiments provided insight into the effect of the azobenzene group &d 

polar head on the inhalayer structure of the alkyl tails. Observational GIXD patterns for both 

molecules at all surface pressures indicated an orthorhombic unit cell for the AA-1 and AE-I 

molecules (Figure 25a, 26a). Four intense peaks appeared at low surface pressures and 

sharpened as the surface pressure increased. At lower Qz a single sharp, intense peak was 

observed while at higher QZ three additional intense peaks were observed for both AA-1 and 

AE-1 molecules. Unlike the previously studied molecule with a bulky crown ether polar 

head AD12-1,48a the current molecules lacked lower Qxy peaks, indicating an absence of 

supercell packing structure. 

The d-spacings for the two lower Qxy peaks observed for AA-1 were calculated as 

0.467 and 0.371 nm corresponding to an orthorhombic unit cell with a = 0.742 m and b = 

0.601 nm at all surface pressures. The area per alkyl chain caIculated from this unit cell was 
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Figure 25. Intensity versus in-plane momentum transfer Qxy GIXD (at p=3.75* to show all 

visible peaks) for AA-1 a) at all observed surface pressures and b) the highest pressure at 

increased resolution. The dashed box indicates the area shown at higher resolution for 

different p to reveal the selective appearance bf the (1,l) and (2,O) peaks. The intensities 

were offset to allow comparison. 
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a (nm) 

Area per tail (nm') 
Tilt (") 

b (m> 

0.223 m2 which is close to that directly obtained from Langmuir isotherms (Table 4). The 

large spacing between the two characteristic peaks for the orthorhombic unit cell indicated a 

transition to a unit cell of lower symmetry than the hexagonal unit cell (Figure 25b). Indeed, 

the area per alkyl chain was much larger than previouslyseen for single alkyl chains.'66 The 

additional peaks observed in the GMD pattern were found to have a higher order of 

diffiaction relationship with the orthorhombic unit cell. 

0.742 0.742 0.484 0.482- 07744.- 
0.601 ' 0.495 I 0.61 1 
0.223 0.184 0.203 0,201 0.227 

26 0 0 0 42 

- 
I 

Table 4. Comparison of lattice parameters of AA-N calculated fiom GLXD. 

I I AA-1 1 AA-2 1 AA-4 I AA-8 I AE-1 I 

The d-spacings of the higher Qz peaks were calclllated to be 0.316 and 0.229 m and 
indexed as the second order (2,l) and (3,l) peaks respectively (Figure 25a). The appearance 

of these additional peaks for higher azimuthal angles indicated the diffraction fiom higher 

orders of symmetry than traditionally seen for simple amphiphiles such as a herringbone 

structure. The appearance of the (2,1) peak is typically forbidden for a non-primitive 

orthorhombic lattice along with the (0,l) peak unless the two interpenetrating rectangular 

lattices were Iaterally shifted from one another or the two molecules per unit cell were not 

symmetrically eq~ivalent.'"~ However, the absence ofthe (0,l) peak suggested the alkyl tails 

of AA-1 molecules formed a herringbone structure at the &-water intdace. The (1 J), (2,l) 

and (3,l) peaks were we& but observable at lower Qz and sharply increased in intensity at 

higher Qz while the (2,O) peak was absent at higher Qz GIXD patterns. This selective 

appearance of the peaks elucidated the awl tails were tilted towards the nearest neighbor 

0 direction. 32p167 

The increase in the cross-sectional area of the polar head fiom a carboxyl group to an 

epoxy group led increased surface molecular areas as was mentioned above (Figure 24). 

Correspondingly, a slight shift in the diffiaction peaks toward lower Q was observed for AE- 
1 at all surface pressures (Figure 26a). The four peaks were observed at 01472, 0.372, 0.319, 

and 0.231 m and indexed as the (l,l), (2,0), (2,l) and (3,l) peaks respectively at 20 mN/m. 
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The characteristic peaks were spaced further apart than the AA-1 peaks, thus, resulting in 

unit cell parameters to be a = 0.744 nm and b = 0.611 nm. The area per alkyl tail was 

determined to be 0.227 nm2, a value larger than expected for traditional orthorhombic unit 

cells. Similar to the AA-1 molecule, the presence of high orders of reflections signified a 

high ordering of the a w l  tails. Therefore, the tails were concluded to be aligned in a 

moderately tilted packing structure due to the selective appearance of the peaks. As in the 

GIXD patterns for the AA-1 molecules, the (l,l), (2,1), and (3,l) peaks appeared as weak 

peaks at lower QZ and became sharper and more intense at higher Qz. Dissimilarly however, 

the (2,O) peak appeared sharp and intense at lower Qz and disappeared at higher Qz. From the 

selective appearance of the indexed peaks it was determined the alkyl chains were tilted in 

the NN direction similarly to the AA-1 molecules. 

The higher resolution GMD pattern at 20 mN/m for AA-1 and AE-1 shown in Figure 

25b, 26b indicated the highly selective appearance of the (1,l) and (2,O) peaks as the detector 

was moved further away f?om the horizon. The data for both molecules at higher Qz showed 

the (2,O) peak became much less intense while the (1,l) peak increased in intensity, 

indicating the alkyl tails were tilted in the (1,l) direction. The increase in spacing between 

the two characteristic peaks observed for the AE-1 molecule corroborated the increase in the 

cross-sectional area per alkyl tail. The AA-1 and AE-1 molecules were found to have 

moderate long-range order. The correlation lengths calculated for the (1,I) peaks were 9.3 

and 7.2 nm for AA-1 and AE-1. respectively. The molecules had increased correlation 

lengths in the (2,O) direction, seen in the sharpening of the peaks in Figure 25b, 26b. 

The orthorhombic unit cells suggested for the AA-1 and AE-1 molecules fiom GMD 

data are considerable larger than the Unit: cell calculated for stearic acid molecules with 
comparable alkyl tails (Table 4). Both molecules show a decrease in the a dimension and an 
increase in the b dimension of the unit cells. The area per alkyl chain increase from 0.197 

nm’, for the stearic acid molecule, to 0.223 nm2 and 0.227 nrn2 for the molecules with 

carboxyl and epoxy head groups, respectively (Table 4). The larger unit cells suggest the 

azobenzene group interfered with the intralayer packing of the alkyl tails since the polar head 

itself cannot generate a larger cross-sectional area. The most noticeable is that the alkyl taiIs 

for AA-1 and AE-1 are packed in a heningbone manner (Figure 27). It is suggested that the 
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Figure 27. Unit cell comparison of'M-1 (solid line, clear herringbone packing), AE-1 

(dashed line), and stearic acid (dashed dotted line) from literature'68 (top, left cell). The AA- 
1 is expanded in the b direction to demonstrate the (2,l) plane (diagonal lines). Molecular 

model of AA-1 organized in three unit cells viewed along the alkyl tails (bottom left) and 

side-view (bottom right). 

presence of the azobenzene group created two symmetrically inequivalent sites and enlarged 

the orthorhombic unit cell along the b-axes by initiating their larger tilt towards the NN 

direction (Figure 27). The cross-sectional areas determined by the n-A isotherm for AA-1 

and AE-3. were calculated to be 0.25 m2 and 0.29 m2 in the begbning of the formation of 
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the condensed monolayer and decreasing to 

0.20 nm2 and 0.23 nm’ closer to the 

monolayer collapse, respectively. The 

laxown cross-sectional area for azobenzene 

groups was between 0.30-0.35 m2, which 

was slightly larger than the cross-sectional 

area for carboxyl group (0.24 nm2) but 

fairly comparable for that for the epoxy 

polar group (0.30 m2).163 The effect was 

not seen for the larger AD12-1 molecule 

(Table 2), indicating the larger polar head 

decreased fhe interference from the 

azobenzene group. 

The inclusion. of two dodecyl alkyl 

tails in the dendritic shell bought a 

reduction in the unit cell with an increase 

in long range ordering. At all surface 

pressures six sharp, intense peaks were 

obsmed in the diffraction pafAems for AA- 
2 (Figure 28a). The d-spacing for the two 

sharpest peaks were calculated at 0.412 and 

0.371 am and were indexed as the (1,l) and 

(2,O) peaks respectively. The four 

additional higher QW peaks were indexed 

as the (271)7 (0,2), (1,2), and (3J) peaks at 

0.299, 0.249, 0.236, and 0.222 11131 

respectively. All peaks diminished in 

intensity at higher QZ (larger azimutal 

angle) GIXD patterns, revealing the alkyl 

tails are paraIlel to the surface normal. In 

2.5 ,,i Q-=5.5 nm“ 
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Figure 28. The GIXD patterns of the three 

highest generations observed for the 

Langmuir monolayers at 20 mN/m surface 

pressure. 
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contrast to the one tail molecule observed previously the AA-2 molecules formed a regular 

orthorhombic unit cell with no indication of a herringbone structure. The lattice parameters 

were calculated as u= 0.742 nm and b= 0.495 nm with the area per tail equal to 0,184 nm' 

(Table 4). The a lattice parameter calculated for both AA-I and AA-2 was equal to 0.742 nm 

while the b lattice parameter decreased approximately 0.1 nni from 0.601 nm for AA-I to 

0.495 m for AA-2. 

A further increase in the number of alkyl tails disrupted the well-ordered 

orthorhombic lateral packing. A single broad peak was observed at all surface pressures for 

AA-4 and indexed as the (1,O) peak with a d-spacing of 0.420 nm (Figure 28b). The four tail 

molecule formed a quasi-hexagonal unit cell with the lattice parameter a = 0.484 nm and the 

area per tail 0.203 mz (Table 4). Similarly, the eight tail molecule had a single broad peak 

at 0.418 nm, revealing the alkyl tails formed a regular hexagonal lateral packing (Figure 

28c). The lattice parameter decreased slightly to a: = 0.482 ntll and the area per tail decreased 

to 0.201 nm2 (Table 4). The reduction of the area per tail as the dendritic shell became 

bulkier (from four to eight tails) suggest the alkyl tails of the larger molecule more readily 

rearranged at the air-water interface in dense and vertical manner. As Qz increased (larger 

azimutaI angle), the observed peaks for AA-4 and AA-8 significantly decreased in intensity 

strongly suggesting the alkyl tails were pasallel to the surface normal. 

Comparisons of  the correlation lengths for the most intense peaks of all four 

molecules indicate the lower generation molecules had the highest long-range ordering. The 

correlation lengths for the (1,l) and (2,O) peaks were 9.3 and 11.0 nm for AA-1. and 10.0 and 

10.4 nm for AA-2. In contract, the correlation lengths for the four and eight tail molecules 

decreased to 2.9 and 3.2 nm respectively determined fiom the (1,O) peak. The shift from the 

long range ordering seen for the lower generation molecules to the limited short range 

ordering for the two highest generations suggests the crowded junction compromises the 

attached tails ability to organize in crystal lattice within planar monolayer. 

Independent confirmation of the larger tilt angle and information about the tilt 

direction of the alkyl tails was determined f?om rod scms of the two most intense diffiaction 

peaks observed for each molecule. The rod scans for AA-1 and AE-1 molecules in the (2,O) 

direction displayed the angular behavior with a sharp peak prior to a .gradual decrease in 
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intensity, while for the rod 

scans of the lower Qxy peak, 

the tilt projection shown along 

the (1,l) direction confirmed 

the nearest neighbor tilt 

direction (Figure 29). 

Modeling of the rod-scan data 

for AA-1 and AE-1 confirmed 

the tails tilted approximately 

35" and 42", respectively 

(Table 4). The tilt behavior of 

AA-1 and AE-I in NN 

direction differed from the 

corresponding behavior for 

0.28 

0.24 

0.16 
'U 

s - 
g 0.12 
.I 

0.04 
photochromic amphiphiles 

with shorter alkyl tails and 0.00 
flexible spacer between 0 2 4 6 8 10 
azobenzene group and polar QZ( n rn-' ) 
head. Durbin et a1 observed a 

transition in the tilt direction 

of the molecules from the NN 

direction to the next nearest neighbor (NNN) while the tilt angle remained constant.'69 The 

azobenzene fragment was found to influence the cross-sectional area of the molecules while 

the van der Waals attraction between the short alkyl chains determined the packing structure 

of the molecules, Comparison with the bulk structure of azobenzene groups found the 

amphiphilic molecules formed a lattice structure of the €3-aggregates of the photochromic 

group. Fn contrast, the amphiphilic molecules observed in this study appeared to show no 
transition fiom the NN to the NNN direction; however, the tilt angle correlated with the 

angles observed for both the shorter chain amphiphiles at the air-water interface and 

Figure 29. Rod scans of (1,l) and (2,O) peaks for AA-1 

and AE-1 at 20 mN/rn. The data represented by symbols 

and model fits are shown by lines. 

literature values for the bulk structure of azobenzene groups. 169,170 
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Figure 30. Rod scans for the reflexes (1,l) and (2,O) for AA-2 and the (1,O) for AA-4 and 

AA-8 with fits illustrate the perpendicular orientation of the alkyl tails. The intensities were 

multiplied by a factor of 10 and offset for clarity. The data are represented by symbols and 

the fit by lines. 

Further codinnation of perpendicular arrangement of the alkyl tails of the higher 

generations was determined by analysis of rod scam of the most intense peaks of the three 

molecules (Figure 30). The rod scans for the AA-2 molecule in the (1,l) and (2,O) directions 

displayed a sharp peak prior to a gradual decrease in intensity. The modeling suggested a 2.9 

nm rod parallel to the surface normal. The length of the rod was nearly twice that of a 

dodecyl alkyl tail indicating the molecule is parallel to the surface normal up to the nitrogen 

double bond of the azobenzene spacer group. The rod scans for AA-4 and AA-8 in the (1,O) 
direction exhibited a similar trend (Figure 30). The model resulted in a rod length less than 
the expected length for a dodecyl tail indicating the lower portion of the tails being 

disordered. Apparently, the radial attachment of multiple tails to a single junction limited the 

ability of the alkyl tails to order beyond several molecules. 

The arrangement of the molecular fragments within LangmUir monolayers was 

revealed by X-ray reflectivity studies Figure 31 and 32). The data for both single tail 
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molecules showed a single well-defined minimum and an additional subtle minima observed 

at the highest surface pressures (Figure 31). The two- and eight-tail molecules (AA-2 and 

AA-8) had a single, well-defined minima and an additional minima at higher Qz for lower 

surface pressure (Figure 32a and 32c). The lower Qz minima became less defined at higher 

surface pressure indicating no clear transition between the focal group and the alkyl tails. 

Dissimilarly, AA-4 had two defined minima at low and high surfice pressure with less 

definition of the minima observed for the intermediate pressure (F4gure 32b). 

A two box model was used to fit the data for both single tail molecules at all observed 

surface pressures where the first box was assigned to the hydrophilic polat head and 

azobenzene group and the second box was assigned to the hydrophobic alkyl tails (Figure 

33). Ideally the molecule would be modeled using a three box model but the short length of 

the focal group and the lower resolution of the experimental setup led to the inclusion of the 

hydrophilic polar head and the azobenzene fiagment in the first box. 

The decrease in spacing for the defined minima for increasing surface pressure 

indicated an increase in the thickness of the head group box fkom 1.17 to 1.46 nm for AA-1 

(Table 5, Figure 33a). The change in thickness suggested the azobenzene group transitioned 

from 33.3" tilt fkom the surface normal to virtually vertical orientation (Table 5). The 

electron density for the first box was higher than calculated for densely packed azobenzene 

fragment and carboxylic acid polar heads, confirming the presence of water molecules. The 

attraction between the hydrophilic head group and the water subphase forced the head group 

to submerge into the subphase and pack partially below the air-water interface. Unlike the 

azobenzene group, the thickness of the second box remained virtually unchanged around 1.35 

m, suggesting the alkyl tails remained tilted at 25.7' from the surface normal at all surface 

pressures (Table 5). The difference in the tilt angle, determined from rod scans and 

reflectivity data, was within the uncertainities of both measurements. 
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Figure 31. Normalized reflectivity data for a) AA-1 and b) AE-1 at different surface 

pressures observed. The experimental data were offset for clarity and were represented by 

symbols and fits we represented by fines. 
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Figure 32. The X-ray reflectivity data of a) AA-2, b) AA-4 and c) AA-8 at all exploited 

s d a c e  pressures. 
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L L - ~  5. Box model parameters for single tail molecules 

AA-1 AFJ-1 
5 10 20 5 .  10 20 
1.17 1.39 1.46 1.18 1.27 1.39 I Head Box Electronic Density 1 ,,, 1 , 

I Tail Box Electronic Density I n 3 1  I n .  

Azobenzenc Tilt Angle (k3.0 
Tail TiIt Angle e3.0 deg) 

The area per alkyl tail projected along the AA-1 molecular axes was calculated by 

A=&cos(8)=0,25cos(25.7)=0.225 m2, comparable to the area per tail calculated by GIXD 

(0.223 nm') (Table 4). The electronic density for the alkyl tails' box was lower than that 

calculated for densely packed alkyl chains. However, the density calculated by the box 
model was equivalent to the density calculated from molecular models of the tilted 

molecules. Both boxes were observed to decrease in electronic density at 20 mN/rn. The 

monolayer was previously discerned to undergo a collapse at 25 mN/m as was concluded 

from the n-A isotherm (Figure 24). The large decrease in the electronic density of the box 

model indicated the alkyl tails form cluster packing prior to the complete collapse of the 

monolayer. 

Similar to the AA-1 molecule, for the AE-1 molecule at rising compression the X-ray 
reflectivity data showed a well-defhed minimum, indicating an increase in the head group 

box thickness fiom 1.18 to 1.39 nm (Table 5, Figure 33b). Unlike the AA-I molecule, the 

orientation of the azobenzene group for AE-1 was calculated to be changed fkorn 37.2" at low 

surface pressure to 20.1" at 20 mN/m. This difference demonstrates the role of the larger 

epoxy polar head group which induced a larger tilt angle of the azobenzene group that could 

not easily be changed by the monolayer compression. Moreover, the head group box 

possessed higher electronic density confhning the presence of water molecules packed 

among the epoxy head groups and overall denser packing of these fi-agments (Table 5). 
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Figure 33. Box model for molecules a) M - 1  and b) AE-I in condensed state at 10 mN/m 

(left) and corresponding molecuIar models at highest surface pressure (right). 

Additionally, the box model showed the thickness of the second box was approximately 1.24 

m for all pressures, thereby indicating the alkyl tails to.be tilted 35.3" fiom the surface 
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normal at all pressures, while forming a kinked structure. The overall thickness of the 

monolayer is substantially (0.1-0.2 m) smaller for AE-1 molecules (Table 5). The projected 

cross-sectional area per alkyl tail (0.228 nm2) was comparable to the area per tail (0.227 m') 
determined by GIDID. The larger azobenzene group and the epoxy polar head forced a larger 

cross-sectional area, as was concluded from the n-A isotherm (Figure 24). The larger cross- 

sectional area then forced the alkyl tails to tilt further to achieve the preferred densely packed 

structure. However the alkyl tail box had a lower electronic density than predicted for 

densely packed, tilted alkyl tails. This lower than expected electronic density suggested the 

tails formed a cluster structure at the air-water interface. 

Comparison of the box models for the moderate surface pressure demonstrated the 

influence of polar head groups on the overall molecular conformation as presented in Figure 

33 for individual molecules (see Figure 27 for densely packed monolayers). The thichess of 

the alkyl tail boxes for both molecules proved the tails remained tilted although the cross- 

sectional area decreased. Conversely, the carboxylic head group and azobenzene fiagment of 

the AA-1 shifted flom a tilt angle similar to the alkyl tails to a virtually vertical orientation 

(Figure 33a). Dissimilarly, the epoxy head group and azobemene fi-ament of the AX-1 

molecule still remained significantly tilted in the condensed state (Figure 33b). The tilt of the 

alkyl tail becomes much larger in AE-1 molecule. This represents significant difference in 

the htramonolayer packing of the two molecules which can improve the ability of the 

azobenzene group attached to the bulkier epoxy heads for photoisomerization in condensed 

state. 

The data for AA-2 and AA-4 was modeled using a two-box model for electron 

density distribution along the surface normal at all surface pressures as well as the two lower 

surface pressures of AA-8 (Table 6, Figure 34). The polar head group and the azobenzene 

fragment composed the first box with Ggher electron density and the attached alkyl tails are 

located in the second box. The length of the focal group and proximity to the spacer group 

reduced the contrast between the fragments and thereby confining the fi-agments within one 

box. Previous studies of similar molecules in addition to lower generations demonstrated the 

relative size of the polar group to the bulky spacer group was near the surface roughness 

calculated for the box models thereby predicting a two box model more favorable than a 
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three box 1~0de l . l~~  The highest surface pressure of AA-8 was modeled using one box 

model, indicating the contrast between the focal group and the eight attached alkyl tails 

diminished. 

Table 6 .  Parameters of the box models calculated X-ray reflectivity for AA-2, AA-4, 

and AA-8 under ambient light conditions. . 

Comparison of the electron density distribution for all molecules as a function of 

surface pressure applied to the Lanpuir  monolayers suggests the alkyl tails and azobenzene 

groups undergo the most dramatic rearrangements under different conditions. The one tail 

molecules had lower electronic density calculated for the highest pressure indicative of an 
early monolayer collapse into a domain structure as was demonstrated before.”’ This 

molecule within monolayer was composed of vertically oriented azobenzene group and 

highly tilted alkyl tail (Figure 34a), This molecular ordering provided the appropriate 

balance between cross-sectional areas of the bulky azobenzene group and a single alkyl tail. 

Comparison of this model to the electron density distribution for the AA-2 molecule with two 

alkyl tails showed significant stxuctural reorganization (Figure 34). Two alkyl tails became 

oriented vertically in a register with the azobenzene group due to change in cross-sectional 

mismatch the azobenzene group. As the monolayer compressed the focal groups became 

more densely packed in addition to 15% lengthening in vertical direction caused by lateral 

compression (Table 6). The length of the alkyl tail box remained consistent with the 
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vertically oriented fblly extended chains although the electronic density decreased for the 

highest surface pressure, suggesting the monoIayer collapsed into a domain structure at 

2omN/m. The electron density distribution calculated for the AA-4 molecule was similar to 

the two tail molecule (Figure 34). At higher pressure, the second box for the four tail 

molecule reduced in length as the electronic density increased as expected for densely packed 

alkyl tails (Table 6). At the lowest surface pressure, the monolayer of AA-8 displayed a 

similar trend to the AA-4 molecule. At the highest surface pressure, the denser monolayer 

slightly decreased in overall thickness, suggesting the molecule adopted a tilted orientation to 

achieve a densely packed structure. 

3.2.2 Monolayer Structure at the Air-solid Interface 

Comparison of monolayer thickness at the &-water and &-solid interface to the 

estimated length from molecular model concluded the inclusion of multiple alkyl tails in the 

dendritic shell, particularly four and eight tails, force the molecules to adopt a tilted 

orientation (Table 7). Previous studies demonstrated AA-1 oriented perpendicular to the 

surface as the AE-1 molecules formed a Wed structure.'71 The good agreement observed 

between the estimated length of the AA-2 from molecular models and the liquid and solid 

supported monolayers confirm a similar parallel orientation to the surface normal for the two 

tail molecule. The lower effective thickness of the solid supported monolayer of AA-2 was 

attributed to the domain structure observed by AFM. The thickness of liquid and solid 

supported monolayers was significantly lower than the estimate length of the molecular 

models for AA-4 and AA-8. Comparison of the length of the tail box fiorn X-ray reflectivity 

and the length estimated from the rod scans suggested the lower third of the alkyl tails were 

disordered due to the close association to the phenyl rings in the dendritic shell. The larger 

cross-sectional Illismatch of the higher generations resulted in a kinked structure similar to 

the AD12-N at interfaces with azobenzene groups lying virtually parallel to the solid 

The deposition of the monolayer on solid supports provided further insight in the two- 

dimensional morphology of the monolayer (Figure 35). AFM imaging of the deposited AA-1 

monolayers showed the domain formation prior to the monolayer collapse with lateral 
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AA-I 
AA-2 
AA-4 
AA-8 
AE-I 

domain dimensions below 1 pm. The monolayers deposited at 5 mN/m appeared uniform 

with an effective thickness of 2.3 m and a surface roughness of 0.35 nm which are fairly 

close to that determined fkom X-ray data at the &-water interface (Table 5). A moderate 

increase in surface pressure did not disrupt the Uniform film and also showed negligible 

changes in monolayer thichess and surface roughness. At higher surface pressures, a 

second domain layer appeared to form on top of the monolayer (Figure 35a). Unlike the AA- 
1 molecule, AE-1 molecules formed a monolayer with a domain structure at all observed 

pressures. The surface coverage increased at the highest pressures as the overdl size of the 

domains decreased, although the shape and structure of the semi-continuous domains with 

lateral dimensions below 1 pm remained unchanged Figure 35b). 

1.9 3.1 2.8 2.9 
4. I 2.8 3.3 3.5 
NA 2.7 2.8 4.1 
NA 3.1 2.5 4.6 
I .9 3.3 2.6 3.1 

Table 7. Comparison of thichess (nm) of solid and liquid supported monolayers 

with theoretical lengths. 

Evidence of the long range ordering of the two tail molecules was observed for solid 

supported monolayers (Figure 36)- At the lowest surface pressure, AA-2 formed large leaf- 

like domains with overall lengths of several microns (Figure 36a). The thin arms of the leaf- 

like domains measured several hundred nanometers across. Upon increasing the surface 

pressure to 30 rnN/m the domains decreased in overall size and became more regularly 

shaped and densely packed Figure 36bf. The lateral dimension of the domains was 

approximately one micron. Higher resolution AFM of the solid supported monolayers 

deposited at higher surface pressure revealed the domains composed of a lamellae-like 

structure. Figure 36c illustrates the random orientation of the lamellae structure (more 

clearly observed in the phase image) with the shift in the directional organization inside of 

the domain. The d-spacing was calculated to be 5.7 nm indicating interdigitated bilayer 

packing similarly to that observed for crown-containing monodendr~ns.~~ 
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Figure 35. AFM images for LB monolayer formed from large domains for a) AA-1 ai 20 

mN/m and b) AE-1 at 30 mN/m. The z-mge for topography (IeR images) was 5 nm and the 

z-range for phase (right images) was a) 30 degrees and b) 5 degrees. 

The limited short range ordering of M - 4  and AA-8 was evident for monolayers 

The four and eight tail molecules formed uniform deposited at all surface pressures. 

monolayers with very limited areas of short lamellae-like structures (Fjgure 37). The lower 
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mage 

demonstrahg lamellar structure observed within the domains shown in b). Scale: 

topography (I,) and phase@) for a) & b) z=lOmmd phase 4 0  degrees. For c> z=5m and 

phase=lO degrees, 
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Figure 37. a) AA-4 deposited at 5mIWm pressure, b) AA-4 depostied at 20mN/m pressure 

and c) AA-8 deposited at 20 mN/m pressure. Scale for all images: topography (left) z-range 

of 5nm, phase (right) z-range of 10 degrees, 
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than expected effective thickness of the monolayers suggested the focal group of the higher 

generation molecules was significantly tilted fiom the surface noma3 (Table 4). The cross- 

sectional mea of the dendritic shell. for M - 4  and AA-8 was three to six times larger than the 

cross-sectional area of the acid head group thus creating a large mismatch. This allowed the 

focal group fragment to adopt large tilt angles thereby greatly reducing the monolayer 

thickness. 

3.2.3 Photoisomerhation Studies 

The photochromic response of the monodendron molecules was examined in dilute 

solutions and at interfaces to determine the effect of confinement on the response time. 

Responsive thing film applications require rapid response t h e ,  similar to the timescale 

observed in dilute solutions. The preservation of the mobility of the photochromic groups in 

thin films is desirable for reduced response time. 

0.4 
Ambient Llght 

. . . . . . . . . 0.3- 
L_ 

C 

0.4 
Imin Hlurnination 
- AA8 

AA4 
AA2 
AAI 

--- 
.....I... 

300 400 500 600 300 400 500 t 
Waven umber (nm) Wavelength (nm) 

Figure 38. UV-vis spectra for AA-N in dilute solution in a) ambient conditions and b) after 1 

min illumination with 365 nm U V  wavelength. 
i 

3.2.3. IPhotoisomerization in solution. The photochromic isomerization of all four 

generations was readily observed in dilute solutions. In ambient light conditions, the x-n* , 

absorbance band was observed at 365 run, denoting the AA-N molecules are in the trans 

isomer, with an additional peak observed at 290 nm attributed to the phenyl rings in the 

I- 
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dendritic shell (Figure 38a). 49s0i172 After one minute illumination, the absorbance at 365 nm 

was replaced with two strong bands at 318 and 455 nm, indicating a predominant 

transfornation to the cis-isomer PigUte 38b). Therefore, the presence of bulky epoxy 

termihal groups does not suppress the photoisomerization ability of the azobenzene groups in 
these novel compounds. 

3.2.3.2 Photooisomsrization within Langmuir monolayers. The question of the 

presemation of the reversible 

photoisomerization in the monolayer 

state is important for the fabrication 

of surface monolayers at the soIid 

sdaces. The photoisomerization of 

the lower generation rnonodendrons 

was studied at the &-water interface 

to determine the mobility of the 

molecules in loosely packed two- 

dimensional monolayer films (Figure 

39). The selected Langmuir 

monolayers were compressed to 10 

d / m  and exposed to repeated 

cycles of 365 nm light and ambient 

light as the surface pressure was held 

constant. Kinetic studies of one and 

eight tail molecules at the air-water 

hterface were not preformed to due 

stability concerns. The four tail 

molecule exhibited a very modest 

3.5% increase in molecular area upon 

UV illumination. In contrast the AA- 
2 molecule had a 8.8% molecular 

area increase for the monolayer U V  

0.3811 ambient ambient ambient 

a 
0.28, I ,  I , ,  I I .  , I  

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 I0000 

Time (s) 

a 0.81 1 ' 1 %  I 1 ' 1 - 1  

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 

Time (s) 

Figure 39. Variatioh of molecular area versus time 

for AA-2 as the Langmuir monolayer was exposed 

to repeated cycles of 365 nrn and ambient light.. 
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illuminated for several minutes with gradual relaxation to the initial value (Figure 39). The 

smaller difference in cross-sectional area for the AA-4 monolayer indicated the inability of 

the molecules to fully achieve complete photoisomerization transition due to the densely 

packed alkyl tails. The cross-sectional mismatch o f  the four alkyl tails attached to the 

slzoberizene spacer group and the smaller carboxylic focal group allowed for significant 

rearrangement of the focal group fiagrnent without considerably affecting the ordering of the 

akyl tails. The large difference in the molecular area for the AA-2 molecule observed for 
the trans and cis isomers denotes the two tail molecules possess the preferential cross-section 

mismatch to preserve the photoisomerization of the molecules within #e densely packed 

monolayer at the air-water interface. 

The two and four tail molecules were further analyzed by X-ray reflectivity under UV 

illumination to elucidate the ordering of the molecules in the cis isomer. Although the 
reference molecule AE-1 demonstrate a similar trend in molecular area during the W 

kinetics studies as GA-4, the molecules proved unstable under UV illumination at the air- 

water interface on the timescale of the X-ray reflectivity experiments. Surprisingly, the X- 
ray reflectivity data for monolayers of AA-2 and AA-4 exposed to W illumination indicated 

more uniform films with a slight decrease in the overall film thickness as compared to trans- 

state of azobenzene groups (Table 6). The data for both molecules has one defined minimum 

at lower Qz with additional less defined minima at higher Qz (Figure 40). The deiined 
e a  shifted slightly to a lower Qz value at moderate pressure in comparison to a higher Qz 
position for lower and higher surface pressure for the two and four tail molecule. 

A two-box model of electron density distribution was used for all pressures for both 

molecules with a similar assignment of the molecular fragments as used for the monolayers 

analyzed under a b i e n t  conditions (trans-state of azobenzene groups). The head group box 

with elevated electron density for the two tail molecule in cis-state was similar in length to 

that under the ambient light (Table 8, Figure 40). However, the electronic density decreased 

significantly, from 12.5% for the lowest s d a c e  pressure to 22% for the highest s d a c e  

pressure due to larger molecular area observed for the UV illuminated monolayer. In 
contrast, the length of the tail box was 22% lower for the UV iIluminated monolayers and the 

electronic density was slightly lower than expected for densely packed alkyl tails (Figure 
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40% Table 8) suggesting the alkyl tails tilt during the molecular reorganization. Unlike 

monolayers observed under ambient conditions, the alkyl tail box of the W illuminated 

monolayer remained relatively consistent indicating a more stable monolayer. 

2.5 

2.0 
2.0 

0 . 5 ! .  , . . , . , . , - u 
- 

0.sI . I I 1 . I . I . I 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Figure 40. X-ray reflectivity for a) AA-2 and b) AA-4 monolayers at all surface pressures 

under 365 nm illumination. Data and model represented by symbols and lines respectively. 

0 I 2 3 4 5 
(nm”) Qz(nm” 

Table 8. Parameters ofthe box models calculated X-ray reflectivity AA-2 and AA-4 

under 365 nm illumination at the air-water interface. 

The attachment of four tails to the azobenzene goup changed the surface behavior 

significantly. Comparison of the box models of AA-4 for trans and cis states of the 

azobenzene groups showed similar trends in the molecular ordering (Figure 34c, Figure 41b, 

Table 6, and Table 8). Overall the electronic density of the focal group box was reduced 

20% as the length increased slightly (<5%) for the cis isomer monolayer, correlating with the 
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larger molecular area observed for the stimulated monolayer. Compressing the monolayer to 

moderate surface pressure exhibited an approximate 38% elongation of the focal group box 

as the tail box length was reduced 6% for ambient conditions to 33% for the U V  illuminated 

monolayer. Unlike the ambient condition monolayers, the alkyl tails attached to the cis 

isomer adopted a tilted behavior to recover the enlarged molecular area. 
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Figure 41 + The electron density distribution models calculated fkom data shown in Figure 40 

for a) AA-2 and b) AA-4 monolayers under 365 nm illumination at the highest surface 

pressure (left) and molecular models (right). 
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Photoisomerization within chemically grafted layers. Finally, the photoisomerization 

of the two tail molecule AA-2 with the largest variation of cross-sectional area upon W 

illumination was analyzed after chemical grafting of these molecules to the solid substrate. 

Direct comparison was done with epoxy-terminated single-chain molecule designed for 

direct chemical grafting, A.E-l.'71 The substrate for the AA-2 was first functionalized with a 

poly(ethy1ene imine) (PEI) monolayer using a previous reported experimental procedure to 

assist the graRing of the carboxyl terminated The epoxy terminated 

reference sample fonned an uniform layer with a few small hole defects ( 4 0 0  nm diameter) 

and particle contaminants within a one micron square region. The 5.7 nm depth of the layer 

defects suggested a possible bilayer structure while the 2.8 run height of the particle 

contaminants indicates additional molecules remained on the surface aRer rinsing. The AA-2 

molecule formed a similar uniform layer with significantly more, larger particle 

contaminants. The 3.9 nm thickness determined by AFM cross-sections indicate a grafted 

monolayer. As in previous studies of photoisomerization of solid support monolayers the 

grafted AA-2 films exhibited a fine texture before photoisomerization that was disrupted 

after photoisomerization. 176 

A broad, asymmetric peak was observed at 365 m for the grafted AA-2 layer 

indicating the characteristic z-n* absorption band in addition to a smaller peak observed at 

250 m previously attributed to the additional phenyl ring in the dendritic shell (Figure 42). 

The asymmetry of the peaks was attributed to constructive interference of the background 

peak of the PEI film. After four hours illumination of 365 nm W light in a dark 

environment the absorption bands at 250 and 365 nm decreased with complete dissipation of 

the 365 nm peak after four days of illumination. The grafted film of the M - 2  molecules 

showed weak indications of cis to tvans isomerization. After two days relaxation in a dark 

environment the grafted films were exposed to ambient light for 24 hours to determine if 

relaxation would occur under dark conditions or only stimulated by favorable light. 

Comparison of the W-vis spectia for the AA-2 and AE-1 molecules revealed the epoxy 

terminated reference sample had improved photoisomerization capabilities for grafted thin 
films. 
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Figure 42. Kinetic studies of the photoisomerization of grafted films of a) AA-2 and b) AE- 
1. 

The grafted films of AE-1 exhibited a broad absorption band at 365 m 

corresponding to the x-x* band and an additional band at 250 11111. M e r  four hours 

illumination the peaks at 365 and 250 nm were significantly reduced and a less intense, 

broader peak appeared at 455 nm, signifying a nearly 80% photoisomerization of the grafted 
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layer (Figure 42). After five days of W illumination the 365 nrn absorption band was 

completely dissipate and low intensity peaks were observed at 250 and 455 m indicating a 

complete transformation from trans to cis isomers. After two days relaxation the grafted 

film of AE-1 underwent a partial transformation from cis to trans isomers (Figure 42) The 

grafted films of the epoxy terminated reference molecule achieved approximately 50% 

transformation after one day relaxation in ambient light. 

3.3 Discussion and Conclusions of Photochromic Monodendrons 

Comparison of all the photochromic monodendrons at the air-water and air-solid 

interfaces suggests the molecular architecture and the chemical nature of the molecular 

fragments controlled the ordering behavior, thereby dictating the degree of the photochromic 

response. The lowest generations of both molecular series exhibited the highest level of long 

range ordering while the intermediate generations (4 tail molecules) displayed the lowest 

level of ordering at interfaces. The role of the hydrophobic a w l  tails, hydrophilic polar 

groups and the photochromic spacer groups on the molecular ordering is examined below. 

It should be noted that it has not been observed any indications of a phase transition 

ftom flat on to stand off arrangement of hydrophobic tails at different surface pressures. 

Rather, at low surface pressure (“gas phase”) observed no indications of molecular ordering 

with ordered monolayer forming only at high surface pressure. This behavior is attributed to 
the chemical architectures of monodendron molecules with hydrophobic tails attached to the 

crown polar head at a single point. Indeed, this architecture does not provide for the driving 

forces, which can act in favor of flat-on orientation of crown heads as was suggested for 

Instead, the “kink” structure is formed with several crown-containing amphiphilies. 177,178,179 

the polar head and azobenzene spacer being submerged in the water subphase in tilted 

conformation (Figure 21). 

It is suggested that the presence of the long spacer (azobenzene group) between the 

polar head and the peripheral groups is instrumental in the ability of low-generation 

amphiphilic monodendrons to form ordered intramoxlolayer organization, A common 

sfmcture for multi-tails molecules is hexagonal packing of standing-off alkyl chains and with 

correlation length close to 0.40 nm. To adopt this dense packing under constraints imposed 
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by the polar heads and chemical branching, a significant portion of the molecules is 

submerged in the water subphase forming a “kink” configuration while standing tails 

adapting staggered arrangement to Eulfill constraints imposed by the chemical attachment to 

different branching points. 

Previously it was demonstrated a large cross-sectional mismatch between a bulky 

polar head and varying number of alkyl tails in the dendritic shell force the molecules to 

adopt kinked stsucfmes to form densely packed ordered ~tructures.~’ The single alkyl tail 

molecule formed a supercell orthorhombic packing structure due to the significant tilt of the 

alkyl tails caused the azobenzene spacer group and the bulky crown ether head alternately 

stack within the monolayer. As observed here, the previous molecules formed less ordered 

structures as the number of alkyl tails increased in the dendritic shell. It has been 

demonstrated the four tail molecule yith a crown ether polar group reorganized in solid 

supported films by the disruption of oriented stripes after photoisomerization. A similar 

disruption in ordering was observed for grafted films of the two tail molecule with the 

carboxylic acid group here.176 The homogeneous fine texture of the AA-2 grafted films 
became disorganized and heterogeneous film after photoisomerization. Similar disruption in 

texture for crystalline phases during photoisomerization has been observed for carbosilane 

dendrimers in spin cast and annealed thin films.lg0 

Functionalizing dendrimers with azobenzene terminal groups to improve the fiagment 

spacing required to preserve the photoisomerization within monolayers was shown to have 

similar behavior as low molar weight surfactants, but had higher probability of interaction of 

the azobenzene groups of neighboring molecules.lsl Similar to the monodendrons shown 

here, the generation number of carbosilane dendrimers with azobenzene groups at the 

periphery had little effect on the photoisomerization of the mesogenic groups is solution.’82 

The photochromic behavior of the terminal groups was affected by the ci-ystalline structure 

induced by the film preparation. The amorphous structure of the spin cast films caused 

overlapping of the azobenzene groups of neighboring molecules forming h aggregates 

whereas the photoisomerization behavior in the crystalline films was similar to low molar 

mass compounds. Attraction between azobenzene terminal groups to interdigitate forced 
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highly polar cores of dendrimers to flatten and form multilaminar vesticles in solution, 

similar in behavior to low molar weight surfactants.183 

The replacement of the traditional carboxylic polar head with the epoxy group 

increased the cross-sectional area of the molecule in addition to broadening the orthorhombic 

unit cell of the alkyl t a i k  Similar to the two lower generations of the AA-N molecules, the 

epoxy functionalized molecule formed a herringbone structure with reasonable long range 

ordering. Unlike the AA-1 and AA-2 molecules that ordered parallel to the surface normal, 

the AE-1 reference molecule formed a kinked structure similar to the previously studied 

molecules with a larger polar g r o ~ p . 4 ~ ~  Although the AE-I displayed limited molecular area 

differences during photoisomerization in Langmuir monolayers, the photoisomerization of 

the gr&ed layers of epoxy terminated reference molecule was more successful than for the 

AA-2 molecule. 

In addition to the variance of molecular area during photoisomerization, it was 

directly observed the trans-cis photoisomerization in a L m g m ~  film in situ using X-ray 

reflectivity. The 8% increase in molecular area observed for cis AA-2 reduced the 

monolayer tJGckness as the molecule kinked, thereby disrupting the perpendicular orientation 

of the entire molecule. Unlike the two tail molecule, the AA-4 molecules displayed less 

molecular rearrangement due to the cross-sectional area controlled by the four alkyl tails. 

The area available for the focal group is twice the required space, therefore the fkagnent 

reorientation had little effect on the monolayer structure. The packing density of the 

azobenzene fragment in Langmuir-BlodgeEt monolayers has been shown to affect the degree 

of photoisomerization of the surface films.42 Although the larger dendritic shell presewed 

the cross-sectional area for the photoisomerization it limited the observed effect due to the 

cross-sectional mismatch greatly favoring the alkyl tails. 

The influence of the dendritic shell containing multiple dodecyl tails has been 

discerned to assert a great effect on the higher generations versus the influence of bulky 

azobenzene spacer group which affect the lower generations. The influence of the 

azobenzene is directional determined by the decrease in the b lattice parameter upon the 

increase in the alkyl shell from one to two tails. The four and eight tail molecules formed 

uniform monolayers with limited short range ordering seen in liquid and solid supported 
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films. The highest generations adopted a kinked structure with the alkyl t a h  parallel to the 

s d a c e  normal while the focal group was tilted a large degree toward the surface as seen as 

an overall. decrease in effective thichess of deposited films. 

All molecules were capable of repeated photoisomerization in dilute solutions under 

preferential light conditions. At the &-water interface the two tail molecule possessed the 

ideal cross-sectional mismatch that hcilitated the trans to cis isomerization and retained the 

mobility for the cis to trans isomerization for specific stimuli. The M - 4  and AE-1 

molecules exhibited a limited photoisomerization response at the air-water interface. 

Conversely, kinetics studies of grafted thin films revealed that although both the AA-2 and 

AE-1 molecules showed complete trans to cis isomerization, only the epoxy terminated 

reference molecule was observed-to partially transform from cis to trans. The importance of 

the range of mobility of the molecules was shown in the increased time scale of the kinetics 

experiments from dilute solutions to liquid supported monolayers to thin films grafted to 

solid substrates. 

The flexible discotic core balances the increasing number of hydrophobic alkyl tails 

with little influence on the lateral packing structure of the tails past the second generation. 

The cross-sectional mismatch in the first generation creates the large tilted structure of the 

alkyl tails. The cross-sectional mismatch creates a dense packing structure for polar discotic 

cores with a lower than usual density of the hi1 box. The tails compensate by tilting toward 

the sutface in order to form a close packed structure. The attraction between the alkyl tails 

forces them to tilt nearly 60" from the surface normal to retain the orthorhombic packing 

structure of the tails. Surprisingly the large tilt tails only slightly enlarges the orthorhombic 

unit cell. The correlation lengths indicate the molecules form domains tens of nanometers 

across. The reflectivity data however suggests the AD12-1 molecules form domains with 
gaps between the domains. 

The degree of branching severely effects the formation of an ordered monolayer. 

While the cross-sectional mismatch favors the alkyl tails in the higher generations, the lowest 

generations clearly maintains the ordered packing structure for far greater lengths. The tails 

for the lowest generation are tilted nearly 60" from the surface normal to achieve a densely 

packed Unit cell. The large degree of tilt is eliminated fox the higher generations due to the 
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reduction in cross-sectional mismatch. The additional of alkyl tails with the increase in the 

generation number reverses the cross-sectional mismatch between the discotic core and the 

a b 1  tails to be in favor of the branched tails. hcreasing the number of tails per molecule 

raises the density of the layer, eliminating the need for the tails to tilt toward the air-water 

interface, The correlation lengths decrease significantly with the generational increase in the 

number of tails. The second and third generation form quai-hexagonal lateral structures. 

The highest generation forms a regular hexagonal packing structure with an increase in the 

correlation length of the peak over the third generation. 

I 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS - LIQUID CRYSTAL TEMNATED CARBOSEAME 

DENI)R.IMERS 

The molecular ordering of two generations of carbosilane dendrimers with LC 

terminal groups was examined to ascertain the influence of generation and core nature. 

Additionally, the LC terminal groups were varied from a nixed shell for the third generation 

molecule to a fill shell of either CB or BPB groups to analyze the role of the shell nature on 

the packing structure. The competing core nature and shell nature was studied to resolve the 

stronger influence on the molecular ordering in surface films. 

4.1 Surface Films on Hydrophilic Substrates 

The measured effective thickness of the three monolayer samples for all three 

molecules was considerably lower than the diameter of the molecules determined by 

molecular models (around 12.9 nm for fifkh generation molecules, see below) (Table 9). The 

effective thickness of the surface layer of G-S(Und-But)l~g varied fiom 2.1 run to 6.1 nm 
depending upon deposition conditions with a similar trend in film thickness observed for G- 

3(Und-PH-But-70%) molecules (Table 9). Dissimilarly, G-S(Und-CB)lzg molecules formed 

the thinnest layers (1.7 nm to 3.0 m), lacking a discernable trend in fih thickness. The 

uniformity of these films and their internal microstructure were probed with AFM. The 
thickness of surface layers well below the unperturbed, symmetrical diameter of molecules 

indicated their pancake conformation after deposition on the hydrophilic silicon substrate. 

The G-5(Und-But)lzp films had a peculiar microscopic surface texture with regularly 

spaced circular surface areas with elevated height (0.3nm above surrounding film) and an 

average diameter of 350 nm occupying 17% of the monolayer surface (Figure 43a). 2D 
Fourier transform indicated a very weak, short-range ordering of these. circular elevations. 

The small height of the circular domains conflict with the idea of a thicker film expected with 

the molecular dimensions but signXy more condensed packing of the molecules. Closer 
examination of the surface film surrounding these areas revealed an internal lamellae 

structure with weak but visible regular spacing (Figure 43b, right), The interlamellar 
spacings calculated from cross-sections of the AFM images were within 5,4 to 5.9 nm for 
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films prepared under different conditions (Table 9). These periodicities are well below the 

overall molecular diameter determined fiom the models (12.9 nm), but slightIy larger than 

the diameter of the G5 carbosilane core itself (5.3 nm) (Figure 44). 

Table 9. The effective thickness, t ,  of the surface films of LC carbosilane d e n h e r s  

and the corresponding d-spacings. 

High resolution AFM imaging revealed that the surface areas of condensed packing 

had similar nanostructure with internal lamellae as the more loosely packed monolayer 

surrounding them for G-S(Und-But)l~g films (Figure 45). Although the layered ordering 

appears to be slightly denser than the layer outside the circular domains with increased height 

the interlamellar spacing remains within the mkgin of error (Table 9). The grain 

nanostructure are packed with stacks of 3 - 6 correlated lamellae with spacing of 5.4-5.9 nm. 
Abrupt change of orientation was observed for lamellar stacks with correlated defects 

propagating across multiple lamellae (Figure 454b,c). Cross-sectional analysis of the 

lamellae structure revealed an undulating height along the lamella with weakly defined 

modulation of 10 m. 
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Figure 43. Irregular ordering of the condensed areas for the surface films of G-S(Und-B~t)~28 

on hydrophilic silicon substrate. Topograpy image shown on left and phase image shown 

r$k 2-range a) 5 m (topography), 20 degrees (phase), and b) 5 m (topography), 5 

degrees (phase). 

For the thicker surface fibs of the G-S@Jnd-But)l~8 molecules on the hydrophilic 

silicon substrate the formation of smaller point-like domains of considerable height was 

observed (Figure 46a). The 4.4 ~l~ll thick domains with the average diameter of 100 nm were 

composed of several irregular regions with lamellar ordering which was better defined than 
for surrounding surface areas (Figure 46b). The inter-lamellar spacing for these surface areas 

Was 51 - 5.7 m, closely resembling that observed for thinner surface films (Table 9). The 

spacings observed here were comparable with the intermolecular spacings calculated &om X- 

ray diffia~tion.'~~ 

Similarly, the surface films for the G-3(Und-PH-But-70%) molecules showed a 

microscopic surface texture with the circular surface areas of a similar height as seen for the 

larger molecule (Figures 47a). Upon M e r  scrutiny a comparable nanostructure of small 
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grains composed of poorly ordered internal lamellae was observed (Figure 4%). The inter- 

lamellar spacings for the G-3(und-PH-But-70%) monolayers were within 5.2 - 6.4 nm 

(Table 9). The comparison of the overall molecular diameter (10.7 nm) and the core 

diameter (3.4 nm) suggest deviation from simple symmetrical shape as will be discussed 

below. The fabrication of thicker surface films fkom G-3(Und-PH-But-70%) molecules 

made the film surface more uniform (not shown). 

10.7nm U 
3.4nm 

Figure 44. Molecular model of G-3(Und-PH-But-70%) and G-S(LJnd-But)lz* in symmetrical 

conformation. 

Comparison of the molecular models with the film thickness and the d-spacings of the 

lamellae structure indicates that a simple spherical model with symmedca1 extension of the 

branches does not fit to the experimental facts. The compression of the dendrimer molecules 

@to a flattened oblate shape is required to agree with the experimental data. The in-plane 

lamellar structure observed with d-spacing equal to approximately half of the molecular 

diameter can be formed if the laterally compressed molecules are staggered in the alternating 

manner as demonstrated in Figure 48. Such molecular arrangement creates Iunning ridges of 

the densely packed terminal groups separated by grooves with spacing between neighboring 

grooves formed by depleted densities of the central cores of about 6 mn wide. In addition, a 
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modulation along the ridges with periodicity about 10 nm is formed. The layered structure 

with these molecular dimensions suggests a highly compressed dendrimer core and layered 

packing of polar terminal groups in a close contact with the hydrophilic silicon surface. Very 

flat arrangement of dendrimer molecules makes them incommensurate with lamellar spacing 

observed in the bulk state, thus suggesting more complicated layered packing (Figure 48). 

Figure 45. The grain nanostructure with internal lamellae of 2.2 nm surface films of the G- 

S(Und-But)l~g molecules is easily discerned fiom the high resolution AFM image a) within 

condensed area, b) and c) phase images demonstrating the short range ordering observed at 

highest resolution. 2-range for images: topography 5 nm (left), phase 10 degrees (right). 

The molecular model should include lateral compression of the molecule in addition 

to the oblate conformation of the molecules. It is suggested that the terminal LC groups form 

dense layered structures that exerted constrahts upon the core perpendicular to the ordering 

direction. The flexible core rearranged from a flattened radial shape to a compressed 

elliptical orientation with the terminal groups aligned in the major axis direction (Figure 48). 
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The dominant polar interaciions between the terminal groups and the substrate reduced the 

influence of the dendrimer cores making them flat with the effective thichess of the 

molecules about 3 nm. 

5u nrn - 
Figure 46. a) Bilayer formation of G-S(Und-But)l~s observed as small point like domains for 

3.8 nm thick surface films. b) High resolution AFM revealed the internal structure of the 

domains to be similar to the underlying monolayer. Topography image (left) and phase 

image (right) with z-range of a) 20 nm (topography), 20 degrees (phase) and b) 20 nm 
(topography), 15 degrees (phase). 

The divergence in chemical composition of the fifth generation molecules caused by 

replacing the butoxyphenylbenzoate terminal groups with more polar but shorter 

cyanbiphenylic terminal groups disrupted completely the lamellar ordering within the surface 

films. In contrast, the G-S@Jnd-CB)lza molecules formed uniform surface films with no 

indication of internal ordering and much lower surface microroughness (not shown). The 

thickness varied within 1.6-3.0 rim (Table 9). Here, it is suggested that lower tendency to 
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form stable bilayer packing of cyanbiphenyl groups shifts the balance and prevents the 

layering of the terminal groups confined by the radialyl symmetrica1 dendritic cores. In fact, 

independent studies suggested aIthough both mesogenic terminal groups have tendencies to 

form smectic structures the shorter cyanbiphenyl groups are more prone to form less ordered 

states such as nematics with lower thermal Cyanbiphenyl groups are known 

for their tendency to form nematic phases and weak layered phases due to strong dipole- 

dipole interactions but very short rod-like shape. Unlike, phenylbenzoate groups form very 

strong bilayer packing due to a steric effect (longer rod shape) and additional enthalphic 

contribution (phase separation between polar central fiagments and hydrophobic alkyl 

tails).lS7 

50 nm - -- 
Figure 47. Mkroscopic SL,,~,, aGALUIG or sufzace films of G-3(Und-PH-But-70%) 

molecules on hydrophilic silicon substrate with irregularly ordering areas of condensed 

packing. Topography image (left) and phase image (right) with mange of a) 5 m 
(topography), 20 degrees (phase) and b) 5 nm (bpography), 5 degrees (phase). 
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Figure 48. Molecular model of staggered 'layered ordering of flattened G-S(und-B~t)~~g 

molecules (topview) and a side view of an individual molecule (right). 

The molecular ordering of the G-S(Und-CB)l28 on hydrophilic silicon oxide 

(amorphous) and mica (crystalline) substrates was previously studied by Ponomarenko et 

a1.1g8 The film thickness in this study varied fiom very thin comparable to surface films 

studied here (3 nm) to very thick films with 100 nm thickness. The authors observed that the 

spin-cast films on silicon formed a network-like morphology that non-uniformly covered the 

surface as a result of intensive dewetting of hydrophobic material on the hydrophilic 

substrate. Individual molecules with a diameter of 5.5 ~ltn were observed forming short- 

range rectangular and hexagonal ordering within the 3 nm thick domains. The molecular 

ordering was found to be much more pronounced on the mica substrate with 4.7 nm spacing 

between molecules inside the columns and 5.7 nrn spacing between neighboring columns. 
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The ordering transitioned fkom rectangular to hexagonal ordering upon annealing of the 

macromoIecu1a.r layers on the mica. Thus, sirnilar dendrimer molecules deposited on hi’ghly 

crystalline mica substrates formed lamellae nanostructures with short range ordering simiIar 

to that observed for the G-S(Und-But)l~g molecules on the hydrophilic silicon 

substrates. 185*186 T I ~ S  difference in surface organization points out to a critical roIe of the 

crystalline and charged mica surface in the ordering of highly polar terminal groups of the 

LC dezldrimers. Apparently, the replacement of this highly ordered substrate studied before 

with the amorphous silicon dioxide in this study shifts the interfacial balance toward a less 

organized surface sbucture of the CB-containing dendrimers. The G-S(Und-Cl3)12~ molecule 

lacked similar ordering in bulk structures at room temperature supporting suggestion that the 

layered ordering seen for the surface films was initiated by the crystalhe ordering of the 

supporting substrate. ’*’ 

4.2 Surface Films on Hydrophobic Substrates 

Unlike the films discussed above, the surface films on the hydrophobic surfaces with 
very small effective thichess lacked indications of layered ordering (Table 9, Figure 49a). 

However, G-3(Und-PH-But-70%) molecules showed grainy texture and round doughnut 

nanoscale features were revealed at higher resolution images (Figure 49b). These round 

features possess diameter of 10 f 2 nm which is fairly close to that expected for G-3(Und- 

PH-But-70%) molecules in flattened conformation indicating that individual dendrimer 

molecules were observed (Figure 44). The elevated rim is formed by the bulky terminal 

groups and the dendrimer core formed a thinner central area. Obviously the tendency of the 

terminal cyanbiphenyl groups to layering is overpowered by a core trend to induce their 

symmetrical arrangement favoring hydrophobic-hydrophobic interfacial interactions+ 

4.3 Discussion and Conclusions of Carbosilane Dendrimers 

In conclusion, the different molecular packing was revealed for the LC carbosilane 

dendrimers with 128 strong polar cyanbiphenyl groups and polar butoxyphenylbenzoate 

groups within molecularly thin surface films. The dendrimers with 128 

butoxyphenylbenzoate terminal groups was observed formed organized layered structures 
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caused by the phase separation of the flexible cores and mesogenic terminal groups and the 

strong trend of the latest to form bilayer packing. The dilution of the outer mesogenic shell 

with a non-mesogenic component partially disturbed the layered packing within monolayer. 

Figure 49. Surface films on a hydrophobic surface: a) Uniform microscopic texture of the G- 

S(LTnd-But)l2p molecules, b) finer grainy texture of the G-3(Und-PH-But-70%) surface films 

with circular molecular shapes. Topography image (lea) and phase image (right) with z- 

range of a) 5 nm (topography), 5 degrees (phase), b) 2 nm (topography), 5 degrees (phase). 

Complete disruption of the regular lamellar ordering was observed if 

butoxyphenylbenzoate terminal groups are replaced with shorter and more polar 

cyanbiphenyl groups with less stronger trend toward layered (smectic) ordering. The 

adsorption on the hydrophobic surface does not result in the formation of dense surface 

layers due to antagonistic interactions between highly polar terminal groups and a methyl- 

terminated surface. Moreover, a circular shape of the dendrimer molecules with 
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cyanbiphenyl terminal groups demonstrated that the dendritic core dominated molecular 

ordering making symmetrical round ordering preferable for dendrimer molecules with highly 
hydrophobic cores. 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS - STAR POLYMERS 

Two series of star polymers were studied to elucidate the influence of volume fraction 

and core nature on the molecular ordeiing at interfaces. The first series contained twelve 

alternating hydrophobic and hydrophilic polymeric arms on aromatic core. The effect of the 

volume fiaction was examined by comparison of a larger, asymmetric star polymer with a 

smaller, symmetric star polymer. The second series was composed of six block star 

copolymer samples and a h e a r  block copolymer reference sample, Similar to the 12-arm 

star polymer series, the influence of volume fraction of competing polymeric blocks was 

examined to understand the molecular reorganization at interfaces. The role of the core 

nature was studied by comparing the hterfacial behavior of the 12-arm star polymers and the 

block star copolymers. 

5.1 Twelve-arm Star Polymers 

Two 12-asm star polymers composed of six PS and six PAA arms alternately attached 

to a hexa-functionalized aromatic core were studied at interfaces (Figure 7). The length of 

the polymeric m s  varied fiom 25 mers each to'40 mers per PS ann and 30 mers per PAA 

arm. The amphiphilic nature and molecular ordering of the 12-arm star polymers was 

studied at the air-water interface. The ordering behavior of the 12-arm star polymers was 

further examined at the &-solid interface. The role of the volume fraction of the polymer 

blocks, the alternating attachment of the 12 arms, and the symmetry of the polymeric blocks 

was analyzed. 

5.1 .l Molecular Ordering Behavior at the Air-water Interface 

Both heteroam star block copolymers studied here possess well defined star shape with 
dissimilar arms attached to the rigid, shape persistent core as visualized by molecular models 

presented in Figure 7. In an extended conformation and face-on orientation, the molecules 

occupy very large surface areas with the diameter of 17 and 24 nm for (P!d&-s'(P$& and 

(PM3&-s-(PS4& molecules, respectively (Table 10). In this conformation, the rigid core 
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occupies a small surface area as 

compared to polymer arms and 

significant free surfixe is 

available between adjacent arms. 

These molecules formed 

stable Langmuir monolayers at 

the air-water interface and 

showed the classical pressure 

versus molecular area (PA) 

behavior without any significant 

plateau at intermediate pressures 

(Figure 50). This shape of the 

isotherms indicated an absence 
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Figure 50. PA isotherm of (PAA&’s-(P&o)6 (solid 

h e )  and CpAA&-s-(PS& (dashed line). 

of any significant structural rearrangements within compressed monolayer usually observed for 

amphiphi.lic block copolymers with comparable composition (content of hydrophilic block of 

about 30%, Table 10). Detectable increase in the surface pressure was observed for the surface 

area per molecule below 20 m2 that is much smaller than the smface area per molecule 

estimated for extended codormation and face-on orientation (Figure 7). This indicates 

significant overlap of the molecules upon compression or reorganization of their conformation 

under very low pressures. 

The steady growth of pressure as the cross-sectional area decreased with the lirniting 

value for ~ A A ~ + s - ~ P S ~ ~ ) ~  star sli&tly lower (9 nm2) than that for ( P f i 3 0 ) 6 - s - ( P s 4 0 ) 6  star (10 

nrn’) (Figure 50). These values are close to the cross-sectional area of the rigid core region 

(shown in Figure 7 as dashed circle) calculated to be 9.6 m2 (excluding the space between 

adjacent m s )  for either 12-arm star polymer. The very modest increase in cross-sectional 

area for the larger asymmetric star molecules and very similar shape of the isotherms indicated 

the molecular packing is only slightly affected by the bulkier PS chains. On the other hand, 

both values are close to the core area indicating that dense lateral packing of rigid cores is a 

defining factor in the formation of condensed monolayer with both types of arms playing a 

minor role at highest packing densities (Figure 7). 
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Table 10. Molecular dimensions of the 12-arm star polymers. 

This interfacial behavior under compression suggests that the PAA and PS arms are 

disassociated from the plane of the core upon compression to the condensed state (see a simple 

mode1 with oppositely extended arms in Figure 7). It is clear that actual state o f  the arms is 

different fiom this simple molecular graphics representation and should include different levels 

of ordering. Considering this surface behavior and the architecture of the star molecule and 

literature data, it is reasonable to expect that hydrophilic FAA anns were submerged into the 

water subphase whereas the hydrophobic PS m s  are packed above the air-water interface, 

effectively pinning the core plane. The calculated cross-sectional area on the larger PS arms in 

coiled state was 2.17 ma2 per am3 while the shorter PS m s  should occupy 1.63 mz (Table 

10). Taking into account the six PS arms attached to each aromatic core, the cross-sectional 

area per molecule with coiled arms for (PA&O)6's-(?s40)6 was estimated as 13.1 mn2 and 9.8 

m2 for (PAA&-s-(PS&, which is close but still below the gmet of formation of the 

condensed monolayer. 

The decrease in cross-sectional area below these values should force the flexible arms 

to elongate in the vertical direction thereby decreasing the effective. cross-sectional area per 

molecule. However, it was suggested that the transformation to truly brush-like packing 

regime is not possible in this system due to the presence of rigid disk-like core limiting 

effective grafting density of flexible chains to 1.6 nm2/chain. It is important to emphasize that 
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arms are not emanating f?om one and the same point as usually happens in conventional star 

polymers but rather fkom six equidistant peripheral points of a f k l y  large and rigid core (4.2 

nm) that keeps the junction points of arms spatially separated. In addition, considering that the 

PS block at room temperature is well below the glass transition (even accounting for low 

molecular weight and possible presence of trapped residual solvent), the mobility and 

compressibility of the PS phase will be severely limited, it is safe to suggest that the state of PS 

blocks will stay Virtually unchanged. As a result, even at high pressure the PS arms will stay in 

a collapsed state covering the aromatic core. The same limitation is imposed by the core on the 

hydrophilic PAA arms submerged in the water subphase but because of their dissolved state 

they remain mobile enough to change their state (to that allowed by the limiting grafting 

density) under compression. It was suggested that this key difference between the star-shaped 

molecules with sizeable rigid core and diblock amphiphifes that do not have the incompressible 

core and therefore can undergo the pancake-brush bansfomation at high surface pressures 

defines the shape of the Lmgmuir isotherms observed here. In order to corroborate this 

hypothesis and to obtain insights into the structure of the monolayers, X-ray reflectivity 

measurements and AFM imaging were used as discussed below. 

Because the data for star molecule with shorter arms were not sufficient quality, the 

discussion below will concentrate on the (x )~30)6 -S- (P)s40)6  molecules. The X-ray reflectivity 

curves for t h i s  molecule displayed multiple minima at all surface pressures (Figure 51). X-ray 

reflectivity measurement for the larger 12-arm star polymer before compression showed three 

well-defined minima signifjmg an organized monolayer formation. At higher surface 

pressure, the minima became more defined and the spacing decreased indicating an increase in 

monolayer thickness and the chain elongation (Figure 511, The overall angular variation of 

intensity decreased much faster at higher pressures which suggested the sharpening of the 

monolayer interfaces. These results demonstrate that the ( P ~ 3 0 ) 6 - S - @ % 4 0 ) 6  molecules formed 

dense uniform monolayers at all pressures with the overall thickness increasing as the surface 

pressure is raised. 
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Figure 52. X-ray reflectivity data and model for (PAA&-s-(PS4& at different surface 

pressures. Data represented by symbols and model represented by line. Intensities offset for 

clarity. 

The reflectivity data were modeled using a four box model as presented in Figure 52 

along with examples of spread and compressed molecules built with consideration of most 

critical parameters (overall thickness, separate thicknesses of PS and PAA phases, and cross- 

sectional area per molecule) (Table 11). These boxes with constant electron density 

represented the submerged PAA chains, the core region, the mixed collapsed and the extended 

PS At low surface pressure and large cross-sectional area electron density 
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distribution conhned a clearly organized monolayer with defined layered structure. The 

slight difference in electronic density at the water surface for the first two blocks (0.365~10~ 

and 0 .368~10~ e / m 3  respectively) corresponding to PAA arms and the aromatic core indicated 

a slight shift in density of the polymeric chains. The confinement of the hydrophobic aromatic 

core within a plane created a densely packed layer above the hydrophiIic PA4 chains. 

Considering the thickness of the fkst box of 1.25 run close to the PAA chain dimensions 

(Tables 10, 1 1), it can be suggested that the hydrated PAA chains are randomly coiled 

underneath the aromatic core (Figure 52a). The densest region of the film was located near the 

air-water interface associated with the aromatic cores (second box, Table 11). The PS chains 

(third box) formed a dense layer of 1.7 nm thick above the water sutface which is close but 

slightly lower than the PS random coil size and indicates the collapsed state of the PS chains 

with density close but slightly below to that for the bulk PS. The presence of the fourth box 

with exkernely low electrun density (0.048~10~ e/nm3) indicated the extension of some PS 

chains beyond the collapsed PS layer (Figure 52a). 

20 22 

Table 1 1. Comparison of box model parameters of P&-b-PSs star polymer 

1.77 I - -  

1 Box Model Parameters 

- -  

I 1 1 . D  I I.30 

Total Thickness (nm) 
PS Thickness (nmS 

0.365 I 0.377 Iensity I 

5.16 5.65 
2.86 2.69 

1 I 
I 1.05 I 1.60 

7.67 
3.13 

1 0.368 I 0.387 

7.33 7.8 
3.18 3.09 

I I 1 
L tnml I 1.75 I 1.76 

I I I 

\ I 1.11 I 0.934 
)emity 0.048 0.068 

1 Surface Roudmess (m) 0.20 0.173 
I ~ - - - -  -.--) 

2.771 
0.376 0.362 0.386 

0.575 I 
0.331 0.317 -TK-L-M 
0.108 0.053 I 0.05 I 

I I 
0.264 1 0.281 I 0.28 
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Figure 52. Box models of (Pfi&-s-(l?s40)6 at a) low pressure regime (2 rnN/m) and b) high 

pressure regime (20 mN/m). Corresponding molecular models shown to the right. 
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Upon compressing the monolayer to the low pressure regime (fi-om 0 to 2 mN/m) the 

four box model showed an overall increase in length and electronic density for all boxes 

indicating the monolayer became more densely packed as the chains elongated. The overall 

thickness increased fiom 5.2 nm for the monolayer before compression to 5.7.m at 2 mN/m 

(Table 11). The cross-sectional area decrease forces the chains to elongate slightly in the 

vertical direction to compensate for the overall decrease in area. More significant, all four 

boxes increased in electronic density with a clearer distinction between the first two boxes. 

These two boxes containing the PAA chains became slightly denser although the boxes 

lengthened moderately (from 1.05 nm to 1.60 nm for the second box) while the third and fourth 

boxes containing; the PS chains remained with similar thickness while increasing in density. 

The overall thickness of the Langmuir monolayer as well as the density increased for 

all layers as the surface pressure increased fiom 2 mN/m to <20 mN/m as was indicated above 

(Figwe 52, Table 11). At the intermediate pressures, the monolayer was modeled using four 

box models with the steadily increased thickness and electronic density for the fist  box fi-om 

1.3 to 2.8 nm indicating the significant extension of PAA chains submerged in the water 

subphase (Figure 52b). The thickness exceeds the PAA chain dimensions pointing out on 

initial elongation of the submerged PAA chains. The second box associated mainly with the 

aromatic cores remained the densest region of the layer. The third box associated with the PS 

chains very modestly increased in thickness. 

For the highest surface pressures corresponding to the condensed state of the monolayer 

(220 d / r n ) ,  two and three box models were used to analyze the data. The first box was 

assigned to the submerged PAA chains and the second and third boxes were assigned to the 

collapsed and extended PS arms, respectively (Figure 52b). The lack of resolution and small 

difference in electronic densities at higher surface pressures did not allow the aromatic core 

region to be distinguished fiom the hydrated and densely packed PAA chains for the highest 

pressure studied here. The higher electronic density of the first box  erred the molecular core 

was located in the PAA box increasing the effective density (Table 11). Unlike the lower 

surface pressures where a dense region contained the aromatic core and parts of the PAA and 
PS chains, the model for the 20 d / m  monolayer demonstrated a clearly defined transition 

behkeen the PAA and PS chains. The lower electronic density of the second box (0.317~10~ 
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e/nm3) c o h e d  the presence of collapsed PS arms located above the air-water interface 

thereby pinning the aromatic core at the interface. Upon reaching the highest surface pressure 

the vertical electron density distribution can be described the best with a two box model with 
the insignificant difference in density between the PAA and PS phases except some very low 

density region on a top of the layer indicating, probably, initial stage of the monolayer 

collapse. The total thickness of the monolayer increased to 7.9 nm at the highest surface 

pressure (Table 21) .  Considering that the density of packing of PAA and PS became 

indistinguishable, separate PS and PAA layer thicknesses cannot estimate in this state. 

5.1.2 Monolayer Organization at the Air-Solid Interface 

AFM imaging of LB monolayers deposited on a hydrophilic silicon surface provided 

additional information about morphology of monolayers assuming that the monolayer 

morphology was not altered by the monolayer transfer that was usually suggested for organic 

monolayers.32y191y192~~g3 As was observed, at very low compression (large surface area per 

molecule) the molecules already formed initid micellar morphology. The monolayer 
deposited at 20 nm2 per molecule (twice the limiting cross-sectional area) showed large 

circular domains of various sizes packed loosely with limited contact between the domains 

(Figure 53a). The average diameter of the domains was close to 400 m, with some structures 

as large as several microns across. The exclusion of the larger domains resulted in the 
calculated mean diameter of 300 nm accurately representing the overall size of the domains. 

This surface morphology suggested the spontaneous long range ordering of &he molecules at 

the &-water interface. The circular domains appeared to be two-dimensional micelles with 
total thickness 2.5 to 3 m as determined by AFM that was close to ellipsometry measurements 

which was indicative of pancake-like organization within the monolayer with PAA chains 

spreading thin beneath the PS d o m a i f l ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ *  The individud domains appeared very 

uniform with a low surface microroughness (below 0.15nm) indicating molecularly flat 

domains with no indication of ordered intra-monolayer sbxcture (Figure 536). The decrease in 

the thickness of the monolayer as they were transferred fiom the air-water interface to the air- 
solid interface was apparently caused by the dehydration and collapsing of the PAA chains in 

contact with solid substrate (see below). 
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Figure 53. AFM images of two-dimensional micelles of (P~30)6 - s - (Ps40)6  formed at a) and b) 

at 0 mN/m surface pressure (20 m2 per molecule) and c) at low surface pressure (5  mN/m). 

The z range for topography (left) was 15 nm and for phase (right) was 20 degrees. 
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of two-dimensional micelles of (PAA3&-s-(PS40)6 formed at a) 

moderate surface pressure flOmN/m), b) and c) high surface pressure (30 mN/m). The z range 

for topography (left) was 10 ~lfn and phase (right) was 10 degrees. 



Upon compressing the monolayer to 5 mN/m, the molecules maintained the two- 
dimensional circular micellar structure (Figure 53c). The number of circular domains 

increased as the average diameter decreased to 200 nm. The circular domains partially fused, 

forming larger aggregates wKle the surface coverage increased to nearly 50% of the total 

surface area that becomes close to the “jarnrning” limit o f  the random surface arrangement of 

circular domains.i99 The thickness of the PS domains remained nearly the same (2,7 nm). The 

further increase in the surface pressure to 10 mNlm showed additional densification of the 

monolayer (Figure 54a). The monolayer appeared almost uniform with small irregular defects 

present throughout the film indicating the circular domains merged into larger pancake-like 

monolayers With only a slightly higher thickness (3.lnm). This value was still several times 

smaller than the maximum possible length of PS and PAA axms in their fully extended 

conformations and indicates their collapsed and spread state. 

Upon further increase in the surface pressure to 30 mNlm the circular domains merged 

into a virtually continuous monolayer (Figure 54b). The reduction in the average diameter of 

the circular structures was offset by increasing in their number. The two-dimensional micelles 

formed a web-like continuous morphology similar to the larger aggregates composed of 

partially fused circular domains seen in Figure 54c. The coverage area of the substrate was 

calculated to be higher than 80% in most locations that exceeded the limits €or dense surface 

packing of circular domains and indicated their merging with the formation of uniform 

monolayer. The height of the domains determined from AFM cross-sections increased to 3.5- 

4.0 nm while the overall effective thichess obtained from ellipsometry increased to nearly 5 
nm indicating a presence of a thin underlying layer below the two-dimensional micelles. An 
explanation for this appearance of an underlying layer was determined to be flattened 

molecules spread between and under the circular micelles. This structural feature may be 

responsible for the fact that the observed surface micelles possessed an exceedingly high two- 

dimensionality with diameter being nearly 100 times greater than their thickness. It was 

interesting to note that such circular micelIes represent 2D microstructures with facial 

amphiphilicity (hydrophobic top and hydrophilic bottom). This  was in contrast to much 

smaller surface micelles usually formed by linear diblocks.200 
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Figure 55. AFM images of two-dimensional micelles of (eA.A25)6's-(ps25)6 'formed at a) 

moderate surface pressure (10 mN/m) and b) high surface pressure (30 mN/m)The z range 

for the topography image (left) was 10 xllll and the phase (right) was 10 degrees. 

Finally, the smaller symmetric star polymer (pAA25)6"s-(Ps25)6 formed hcomplete, 

defective domains with no indication of the circular two-dimensional micelles seen for the 

larger molecule (Figure 55a). At moderate pressure (10 mN/rn) the molecules formed large 

domains up to several microns in diameter with small, rounded holes of varying size 

distributed throughout the surface (Figure 55a). The measured effective thickness of the 

monolayer was 2.6 nm and the domain height was 2.3 nm. As the surface pressure was 
increased to 30 rnN/m, the surface coverage increased with the effective thickness increasing to 

3.7 nm. The domains formed a dense morphology with a high concentration of crack-like 

defects running across micron sized surface areas (Figure 55b). 
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5.1.3 Discussion and Conclusions for the 12-arm Star Polymers 

Here, discussion will mainly be focused on the results related to asymmetric, long chain 

(P.&4&S-(Ps40)6 star polymer because of the insufficient quality of the data for star molecde 

with shorter chains, It seems that the decrease of the length of the PAA and PS anns in 

(PAA&-s-(PS& greatly influenced the interfacial behavior of the star block copolymer 

making its monolayer structure much less defined. Significant decrease in the PS block 

content and the length of the both types of chains reduced segregation level, thereby disrupting 

the formation of the two-dimensional circular micelles, 

Comparison of the monolayers parameters measured by ellipsometry, contact angle, 

AFM, and X-ray reflectivity allows for general conclusions to be made on structural 

reorganization of the monolayer in different physical states (Figure 56). In fact, this 

combination of experimental techniques brings to discussion very different but closely related 

parameters of the monolayer morphology: overall effective thichess of the monolayer at the 

air-water interface (X-ray reflectivity) and solid surface (ellipsometry), the separate thicknesses 

of top PS domains and bottom PAA phase at both water (X-ray reflectivity) and solid (AFM in 

combination with ellipsometry) surfaces, and the surface coverage with PS domains on the 

solid surface along with the presence of the hydrophobic PS chains (AFM and contact angle). 

The trends observed for all these parameters are very instructive and allow to make non-trivial 

conclusions about surface microstructure. The results discussed here are very consistent 

considering that they were obtained with four independent techniques on two independent sets 

of samples at different surfaces 

The analysis of this trend shows a consistent and sharp increase in the effective 

monolayer thichess at both water and solid surfaces at very low surface pressure below 5 

mN/m (Figure 56). For surface pressures higher than 5 mNm virtually constant thickness is 

observed. Considering significant increase in surface coverage in this range, most of the 

increase observed was attributed to the formation of denser population of the domains ~ t h  
virtually unchanged thickness (except very low surface areas for pressures below 2 mN/m). 

This conclusion is also supported by isotherm data which shows that the surface area per 

molecule at surface pressures of 5 mNlm and higher is very close to &, which is mainly 
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defined by the rigid cores as discussed above (Figure 50). The contact angle initially increases 

sharply to 95' and stays constant in a whole range of pressures (Figure 56). This value is 

identical to that observed for grafted PS chains in soIid state 201 and indicates uniform 

composition of the monolayer surface composed of PS chains. 

Surface Pressure (rnNlm) 
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Figure 56. Monolayer parameters determined by X-ray reflectivity, ellipsometry, contact 

angle, and AFM, top: triangles - the total monolayer thickness at air water interface; squares - 

the total monolayer thickness at solid surface; circles - PS domain thickness at solid surface; 

inverse triangles - PS domain thickness at the &-water interface. Bottom: squares - contact 

angles; circles - surface coverage. 

However, the thickness of the condensed monolayer at the water surface and on the 

solid substrate differs more than twice: 7.9 f 0.5 nm versus 3.1 f 0.5 flfn (Figure 56). The 

much smaller total thickness for solid-supported LB monolayers as compared with the same 

monolayer at the air-water interface indicates significant difference in internal microstructwe 

of the monolayers. Direct comparison of the total thickness of the monolayer and the thickness 

of the PS phase immediately allows concluding that the PAA chains submerged in water are 

extended to 4,8 =k 0.6 ~lllz but are spread in the thin layer of around 0.3 nm at the solid surface. 

Constant extension of the PAA chains over almost a whole region of surface pressure tested 

(fiom 5 to 30 d / m )  can be attributed to the factor of limited grafting density imposed by the 

presence of the sizeable rigid cores which prevent the truly brush regime and full extension of 
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the PAA chains. This is in a sharp contrast with conventional block-copolymers with point- 
like junctions where the molecdes undergo constant change under compression. 200, J02 

The height of the PS domain determined by AFM was consistent with the thickness of 

the PS blocks determined by X-ray reflectivity as well as ellipsometry at all surface pressures 

(Figure 56)- Unlike FAA chains which undergo tremendous spreading in the course of transfer 

to a solid surface, the thickness of PS domains remains almost unchanged, around 3 m. This 
last value is fairly close to the dimensions of the collapsed PS chains (Table 10). Thus, despite 

the significant surface area available for random coiled PS chains provided by the large rigid 

core, even higher compression does not affect the state of the PS chains. 

Finally, Figure 57 provides a schematic representation of the segregation behavior of 

the star molecules ( P A A ~ O ) ~ - S - ( P S ~ ~ ) ~ ‘  as revealed by this study. At the air-water interface, the 

PAA arms submerge into the water subphase, creating a dense, hydrated PAA layer below the 

core plane with significantly extended PAA chains in the condensed monolayer state. To form 

a more stable micellar structure, the PS chains aggregate above the aromatic core, creating a 

collapsed PS layer. Upon transfer to the solid substrate, the PAA chains dehydrate and spread 

very thin between hydrophobic PS layer and hydrophilic silicon subskate (Figure 57). The 

moderate length of the PS and PAA chains allows the chains to form dense layers, occupying 

the space directly above and below the aromatic core. This is also responsible for the 

formation of stable circular micellar structures with diameter of 200-300 nm which include 

several thousands molecules and are distinguished two-dimensional structures with ‘ h o -  

faces”: highly hydrophobic and highly hydrophilic. Remarkable stable molecular packing of 

the star molecules with virtually unchanged characteristics in a wide range of compressions is a 

signature of the amphiphilic star polymer with rigid core studied here. It is suggested that this 

is caused by limited grafting density of the PS and FAA chains attached to the sizeable rigid 

core which prevents the monolayer to undergo reorganization fiom “gaseous” to condensed 

state. These changes triggered by decreasing surface area per molecule usually result in a wide 

variety of dot, spaghetti-like, rectangular, or lamellar surface morphologies observed in linear 

or modestly branched amphiphilic di-block copolymers of different types. 194J02 Stability of 

these micellar structures at the water and solid surfaces over a wide range of surface pressures 

is a signature of these amphiphilic star polymers making them unique polymeric surfactants. 
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Figure 57. Schematic of (PAA&-s-(FS& monolayer microsmcture: a) top View of the 

core to core packing behavior (the polyrneric arms are removed for clarity), side view of the 

molecule packing at the air-water interface (b) and the air-solid intedace (c). 

5.2 Block Star Copolymers 

S i x  star block copolymers are composed of an equal number of PEU and PS arms 

attached to a central core. The weight content of the PEO block varied fiom 19% to 88% as 
the number of arms varied fiom eight anns of PEO and PS each for S16-19 to 19 arms of 

PEO and PS each for S38-78 (Table I, Figure 58). All anns of the same nature have the 

same molecular weight. The effect of the volume fiaction was analyzed for the block star 

copolymers at interfaces in addition to role of molecular architecture in the molecular 
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organization in surface films. An example of a linear diblock copolymer was included for 

one particular composition for comparative purposes (L-86, Table 1). For practical purposes, 

all compounds studied here are split into two groups: group I with lower PEO content 

(<SO%) and group Il with predominant PEO content (79-88%) (Figure 1). Within the first 

group the total number of anns was fairly constant and within the second group the number 

of arms increased for block copolymers with lower PEO content (Table 1). 
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Figure 58. Graphic representation of the weight fraction 'of the PEO and PS blocks for the 

star block copolymers. 

5,2.1 Ordering at the Air-Water Interface 

A11 star block copolymers formed stable Langmuir monolayers at the air-water 

interface indicating appropriate amphiphilic balance (see 7c-A isotherms in Figure 59). "he 

reversibility of the LangrnUir monolayers fi-om star polymers was examined by repeated 

cycles of compression and expansion to the low pressure regime. The reversible behavior for 

the s tx  copolymers with a larger PEO content (group II) was improved over the molecules 

.. 
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The star copolymers S38-78, S30- 

86, and S20-88 showed a very. 

small hysteresis (510% surface 

area) even aRer a short relaxation 

time (10 minutes). A slightly 

larger hysteresis (lo-15% surface 

area) observed for star polymers 

S16-19, S18-23, and S16-39 

indicated partially irreversible 

behavior due to the presence of 

glassy PS phase. Apparently, a 

' much longer relaxation would be 

required for the PS-dominant star 

block copolymers for complete 

reversibility of the surface 

behavior. 

The star copolymers fiom 

group I with larger PS content 

exhibited larger initid surface 

molecular areas and a low- 

pressure plateau (Figure 59% 
Table 12). The star copolymers 

from group II displayed smaller 

initial cross-sectional areas and a 
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more gradual transition in surface pressure with no plateau prior to the steep increase in 
surface pressure before monolayer collapse Figure 59b, Table 12). The lower PS content 

(accompanying with shorter length of PS chains, Table 1) translated in reduced initial surface 

molecular area A1 and limiting cross-sectional area A, (Table 12). 
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From chemical composition, the limiting surface areas per molecule was estimated 
from known limiting surface areas for PEO monomeric unit (0.28 n m )  2 203 and for PS 

monomeric unit (0.06 nm 2 ) 204 reported for PEO-PS linear and star copolymers with a limited 

numbers of arms (Table 12). Theoretical surface area per molecule in condensed state Lt is 

calculated fiom the surface area per monomer, h, number of monomers in a single arm, N, 
and number of arms, n: &* = a,, N n and corresponds to situation when PS chains in coiled 

conformation are the limiting factor in monolayer compression. Direct comparison of the 

theoretical surface area per molecules estimated fiom chemical composition and actual 

surface area in condensed state shows consistent correlation between these parameters 

(Figure 60). However, for group 11 significant higher experimental area in comparison with 

theoretical area (dashed line in Figure 60) was observed indicating that the concurrent 

increase of the number of anns fkom 20 to 38 promotes much faster increase of surface area. 

This phenomenon can be due to effect of the crowding forcing multiple PS m s  spread in 

Iateral directions rather than stretching out of interface. Correspondingly, further increase in 

the PS content masked by the reduced number of anns led to modest increase in the surface 

area due to reduced crowding effect, 

Table €2. Surface area per molecule of PE0,-PS, block star block copolymers 
determined from 7c-A isotherms. 

- 

Experimental Calculated 

516-19 70 500 259 127 €28 288 
S18-23 81 325 . 211 148 117 369 
S16-39 68 400 144 207 72 464 
S38-78 66 192 29 323 38 1,710 
S30-86 62 180 29 511 30 2,145 
520-88 40 185 30 568 20 1,590 
L-86 8 160 31 464 2 130 
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Figure 60. Variation of surface molecular area vs molecular area estimated fiom chemical 

compo sit ion. 

5.2.2 LB monolayers at the solid surface: group I. 

The influence of the number of branches and the weight &action of the polymeric 

blocks was observed in deposited monolayers to discern the effect of the architecture. The 

two star copolymers with the lowest PEO content (group I) formed lamellae with random 

orientation and low degree of branching (Figure 61). The continuous lamellae of S16-19 had 

moderate height (6.8 t 0.2 m) and width (180 40 nm) (Table 13). The lamellae snaked 
and randomly looped, covering approximately a quarter of the substrate surface at lower 

surface pressure. At higher surface pressure the surface coverage rose to 66% as the lamellae 

height grew to 9.0 nm but the lamellae width remained constant. The lamellae at the highest 

surface pressure become oriented in the dip direction suggesting that at the higher surface 

pressure the lamellae ordering is controlled by the capillary forces acting along the dipping 

direction. The S18-23 star copolymer with an additional PS and PEO arms and slightly 

longer PEO m s  formed dense packed lamellae (Figure 61). The lamellae height and width 
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was lower than for previous cornpourids at all su5ace pressures (Table 13). Conversely, the 

effective thickness of the S18-23 star polymers films rose (2.1 f: 0.2 ~llll at low surface 

pressure, 3.6 0.2 at higher surface pressure) due to the increase in the surface coverage 

(44% at lowest surface pressure, 77% at highest surface pressure). Higher resolution AFM 

imaging revealed fine circular substructures of the lamellae for both star copolymers (Figure 

dlc). This confirms that the predominant type of aggregation for star copolymer with lowest 

PS content is circular aggregation as expected for given chemical composition in bulk state 

wever, unlike these and in monolayers from star block copolymers with few m s .  

compounds, a large number of m s  (32 and 36 arms) promoted Mher  aggregation of 

circular domains into continuous and branched lamellae. 

80,204,205 H~ 

Table 13. Characteristics of LB monolayers fiom star block Copolymers. 

Thickness (nm) Domain Height (nm) Area coverage 
P=l P=5 P=25 P=l P=5 P=25 P=l Pp-5 P=25 

$16-19 1.1 . 1.4 2.7 7.0 6.6 9.0 0.24 0.29 0.66 
SlX-23 2.1 2.2 3.6 5.5 5.4 6.7 0.44 0.64 0.77 
S16-39 1.0 1.8 2.7 3.3 3.6 3.4 0.36 0.63 0.93 

S30-86 2.4 2.8 4.3 1.2 2.6 2.3 0.59 0.94 1.00 
S38-78 0.8 2.4 3.4 d.5 2.5 1.1 0.57 0.74 0.97 

S20-88 2.6 4.7 7.3 8.1 9.5 9.6 0.29 0.49 0.97 
L 8 6  0.5 0.4 6.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A NIA N/A 

The star polymer with a moderate PEO content (S16-39) stands alone in group I 

(Table 1, Figure 58). Unlike two other star copolymers S16-39 formed very uniform 

monolayer at low and high surface pressures (Figure 62%~). Fine circular domains formed 

densely packed and partidly ordered network visible at higher resolution (Figure 62b), The 

glassy PS blocks form 3.5 nm high spherical micelles with limited hexagonal ordering on the 

underlying soft PEO layer, typical preferential structure for circular micelles. The diameter 

of very uniform circular was calculated to be 60 -1- 5 m with heights about 3.5 rn (Table 

13). The domain height remained relatively constant as the surface pressure increased, 

thereby causing a similar trend in the effective thickness of the monolayers (Table 13). The 
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density of the circular micelles rose and diameters decreased as the surface pressure 

increased. 

Figure 61. with lowest 
PEO content S16-19 (right) and S18-23 (lee) deposited at a) 1 mNm and 5 mN/m (b and c). 

5.2.3 LB monolayers at the solid surface: group II. 
The star polymers with the highest number of arms, molecular weight and 

predominant content of PEO chains formed homogenous monolayers with bi-continuous 
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network of PEO and PS phases (Figure 63). The S38-78 star block copolymer with 38 anns 

formed very uniform monolayers with fine texture: bi-continuous network at low surface 

pressure and dense packing of nanoscale domains as the surface pressure rose. The S30-86 

star polymer was observed to form a coarser network of PS domains at low surface pressure 

and a uniform monolayer at 25 mN/m (Figure 63c, d). The uniform surface morphology of 

these star block copolymers is similar to the morphology of the selected linear block 

copolymer L-86 with 86% of PEU phase (not shown). However, the overall thickness of 

linear block copolymer at low surface pressure was much smaller than that for star block 

copolymer indicating that removing crowded constraints of the multiple arms attached to a 

single core results in larger inplane spreading (Table 13). The effective thickness of LB 

monolayers increased significantly for higher surface pressure indicating the PEO phase 

formed a thicker layer underneath the PS blocks, thereby allowing the smaller PS block to 

form an uniform topmost layer (Table 13). 

Figure 62. 

content of PEO (516-39) at 1 mN/m (a and b) and 5 mN/m (c and d) 

with moderate 
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Figure 63. 

S30-86 (left> deposited at 1 mN/m (a,b), 5 mN/m (c), and 25 mN/m (d) surface pressures. 
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Very peculiar surface morphology was observed for the star block copolymer 520-88 

with the highest PEO content but reduced number of arms (Table 1, Figure 58). This 
compound formed well-defined dendritic structures at all surface pressures (Figure 64). At 

low surface pressure, highly branched dendritic morphologies merged into long branched 

backbones oriented in the dipping direction (Figure 64a, b). The height and width of the 

dendritic structures were very similar suggesting a uniform growth. The higher resolution 

AFM images revealed a heterogeneous domain sufface indicating the dendrites formed as 

aggregate structures of fine circular domains (Figure 64). 

Figure 64. AFM images of LB monolayers from star block copolymers: S20-88 at 1 mN/m 

(a-b), 5 mN/m (c-d), 25 mN/m (e-f). 

The rise in surface pressure to 5 mN/m increased the suI-face coverage from 29% to 
0.2 nm to 8.1 20.2 nm as observed in 49% in addition to domain height growth fkom 7.3 
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denser and more regular dendritic structures (Figure 64c, d). The growth of the dendrites 

along backbone structures oriented in the dipping direction was more clearly observed in 

these monolayers. The length of the backbones reached tens of microns with the length of 

branches of 2-3 microns. 

At the highest surface pressure the dense dendritic structure merged into a continuous 

domain structure with remnants of the growth sbxcture still evident (Figure Me). The 

effective thickness rose to 7.3 & 0.2 m as the surface coverage exceeding 90%. The surfice 

roughness of the irregular domains decreased at the higher surface pressure. An interesting 

feature is the appearance of straight ridges along the dendrite backbones. The ridge were 1.5 

nm h@er than the surrounding domains, suggesting the dominating PEO phase thickened as 

the molecules were compressed along the denser backbone regions. The overall shape of the 

compressed structures reminiscent initial highly branched morphology with branches 

squashed in transversal direction. 

Finally, it was concluded that the overall behavior of mphiphilic star block 

copolymers with a large number of arms follows general trends observed for PS-PEO star 

copolymers discussed before except some features as will be discussed below. 

Following this trend, it is suggested different types of molecular organization for amphiphilic 

star block copolymers studied here depending upon chemical composition and architecture 

(Figure 8). Cartoons of corresponding structural reorganizations are presented in Figure 9. 
First, the molecular ordering of star block copolymers with the low PEO content is controlled 

by the predominant PS block thus forming circular domains aggregated into continuous 

lamellar morphology (Figure 65). The shorter PEO chains limit contact between PEO m s  

of neighboring molecules thus allowing the PS chains to form continuous one-dimensional 

structures. A fxofold increase in molecular weight of the PEO arms and decreasing length of 

PS a n n s  results in collapsed the lamellar structure and formation of individual, densely 

packed circular micelles. This type of molecular ordering is consistently observed for star 

block copolymers with the PEO content reaching 86% with compounds with highest content 

forming virtually uniform morphology with PEO underlying layer covered with PS phase 

(Figure 65). Concurrent increase in a number of dissimilar arms attached to a single core (up 

to 38 for S38-86) prevents mkroscopic phase separation of dissimilar chains and the 

204,205 
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formation of individual circular domains expected for this chemical composition. Instead, 

the PEO chains are vertically separated forming underlying hydrophilic carpet. 

. -  

Figure 65. Schematic of molecular ordering in LB monolayers fiom star block copolymers 

with low (top), moderate (middle), and high (bottom) PEO content. 

However, reducing the crowding of PS and PEO chains (number of arms fiom 38 to 

20) for the S20-88 compound with the highest PEO content promotes in-plane phase 

separation With formation of peculiar dendritic surface morphology. This type of surface 

morphology is an indication the monolayer growth via diffusion-limited aggregation with 
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preferential directional addition of the components. This aggregation can be caused by the 

crystallization of the predominant PEO component triggered by reduced consfmints because 

of lowered number of arms in the molecules. This growth combined with lateral 

compression eventually leads to directional growth of PEO monolayer with PS phase 

vertically segregated in the form of circular domains and one-dimensional features. Such a 
unique morphology has been never observed for PS-PEO star block copolymers with a low 

number of m s .  

5.3 Discussion and Conclusions of Star Polymers 

Both star polymer series demonstrated the effect of composition of the molecular 

shell on the ordering behavior at the air-water and air-solid interface. The 12 arm star 

polymer formed 2D circular micelles at the air-water interface. As the molecular area was 

reduced the large circular micelles aggregated and formed a continuous monolayer. The 

domains maintained the circular shape while the average diameter decreased as the number 

of domains rose at the lower molecular areas. Comparison of the monolayer dimensions with 

theoretical molecular dimensions confirmed the molecular area was controlled by the glassy 

PS blocks. The PAA blocks submerged in the wafer subphase and elongated as the cross- 

sectional area was reduced, thereby significantly contributing to the monolayer thickness at 

the &-water interface. Upon deposition the PAA dehydrate and collapse under the aromatic 

core and PS block, thus reducing the monolayer thickness at the air-solid interface. 

The block star copolymers formed a variety of morphologies at the air-water 

interface. The morphology trend deviated fiom the morphology-composition relationship 

observed for linear block copolymers. The transition fiom cylindrical lamellae to spherical 

micelles was suppressed due to the attachment of multiple polymeric arms to a central core. 
The PS chains were determined to control the molecular organizations at interfaces when the 

PEO content was below 50%. The star polymers with the most number of arms and higher 

PEO content formed homogeneous monolayers at interfaces indicating the longer PEO arms 

control the molecular organization. A peculiar dendritic morphology was observed for the 

star block copolymer with the highest PEO content due to the crystallization of the 

predominant PEO block. 
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Comparison of the star polymer molecular series revealed the volume fraction of the 

glassy, hydrophobic block controls the molecular organization at interfaces. Variance in the 

volume fraction ratio easily disrupted long rmge organization of the star polymers at the air- 
water and &-solid interfaces. The attachment of multiple polymeric arms to it central core 

reduced the length of the individual chains and thus affected the monolayer packing. The 

influence of the branched central core was limited due to the large length of the polymeric 

chains and the small fraction (~10%) it contributed to the molecular weight. 
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CHAPTER 6. REStrlLTS - BRANCBD GOLD NANOPARTICLES A N D  P O L m R  

BRUSHES MOLECULES 

Random layering and aggregation of inorganic nanoparticles prohibit the use of these 

desirable particles in highly structured applications. To induce long range ordering and to 
eliminate aggregation behavior, the inorganic nmoparticles are hctionalized with organic 

shells. The inclusion of branched molecules with competing molecular fiaments Within the 

functional shell can drive organization at interfaces in addition to insulating the nanoparticles 

fiom neighboring molecules. The ordering of gold nanoparticle functionalized with binary 

polymer brushes was studied to elucidate the effect of phase separation on the organization of 

inorganic particles at interfaces. 

Figure 66. 

extended polymeric arms (above) and collapsed polymeric arms (below). 

Molecular model of polymer brush functionalized gold nanoparticle with 

6.1 Surface Behavior 

The polymer brushes paired a hydrophilic PEOa chain and hydrophobic PI320 were 

attached to a Y-shaped aromatic core prior to the brushes were covalently bonded to the 2 nm 

diameter gold nanoparticle (Figure 66). Theoretical estimates of 15-25 Y-shaped brushes per 

gold nanoparticle core were calculated fiom spacial estimates in addition to molecular 
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models. GPC estimated 7.4 brushes attached to the core although the technique typically 

underestimates the molecular weight of nonlinear particles: The extended brush diameter for 

AW-PB-PEO was calculated to 28.5 nm with each Y-shaped brush 13.5 nm fully extended 

(Figure 66). The collapse of the Y-shaped polymer brushes to form a dense shell 

surrounding the gold nanoparticle core reduced the molecular diameter to 13 nm (Figure 66). 

The cross-sectional area of the molecule with the compressed polymer shell was 232.7 nm’. 

0 40 . 80 120 160 200 
Molecular Area (nm’) 

Figure 67. The n-A isothem of AN-PB-PEO displayed the instability of the composite 

molecule at the air-water interface with a low pressure collapse of the molecule. 

The Am-PB-PEO molecules formed stable monolayers at the air-water interface 

with reversible amphiphilic behavior (Figure 67). The large range of molecular areas 

observed prevented the complete surface pressure versus molecular area isotherms (n-A 

isotherm) to be observed in one experiment. The initial molecular area was calculated to be 

120 nm2 per molecule with the limiting cross-sectional area determined to be approximately 

50 m2 fiom the transition in slope. The experimental molecular area was approximately 1/5 

the theoretical cross-sectional area of the fully extended molecular confirming the polymer 

brush corona collapse to encapsulate the gold nanoparticle core. The cross-sectional 
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molecular area calculated from the n-A isotherm was in good agreement with the estimated 

molecular area of the collapsed polymer brushes. Below 50 run2 per molecule the slope of 

the 7c-A isotherm increased suggesting a shift in the monolayer ordering. Despite the change 

in slope, 18 mN/m was the highest observable surface pressure suggesting early monolayer 

collaspe. The large size of the composite molecule created instability in the monolayer as 

demonstfated by the low surface pressure for the monolayer collapse. 

6.2 Monolayer Organization at Solid Surfaces 
The instability displayed in the low pressure behavior of the molecules at the air- 

water interface was M h e r  confirmed for the deposited monolayers. The AuNP-PB-PEO 

molecules formed irregular, round domains (average diameter 4 p) at all molecular areas 

studied, The number of domains rose for the monolayer deposited at the Iowest cross- 

sectional area (30 nm’) causing denser packing of the domains (Figure 68a and 68b). A thin 
underlying monolayer was observed to spread between the domains suggesting the molecules 

adopt two conformations. More condensed domains formed fiom laterally compressed 

molecules with slightly increased thickness above the underlying layer of spread molecules. 

.Comparison of the domain height verse the gold nanoparticle core diameter M e r  supported 

this conclusion. 0.1 ntll for 
monolayers deposited at >80 nm2 to 0.6 2 0.1 nrn for monolayers deposited at 30 m’ per 

molecule. The formation of domains as a partial bilayer was not supported by the height 

difference of the domains calculated f?om AFM cross-sections. 

The height of domains modestly increased fiom 0.4 

The collapse of the polymer brushes into a dense corona surrounding the gold 

nanoparticle core was further observed in high resolution AFM. The molecules formed a 
circular texture within the domain structures with a similar texture observed for the 

underlying monolayer at all surface areas (Figure 68c and 68d). The phase contrast of the 

dimpled structure concluded the binary molecule formed a disk-like structure with the gold 

core ringed by the less dense polymer corona. The ring diameter calculated by cross- 

sectional analysis was 1 1 1.5 nm, close to diameter of molecular model when the polymer 

corona densely packed around the gold core+ 
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Figure 68. Observational AFM of the LB monolayer deposited at 30 nm2 (a and b) and 

high resolution AFM of domain edge €or the LB monolayer deposited at 30 m2 (c) and the 

underlying monolayer (d). Z-range for topography (left) was m and phase (right) degrees. 
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Figure 69. TEM image of the LB monolayer of the polymer brush 

nanoparticle molecule deposited at 60 run2. 
functionalized gold 

Further evidence of the disk shaped molecular conformation was determined from 

TEM images of monolayers deposited at lower molecular areas (Figure 69). The molecules 

formed irregular circular structures with widely varying diameters. 

The gold nanoparticle core was indistinguishable fiorn the polymer brush shell due to low 

contrast and resolution since the molecular dimensions were near the resolution h i t .  The 

average molecular diameter calculated was 12 7 nm for a monolayer deposited at 60 run’ 

per molecule. The range of molecule diameters calculated fiom TEM was considerably 

larger thm the range calculated fiom the high resolution AFM. The LB monolayers 
deposited on the silicon substrate appeared more densely packed than the monolayers 

deposited on the TEM grid, suggesting the densely packed monolayers exerted more control 

over the molecular dimensions and reduced the range of diameters observed. 

The inclusion of gold nanoparticles assisted the observation of the presence of PEO 

and PB chains in Lanpuir-Blodgett by Raman spectra due to surface enhancement. Three 

peaks attributed to the polymer brushes were observed in the Raman spectrum of the 

deposited monolayer with estimated thickness less than 2 m (Figure 70). The peak at 1495 
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were assigned to 

... 

Figure 70. 

monolayer deposited at 60 m2. 

Raman spectrum of the polymer brush fimctionalized gold nmoparticle 

6.3 Discussion and Conclusions of Gold Nanopartide Molecules 
A gold nanoparticle core hctionalized with Y-shaped amphiphilic polymer brushes 

formed monolayers at the air-water and air-solid interface. The flexible PEO and PI3 arms 

segregate at the air-water interface as the hydrophilic PEO m s  submerge in the water 

subphase. The long polymeric m s  disassociated into blocks, insulating the gold 

nanoparticle core fiom the neighboring molecules and the underlying subphase. The cross- 

sectional area determined fiom n-A isotherms confirmed the collapse of the polymer brushes 

around the gold nanoparticle core, thereby forming a polymeric corona. Comparison of the 

monolayer thickness determined by AFM and the molecular dimension calculated from 

models indicates a flatten codormation of the binary molecules at interfaces. The minimal 

height difference between the domains and the underlying monolayer combined with similar 

texture observed for both suggests the molecules formed condensed areas with greater 

thickness within the less dense monolayer as the area per molecule was decreased. Direct 

observation of the PEO and PB polymer brushes by surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy 

was produced by the incorporation of the gold nanoparticles within the monolayer. 
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CHAPTER 7. RESULTS - ROD-COIL MOLECULES 

Three series presented in this thesis are based on a rigid rod core with flexible 

branches radiating symmetrically or asymmetrkally frrom the ends of the core. A rigid 

phenylene core is functionalized with flexible tails of differing lengths attached at opposite 

ends of the core. The second series holds the molecular weight of all four samples constant. 

while the number of tail branches is increased (Figures 10, 11, and 12). To maintain the 

equal molecular weight the flexible tails are decreased in length, The effect of increasing the 

degree of branching in the flexible tails will be discussed as well as the effect of increasing 

the number of focal groups. Finally, tetra-branched flexible branches are attached 

asymmetrically to a rigid rod core to discern the effect of the tree-like architecture on the 

ordering behavior of rod-coil molecules. The results from all three studies are presented 

below. 

7.1 Linear Rod-Coil Molecules 

The length of the flexible coils is increased while the rigid core fkagment remains 

consistent for the CRC-N series. Therefore the degree of branching is eliminated to study 

the effect of the influence of varying the molecular weight of the oligioether tails. To 

balance the hydrophobic behavior of the rigid rod core flexible poly(propy1ene oxide) tails 

are attached to the terminal ends of the core. By increasing the number of monomeric units 

in each tail the ratio of the volume fiaction transition from favoring the rigid core block to 

favoring the flexible coil block. For CRC-3, CRC-6, CRC-17, and CRC-22 the number of 

mers in the flexible tails is indicated by the number in the molecular name (Figure 10). 

The PA isotherms for all CRC-N have an initial increase in surface pressure upon' 

decrease in molecular area and a plateau in pressure before the find steep increase in 

pressure and a fhal collapse (Figure 71). The increase in length of flexible tail translates into 

an increase in area per molecule. The initial area per molecule is determined by 

extrapolating a line along the rise in the 7c-A isothem to zero pressure. By this technique the 

area per molecule for CRC-3 is determined to be 0.5 nm2 and CRC-6 is 0.74 nm2. The 

complete 7c-A isotherm for the molecule with the longest tails, CRC-22 with technkally 
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difficult to obtain within one run due to the high cross-sectional area and limited compression 

ratio of the LB trough. The area calculated for the rigid core is 1.5 nm2 for face on 

orientation and 0.3 m2 for edge on orientation. The intermediate area indicates unstable 

amphiphilic behavior and likely the formation of a mixed structure or bilayer at the air-water 

interface. 

-. 
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CRC-3 and CRC-6 prove not to form stable amiphiphilic monolayers. The 
monolayer collapse was evident in the incomplete monolayer structure of the lower 

generations. AFM studies of deposited monolayers for surface pressures near plateau and 

final sharp increase show domain structures and wriddes in the morphology (Figure 72). 

The defects in the monolayer and the smaller than expected cross-sectional area for the two 
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compounds suggest the air-water interface is unfavorable for the formation of monolayers. 

The balance of volume fractions favoring the hydrophobic rod block appear to be unable 

form a stable monolayer. 

Figure 72. AFM topography and phase images of a) 2 x 2 prn image of CRC-3 and b) 2 x 2 

pm image of CRC-6. Z range is 10 nm for topography and 15 degrees for phase. 

Unlike the shorter tailed molecules, the CRC-17 molecuIes with longer flexible tails 

demonstrated classic amphiphilic behavior with steadily rising surface pressure for the 

surface area per molecule below 13 m’, constant pressure for the surface area within 3.3 - 

1.5 m2, and final collapse for the surface area below 1 nm2 (Figure 71). Reversibility of the 

monolayer behavior at the &-water interface was tested by repeating compression-expansion 

cycles for the monolayer several times. A very modest hysteresis was observed for each 

cycle for CRC-17 indicating modest creep and a short recovery time €or the long PPO chains 

to expand to original random coil conformation. The CRC-17 monolayers were deposited on 
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the solid substrates at different surface pressures, ftom different solutions, and under variable 

c6mealing’’ conditions (monolayer relaxation before the deposition) and showed consistent 

results. The CRC-17 monolayer possess a variety of molecular organizations at various 
surface pressures resembling that predicted for the bulk rod-coil molecules. 207,208 
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Figure 73. AFM topography images of CRC-17 of monolayers deposited at a) 3.6 nm2 per 

molecules, 400 x 400 nm, 2-range is 1 nm and b) 2.2 nm2 per molecules, 200 x 200 nm, Z- 

range is 0.8 11111. 2D Fourier transforms for both monolayers are shown in inserts. 

A.FM observations for CRC-17 showed that monolayer films were smooth and 

uniform on a microscopic scale (5-ZOpm across). figher magnification revealed a variety of 

surface morphologies (Figures 73 and 74) At a high area per molecule of 7-12 nm2 close to 

the cross-sectional area o f  CRC-3.7 molecule lying flatly on a surface (about 8 m2), grainy 

surface morphology was visible with distance between the grains of 18f4nm and a lateral 
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dimension of the grains of 12f3 nm (evaluated taking into account tip radius of 20 m) that 

is close to the length of the molecules in the near extended conformation (12-16 m, 
depending upon the degree of PPO chain curling). Short-range ordering in the micellar 

packing was expanded over 5-7 gains as demonstrated by cross-sections (Figure 73). 

Heights of these grains were in the range of 0.3-0.4 m that corresponded to the overall 

thickness of the monolayer of 0.34 nm obtained Grom ellipsometry. This confirmed a flat 

arrangement of CRC-I7 molecules under these conditions. 
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Figure 74. AFM images of the CRC-17 monolayer at high surfaces pressures. a) 

Topographical image at the surface area of 3.6 nm2 per molecule, 400x400 nm; the Z-range 

is lnm; the inset shows the 2D Fourier transform. b) Topographical image at 2.2 m2 per 

molecule, 200x200 nm; the Z-range is 0.8nm; the insert shows the 2D Fourier transfonn. 

Compression of the CRC-17 monolayer to the surface area per molecule below 7 run2 

lead to the first signs of aggregation of grainy structures and the formation of poor ordered 

clusters as confirmed by the appearance of a diffuse halo on 2D Fourier transforms. Further 

compression below 4 m2 (significantly smaller than the molecular area of a flat molecule, 8 

m’) resulted in the formation of relatively well-ordered lattice of rectangular type as 

confirmed by the four-point Fourier transform (Figure 74a). The unit cell dimensions are 

20.6 x 9.7 m. The thickness of the monolayer in this state increased twofold to 0.6-0.75 m. 
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FhaIly, at lower surface area per molecule (below 2.5 m2), on a verge of monolayer 

collapse (the molecular area of the rigid block is about 1.5 m2), a perfect lamellar lattice 

becomes visible with periodicity of 6.5 f 0.6 nrn Figures 74b). The lamellae are very well 

ordered on a microscopic scale and possess high orientational ordering as can be seen ftom 
the 2D Fourier pattern (Figure 74b). Uniform height is observed within the lamellae. Across 

the lamellar structures, 4-5 nm long elevations are separated by 2 m long grooves of 0.3 nm 

deep. On a larger scale, micrometer size domains possess sharp boundaries of abrupt change 

of lamellar orientation and minor bending of the lamellae within the domains (Figure 74b). 

The thickness of the monolayer increases to 1.5 nm in this range and rises to 4 nm for surface 

areas below 1.5 nm2, within the collapse region. 

Molecular reorganization of the rod-coil molecules within the Langrnuir monolayer 

can be understood considering theoretical treatment of phase states of rod-coil molecules in 

the bulk state and known behavior of water-soluble flexible chains at the &-water 

interface. 207,208 First, for a given chemical composition of CRC-17 molecules with a volume 

fraction of the rod block of about 20% (as calculated from volume fkactions of different 

blocks), theory predicts the formation of cylindrical micelles and their aggregates with rod 

blocks tightly packed and surrounded by coil blocks. 2D analogous of a cylindrical micelle is 

a circular micelle. Ordered lattices of cylindrical structures are expected for rod volume 

content higher than 30%. Finally, for rod content higher than SO%, the formation of lamellar 

morphology is expected, Although the phase transition theories discussed consider a diblock 

rod-coil molecule, it is suggested that the same transitions and phases can be expected for a 

triblock rod-coil molecule. This i&onfirmed by numerous studies of bulk morphologies of 

block-copolymers. E.g., Molau2’’ and Dawkins2’* suggested similar models for expected 

morphology AB and ABA block copolymers with varying volume fractions. 

Indeed, it is observed that at a very low surface pressure where molecules lie flat and 

the molecular area is close to unperturbed molecular dimensions, the rod-coil molecule forms 

micellar structures with dimensions close to the length of the molecule with slightly coiled 

tails. Taking molecular area of about 8 nm2 and packing coefficient of 70%, it can be 

estimated that a single aggregate contains 20-30 molecules packed in a manner similar to a 

“monolayer” puck proposed by Fredrickson for the bulk structure (F4gure 71)?07 
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Decreasing the surface area available for the rod-coil molecule results in both 

significant shrinkage of inter-micellar distance and increasing layer thickness. This kind of 

transition can be associated with molecular reorganization caused by partial desorption of 

water-soluble tails fkom the &-water interface into the aqueous phase.21' At higher surface 

pressures, the enthalpy gain achieved by this reorganization exceeds the loss of entropy 

caused by folded and compressed flexible tails. This restructuring leads to the formation of 

an ordered lattice from micelles composed of the topmost rod-block and partially submerged 

flexible tails (Figure 71). The total layer thichess doubles and "effective" content of the rod- 

blocks in the topmost layer increases to 31% due to partial submerging of the flexible tails. 

This composition at the air-water interface should favor to cylindrical packing of micellar 

aggregates!" Indeed, this type of molecular reorganization is observed for the CRC-17 

monolayer at this surface pressure. A total number of molecules in one circular micelle 

estimated fkorn the unit cell dimensions remains unchanged (20-30 molecules). The 

rectangular unit cell observed is different from the hexagonal structure predicted for the bulk 

state?'' However, it is similar to the tetragonal lattice of micellar aggregates with unit cell 

parameters of 9.0 x 8.3 nm observed for this molecule in the bulk LC state.212 

The compression of the monolayer to the surface afea comparable with rod-block 

dimensions, initiates the second molecular reorganization. This reorganization can be related 

to the folding of the flexible tails and their dehydration due to expelling associated water 

molecules fkom densely packed areas beneath the air-water interface (Figure 71)?11 In this 

state, flexible tails can adopt brush-like conformation increasing a total'thickness of the layer 

to about 1.5 nm. The thickness of grafied flexible molecules of comparable molecular weight 

is within 1-3 nm depending upon the grafiing density.213J141215 As a result of chain 

desorption, effective content of the rod blocks at the air-water interface increases further to 

about 50%, thus, causing the formation of lamellar structures favorable for such content?o8 

Micelles are coalesced to form uniform lamellae. Further compression leads to the monolayer 

collapse and the formation of the second layer. 

CRC-22 molecules with a lower content of rod blocks (below 15%) do not show the 

richness of the phase behavior of the previous molecule despite a similar shape of the n-A 

isotherm (Figure 71). This was puzzling considering that even modest compression would 
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result in sufficient change of effective composition and, thus, similar molecular 

reorganizations. The very high fkaction of water-soluble blocks disturbs a delicate 

amphiphilic balance of the rod-coil molecules at the air-water interface, preventing 

reorganization of rod blocks immersed with a sea of hydrophilic block beneath. Probably 

steric constraints imposed by a high volume of PPO blocks compressed in the water subphase 

on chemically attached rod blocks affect their ability to aggregate in ordered structures. 

In fact, the monolayer displays poorly ordered micellar aggregates at all pressures. 

Only at the highest reachable pressure, in the collapse region (area per molecule of below 1.5 

run’), weak tracks of lamellar structures within the collapsed monolayers increases fi-om 0.6 

nm at 10 nm2 per molecule to 4.1 nm at 1.5 nm2 per molecule at the highest pressure. The 

thickness of the monolayer at higher surface pressures indicate a rearrangement of the coil 

blocks, but the lamellar structure formed is incomplete. Unlike the CRC-17 molecules, 

which partially submerged the PPO coils, the CRC-22 molecules Eully submerge under 

higher pressure creating a bilayer of compressed molecules. Instead of submerging the tails 

until the volume fi.actions is favorable to a phase change, the entire molecule is pushed out of 

the surface plane and supports the molecules that remain at the &-water interface, thereby 

increasing the monolayer thickness while having little noticeable effect on the surfze 

morphology. 

The linear rod-coil molecules show a modest trend between the molecular structure at 

the air-water interface and the total length of the molecule. The two lowest molecular weight 

generations form bilayer structures with defects and W e s  seen in the morphology. The 

molecules with three and six PPO mers per tail appear to lack the ability to organize into 

stable monolayers. The weak attraction between. coil blocks and the water subphase is 

outbalanced by the repulsion of the hydrophobic core. Greatly increasing the molar ratio 

between the rod and coil blocks allows for the molecules to form stable monolayers with 

interesting phase transitions. The decrease in area per molecules for the CRC-17 results in a 

transition fiom micellar formation to organization of the micelles in an orthorhombic 

structure and &ally lamellar structure. The flexible coils reorganize and submerge in the 

water subphase, thereby supporting the hydrophobic cores. The delicate balance in the 

arnphiphilic behavior is disrupted when five additional PPO mers were added to each tail. 
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The CRC-22 forms disorganized micelles at high area per molecule and limited lamellar 

structure at lower area per molecule. The longer coil tails prove unable to reorganize as well 

as the tails of the CRC-17 molecules. The necessary balance in rod to coil blocks appears to 

be opthum for the CRC-17 molecule. 

7.2 Dumbbell Shaped Rod-Dendron Molecules 

The structural organization properties of dendrimers can be influenced by introducing 

branching in the architecture of a dendrher while molecular weight remains constant. This 
is seen in the RDM-N series of molecules with the degree of branching increasing as the 

generation increases. The fmt generation has one tail attached to each end of the rigid core. 

The number of branches increases to two, four and six tails per end for the second, third and 

fourth generations respectively. The length of the flexible oligioether tails decreases as the 

branching increases to maintain the constant molecular weight and chemical composition. 

Thereby all differences between generations can nearly be attributed to the degree of 

branching and the influence of molecular weight can be discounted. 

The first differences between generations can be seen in the PA isothems for the 

RDM-N series. The n-A isotherms show the formation of stable monolayers for all four 

molecules with a consistent increase in the surface pressure until collapse (Figure 75). PA 

isothems for RDM-1, RDM-2, and RDM-3 display a gradual increase in pressure for areas 

(1.1-1.6 nm2) slightly below the expected molecular area (1.5 nm2) for the rod block laying 

flat on the surface as estimated from molecular models. This behavior suggests the flexible 

tails submerge in the subphase and support the hydrophobic rigid core. Sharp increases in 
the surface pressure below the estimated cross-sectional area of the core indicate the collapse 

of the monolayer of RDM-2 and RDM-3, and suggest the formation of bilayers. The first 

generation lacks this behavior suggesting the branched tails have a nondisturbing effect on 

the molecular packing of the rod segments. The RDM-4 sample has a steady increase in 

surface pressure for areas below 2.5 m*. Thk area is near the cross-sectional area of the 

entire molecule laying flat on the surface thereby implying the high degree of branching and 

the short length of the tails prevent tbe tails from submerging as would be expected for the 

hydrophilic tails. 
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Figure 75. n-A isotherms for the RDM-N series. 

The differences are more apparent in the AFM studies of the deposited 

Topography images of RDM-1 show a continuous, incomplete monomolecular films. 

monolayer (Figure 76a). Although the monolayer does not cover the entire surface the 

segregation is incomplete, Rather than organize in domains the molecules spread over the 

entire surface area and create a continuous monolayer with large holes in the structure. 

Unlike the fist  generation, RDM-2 and RDM-3 form circular aggregates that lack 

uniformity in the films (Figure 76b,c). The molecules form domain aggregates with no 

macromolecular organization within the individual domains. Although both generations lack 

uniform structure, they differ from one another as well. Topography images of RDM-2 show 

domains several hundred nanometers across with varying shape and size (Figure 76b). 

RDM-3 appears to form a grainy monolayer with small circular grains of additional height 

sparsely distributed. The thickness (1.4-2.3 nm) measured by ellipsometry is several times 

higher than the diameter of the rod-coil molecules (0.5 nm), confirming the monolayer 

collapse. 
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Figure 76. a) 1 x 1 pm image of RDM-I b) 1 x 1 pm image of RDM-2 G) 2 x 2 pm image of 

RDM-3. Z range for all images is 10 nrn for topography (left image) and 10 degrees for 

phase (right image). 
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The 1.7 m thick deposited layer of RDM-4 shows well-developed domain 

morphology with dimensions of several microns across and a texture of 50 nm grains (Figure 

77a,b). The structure is on a larger scale than the other three molecules in the series. The 

lack of Uniformity in monolayers of all samples suggested a lack of organization of the entire 

series of molecules. 

Comparison of the 7c-A isotherms for d l  four compounds indicates a lack in stable 

amphiphilic behavior for all generations. The rigid hydrophobic rod cores are balanced with 
the flexible.poly(ethy1ene oxide) tails attached to the opposite ends of the core. By branching 

the flexible tails the mobility of the tails becomes more limited. To maintain the balance in 

I 
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the chemical composition of all four generations the length of the tails is decreased. The 

subsequent decrease in the length of the tail decreases the flexibility of the tails. The number 

of temhal focal groups and the volume they occupy is increased with the increase with the 

generation number. The limiting surface area per molecule for the first three generations is 

between the expected cross-sectional for face-on or upright orientation of the rod cores. 

These compounds likely form multilayer structures with the molecules preferring to pack 

molecule on molecule than interactions with the water subphase. The fourth generation 

appears to have a flat-orientation with the poly(ethy1ene oxide) tails remaining at the air- 
water interfice. The shorter tails lack the mobility to partially submerge in the water. The 

compounds lack a Uniform trend in molecular packing. 

The AFM images for all generations show domain structures in the higher surface 

pressure regions. The aggregation of the molecules indicates the molecules prefer to 

associate in limited ordered layers* The formation of bilayer structures reveals the preference 

of the molecules to interact with other moIecules rather than the water subphase subsequently 

the silicon substrate. The balance between the hydrophobic and hydrophilic fkagments is 

incomplete of all compounds. The hydrophilic tails are too short to overcome the preference 

of the rigid core to avoid the water subphase. However the tails are balanced equally on 

opposite ends of the core therefore the molecule is incapable of packing edge-on to satisfy 

the rod core and the flexible tails. The formation of a e  bilayer structure allows for the 

molecules to partially satisfy both fragments. The thickness of the deposited layers suggests 

bilayer structures for the second and third generations. 

These samples clearly demonstrate the role of balancing the arnphiphilic nature of the 

molecules at the air-water interface. The balance between the hydrophilic tails and the 

hydrophobic cores is held constant for all four generations. The effect of branching causes 

the formation of different domain structures for all generations. The transitions from 

incomplete desegregation to small domains eventually to larger domains composed of 

smaller grains suggest the degree of branching dictates how easily the molecules can form 

stable domains. Varying the degree of branching of the dendrimers using a rigid rod core 

while the molecular weight remained constant proved to have no organizational 

consistencies. 
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7.3 Treelike Rod-Dendron Molecules 

The crystallization of the rod segment as well as the competing name of the rod-coil 

molecules render the molecules more attractive for ordered self-assembly. ''*a6 The tree-like 
rod-dendron molecules demonstrated a multitude of ordering structures under a variety of 

conditions in solution and at interfaces, thus suggesting possibly novel. ordering phenomena 

at an evolving air-solvent interface. Previously, it was reported organized surface films of 

the rod-coil molecules ordered in short range lamellae and two-dimensional micelles?17 

Similar octa-p-phenylene rod-dendrons, which crystallize in a primitive orthorhombic lattice 

in bulk conditions, were reveaIed to assemble into capsule-like micelles (diameter of 46 m) 

under dilute solution conditions?18 

7.3.1 Molecular Organization in Monolayers 

The competing nature of the rigid rod core and the branched coil tails was examined 

at the air-water and air-solid interface to .elucidate the influence of the molecular architecture 

on the amphiphilic balance, The terminal group functionality of the tree-like rod-coil 

molecules was varied to analyze the effect of the shell nature on the molecular ordering 

behavior at the air-water interface. 

7.3.1.1 Molecular Ordering at the Air- Water Interface 

The rigid, hydrophobic rod core for both molecules was paired with three branched 

flexible, hydrophilic PEO chains possess excellent amphiphilic properties. When placed on 

water in dilute quantities, these molecules typically organize with the hydrophilic PEO 

branches spread under the water surface as demonstrated for a number of PEO-containing 

branched molecules. 215J19 Both molecules displayed stable amphiphilic behavior at the air- 
water interface with MT-1 demonstrating a classic amphipbilk behavior (Figure 74) 
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Figure 78. The asymmetric rod-coil molecules form stable monolayers at the air-water 

interface as shown for .n-A isothem for MT-I (solid line) and MT-2 (dashed line), with 
deposition points indicated. 

The monolayer compression resulted in steady and reversible increase in surface 

pressure followed by monolayer collapse at 60 mN/m for MT-1 and 20 mN/m for MT-2. 

MT-1 underwent several phase transitions observed as the multiple shoulders and plateau 

regions in the pressure versus molecular area (E-A) isothems. By extrapolating the steepest 

slope of the isothem prior to transition states back to a surface pressure of zero, the limiting 

cross-sectional molecu1a;r area in each particular phase can be determined?’ The initial 

limiting cross-sectional of MT-1 (1.68 nm’) indicated the PEO chains partially submerged 

into the water subphase. The lower than expected cross-sectional area contradicted a face-on 

orientation of the rod core in favor of a tilted orientation. The observed shoulder at 1.44 m2 

and the plateau at 1.15 runz indicated the collapse of the initial monolayer due to the 

organized formation of a bilayer structure. The complete collapse of the monolayer of MT-1 

was observed for molecular areas below 0.5 nrn’. The hydroxyl terminated molecule lacked 

the dense packing structure of the fist  molecule suggested by the larger initial molecular area 
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(2.84 m2). A similar shoulder in the 7~-A isotherm near 1.25 m2 was observed for MT-2 

although the molecule lacked the sharp phase transitions and appeared to collapse at 

relatively low surface pressures. Both molecules were deposited at multiple cross-sectional 

areas of interest to elucidate the nature of intra-monolayer reorganization (see arrows in 

Figure 78). 

7.3.1.2 Monolayer Structure at the Air-Solid Interface 

The MT-1 formed uniform monolayers for thin films deposited at the lowest surEace 

area per molecule (1.60 mu2) as shown in Figure 4. High resolution AFM exhibited a 

disordered, finger-like lamellae structure asranged in groups of two or more rows (Figure 

79c). Cross-sectional analysis revealed the lamellae width was 4-8 nm, with 3-5 nm spacing, 

and were approximately 30 nm long with 0.5 rim height observed the surrounding monolayer. 

Similar surface morphology was observed for LB monolayers deposited at lower cross- 

sectional areas (1.41 m2) with the lamellar structures observed more pronounced. The slight 

reduction of molecular area resulted in a reduction of RMS roughness in addition to a small 

increase in effective thickness suggesting the monolayer experienced an increased in 
uniformity and thiclaess (Table 14). 

At lower cross-sectional area of 1.21 nm2 (above the first shoulder on the surface- 

pressure isotherm, Figure 78), significant changes of surface morphology accompanied by 

significant increase in thickness were observed (Table 14, Figure 80). At this molecular area, 

the formation of anizodiametric domains occurred. Long, thin domains were readily seen, 

with occasional cases of neighboring domains aggregating together and forming a doubly 

wide structure. The long thin domains can be seen to be aligned in the horizontal direction 
which is perpendicular to the dipping direction indicating an important role of the vertical 

lifting in domain orientation as well as high mobility, Occasionally, the domains terminated 

in much wider, irregular structures as seen in Figure 80b. These secondary surface structures 

are comprised of flat, irregular-shape domains of several hundred nanometers. These 

domains, with a thickness of 3 mn, represented secondary, topmost layers which started 

forming at high lateraI compression of the underlying monolayer as an initial stage of the 

bilayer formation in the pre-collapsed state.32 Cross sections of the AFM images revealed the 
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height of the thin, ribbon-like domains had an average height of 1.5 nm with a sharp contrast 

between domains and the underlying monolayer (Figure 76d). The true width of the thin 

domains ranges fiom 15 to 35 nm, accounting for tip dilation. 

Figure 79. AFM images of LB monolayer from MT-1 deposited at 1.60 m’. a) topography 

(left image) and phase (right image). Height z-range = 5nm, phase z-range = 20 degrees. b) 

AFM topography scan. Height z-range = 5nm. c) topography. Height z-range = 2nm. 

High resolution AFM of larger, flat, and thicker bilayer domains of up to several 

hundred nanometers across revealed the presence of very fine, ring shaped surface 

nanostmctures randomly packed within the topmost surface of the outer layer (Figure 81a). 

The ring diameter determined fkom the distance between their r ims unaffected by the AFM 

tip dilation was very uniform for all rings observed (Figure 81b). These ring structures were 

analyzed by multiple cross section of multiple areas and found to have overall external 
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diameters of 9-12 mu with an interior opening of smaller than 8 m (see cross-section in 
Figure 81). 
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Figure 80. AFM images of LB monolayer fiom MT-1 deposited at 1.21 m2. a) topography 

(left), z-range lOnm and phase (right), z-range 10 degrees. b) topography, z-range 5nm. c) 

topography, z-range 5nm. d) Line cross-section (line in (b)) shows domain height of 1.3-1.5 

nm and average thickness of 3 3 m .  

The effective thickness of monolayers deposited at cross-sectional areas above 1.0 

nm2 further suggested the rigid rod core packed loosely above the spread PEO chains (Table 

14). The measured thickness (1.1-1.5 nm for MT-1, 1.2 nm for MT-2) for the less dense 
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monolayers supported the idea of the rigid cores supported by the spread PEO branches at the 

air-water interface. Both molecules followed the same general trend expected for PEO- 

containing branched molecules 220 with lower thickness indicating greater segregation of the 

hydroxyl-terminated PEO chains in MT-2. Reduction of the molecular area below the 

observed pha+se transitions (1.2 nm2 for both molecules) compelled a twofold increase in 

monolayer thickness (Table 14). Further compression of MT-1 below 0.5 m2 per molecule 

compeIled the largest increase in effmtive thickness attributable to the multilayer formation 

upon complete monolayer collapse. 

AreaMol 
(Kn2> 
1.60 
1.41 
1.21 
0.43 

Sample 

MT-1 

Table 14. LB monolayer properties. 

Roughness Monolayer Domain 
RMS (nm) thickness (m) height (nm) 
0.19kO.02 1.1kO.05 0.0 
0.1210.02 1.5*0.05 0.0 
0.43*0.02 2.WO. 1 1.9A0.2 
0.75*0.02 5.WO. 1 2,1&0.3 

Contact 

4.M" 

MT-2 I 1.41 10.1!%0.02 I 1.20.05 I 0.0 1 53*lo 

The surface composition of the deposited monolayers was revealed by comparison of 

the water contact angle with the effective thickness. The deposited monolayers for both 
molecules exhibited low to moderate hydrophobic character (contact angle in the range of 

35-62'), indicating a mixed surface composition (a contact angle of 80-120' is expected for 

surface composed of phenyl rings). Contact angle measurements revealed increasing 

hydrophobicity for denser monolayers associated with greater exposure of hydrophobic 

fragments (Table 14). The contact angle measurements for MT-2 indicated a more 

hydrophobic surface that can be associated with larger submerging of hydroxyl terminated 

PEO chains resulting in less exposure at the &-solid interface. As a result, the interactions 

of the hydrophilic groups are better shielded, resulting in an increase of the effective contact 

angle. 

Replacement of these hydrophobic terminal groups with hydroxyl groups in MT-2 

resulted in complete disappearance of the surface nutostructures observed for MT-1. The 
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comprehensive study of MT-2 revealed only uniform surface topography without any signs 

of characteristic surface micellar structures. The additional 12 hydroxyl terminal groups 

shifted the amphiphilic balance toward the highly hydrophilic branched PEO. This resulted 

in a much less stable monolayer due to thi tendency of the molecules to sink into the 

subphase at higher lateral compression without forming organized 2D structures. 
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Figure 81. High-resolution phase AFM images of LB monolayer from MT-1 at molecular 

area 1.21 m2 (a, b) and representative cross-sections of a rhg structure; green line is phase 

and red line is topography with markers showing rim-to-rim distance (right column), 
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7.3.1.3 Model of Micellar Furmation at hnterface 

Here, possible molecular packing for tree-like MT-1 observed in the condensed state 

of the LE? monolayer will be discussed. First, it is clear that the relatively low thickness of 1 

- 1.5 nm for the monolayer along with the mixed surface presence of hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic fiagments effectively excludes a model of a densely packed monolayer featuring 

molecular packing with vertical orientation of the rod-like fiagrnents. Thus, a major element 

of any molecular packing should be a flat orientation of the molecules with hydrophilic 

branches preferably spread beneath the hydrophobic rod fragments (Figure 82). 

Figure 82. Molecular models of MT-1 packing showing interdigitated layering (left), side 

and top view. Molecular model of a circular planar structure (right). 

Second, due to the large cross-sectional mismatch between the hydrophobic rods and 

hydrophilic branches, spherical or cylindrical aggregates should be preferably formed in the 

solution as was already revealed.221 The two-dimensional analog of these highly curved 

spherical aggregates are circular structures which can fill out on a planar interface (Figure 

82). Steric interactions should naturally place the rod-like fiagments in the interior which 
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will be stabilized by strong hydrophobic interactions between polyphenylene chains, while 

the bulkier hydrophilic branches should make up the outer edge of the ring. Finally, 

considering significant steric mismatch, ribbon-like surface structure can be formed fiom 

these molecules only under the condition of significant lateral compression. Under this 

compression, the bulkier hydrophilic branches can be displaced from the interface and 
submerged while rod-like fragments should interdigitate to compensate for remaining cross- 

sectional mismatch (Figure 82). 

The models of possible molecular packing discussed above describe f&rly well the 

two surface structux'es, ribbon-like and circular, observed for MT-1 at high surface pressures. 

The lateral dimension of the model of the circular aggregate proposed is evaluated to be 

about 11 nm which is very close to AFM data on lateral dimensions (Figures 82, Table 15). 

The thiclmess of this molecular structure below 2 nrn fits to experimental results on the 

second layer thickness as well. The planar layered structure suggested as an alternative 

packhg model can be assigned to the thin, ribbon-like surface structures (Figure 80). The 

effective width of the interdigitated packing suggested in this model of about 7 nm is close to 

the effective width of poorly visible lamellar structures observed in a Ioosely packed 

monolayer indicating initial stages of its formation under low lateral compression. At much 

higher lateral compression, the ribbon-like structures of 15-35 nm packed in correlated 

manner are several times wider than the width of an individual bilayer (Figure 80, Table 15). 

This indicates the multilayered internal structure of ribbons composed of several (from 2 to 

5) correlated planar layers. 

Calculated Observed 

10.8 f 0.95 nm 11.5 nm 

6.8 &period ' 15-35 nm 

1.9 nm 1.9 f 0.2 nm 

The formation of ribbon-like structures within the monolayer at lateral compressions 

close to collapse is consistent with expectations for conditions needed for this type of 
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packing. It is suggested that initial rupture of some monolayer areas on the verge of the 

monolayer collapse followed by the formation of the bilayer surface domains releases the 

lateral pressure and creates conditions for assembling of circular planar structures within the 

topmost layers. The topmost molecules within the bilayer domains are situated on a top of 

underlying mixed monolayer that is more favorable for circular packing of these, asymmetric 

molecules by preventing direct interactions. Confmement of the bilayer domains at the 

interface restricted micellar formation to two dimensional circular micelles in contrast to the 

preferred three dimensional spherical aggregates observed in solution for similar 

molecules. 2219222 Similar to the spherical micelle formation in dilute solutions, the circular 

micelles were preferentially formed when the lateral pressure was removed. However, the 

location of the domains at the air-water interface confined the micelles to a two-dimensional 

shape versus the three-dimensional spheres formed in solutions. It is believed that the 

presence of 12 hydrophobic terminal groups in hydrophilic PEO branches is a critical factor 

in the formation of these surface structures. Their presence stabilizes the formation of 

organized surface structures, not allowing the PEO chains to completely submerge in the 

water subphase during lateral compression as usually observed for non-capped PEO chains in 
branched molecules. 223,224 

Although the structural reorganizations within the monolayers observed here for tree- 

like MT-I. resemble those observed for other amphiphilic rod-coil and star molecules 

reported recently, 2251220 the branching of hydrophilic fragments makes significant difference 

in their s d a c e  behavior. In fact, linear rod-coil molecules exhibited transfornation fiom 

rectangular packing of molecular clusters at low surface pressure to well-ordered layering at 

high surface pressure caused by the submergence of hydrophilic end blocks in the water 

subphase. This is unlike the dendritic-rod molecules studied here, which showed 

interdigitated layering caused by their asymmetric character already at low surface pressure 

and circular micellar structufes in the pre-collapsed state. In their two-dimensional state 

within the monolayers, these tree-like molecules adapt the wedged shape which is favorable 

for the assembling of a variety of highly-curved organized structures already found in the 

bulk state for multi-branched molecules?26 It is suggested that the confinement of the 

compressed monolayers imposed by the planar interface combined with lateral pressure 
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enforced the €omation of the interdigitated layering instead of the highly-curved cylindrical 

or spherical micellar s t r u c ~ e s  favorable for these molecules in solution. Partial 

submergence of the hydrophilic branches in the water subphase combined with this 

interdigitated layering of the rigid fragments provided an appropriate combhation for dense 

intra-monolayer packing of these highly asymmetrical molecules at the planar interfaces. To 

the best of our knowledge, such circular surface structures within planar monolayers have 

been never observed before* 

7.3.2 Formation of One-dimensional Structures from Solution 

Spontaneous self-assembly of the rod-dendron molecules into one-dimensional 

ribbons was observed at the air-solvent interface within small droplets of highly concentrated 

solutions spread on hydrophilic and hydrophobic substrates (Figure 83). Octadecanol, a less 

volatile, nonpolar solvent, controlled the slow evaporation of the droplet in addition to the 

uniform dispersion of molecules within the solution. The tree-like rod-dendron molecules 

have been previously shown to form micelles in polar solvents and at interfaces attributed to 

the amphiphilic nature of the molecular structure. 217s218 The random growth directionality of 

ribbons created a web of fibers connecting densely packed ribbon nuclei, .resulting in fibers 

twisting around and weaving together. 

Initial stages of the slow solvent evaporation revealed the nucleation of clusters of 

ribbons at the receding evaporation line (Figure 84). Time lapse optical micrographs 

revealed the number of ribbons radiating from clusters rapidly multiplied with slower growth 

along the ribbons once multiple nuclei formed. Further evaporation of the solvent droplet 

bought about the third stage of exponential growth of the ribbon length with gradual 

thickening of the ribbons creating a high aspect ratio of the ribbon dimensions. The length 

(100-1000 microns) of the one-dimensional structures was two orders of magnitude higher 

than the average ribbon diameter (3.0 2.0 microns) thus confirming preferential ordering of 

the rod-dendron molecules. The lengthening ribbons drove the cluster nuclei into the droplet 

thus developing the network of interpenetrating ribbons from neighboring clusters (Figure 

84). Formation of ribbon clusters within the droplet was observed after two hours and 

ribbons formed independent of nucleation points after three hours. The spontaneous self- 
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assembly of the tree-like rod-dendron moledules occurred in droplets deposited on HOPG, 

glass, and silicon substrates suggesting the ribbon formation was independent of surface 

chemistry, Additionally, the shifting location of ribbon nucleation fiorn receding evaporation 

line to within the droplet suggested the self-assembly behavior was controlled by the droplet 

concentration. The time scale of the self-assembly of the rod-dendron molecules into the 

interpenetrating network of ribbons was approximately two hours fiom nucleation of clusters 

to complete network formation with complete solvent evaporation after 24 hours. 

1.0 rnm 

Figure 83. Fluorescent micrograph of dense web-like network of 1D fibers of rod-coil 

dendrons. 

The one-directional growth of the nanostructures was confirmed by the calculation of 

the Avrami exponent using the following equation. 

1 - ~ ( t )  = exp ( - ~ t  ”> 
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V(t) was the volume fiaction of polymer crystallized at time t, B was a collection of 

constants, and the Avrami exponent k was determined by the nucleation mode and 

dimensionality of the crystal For the self-assembled ribbons of the rod-dendron 

molecules k was calculated to be approximately equal to one, thus indicating the one- 

dimensional (ID) growth of the nanostnrctures. The 1D growth mechanism was further 

observed in the higher aspect ratio of the ribbons created by the high growth rate of the 

ribbon length as the fiber cross-section gradually thickened. 

Figure 84. Time lapse optical micrographs of fiber growth at the receding evaporation line 

taken at a) 40, b) 50, c) 60, d) 100, e) 140, and f) 280 minutes. 

Higher resolution optical micrographs demonstrated the tendency of the rod-dendron 

molecules to form highly crystalline, one-dimensional ribbon structures (Figure 85a). The 

transparency of the core coupled with the opaque edge of the one-dimensional structures 

suggested the rod-dendron molecules formed a cylindrical fiber or a collapsed tubular fiber. 

The 1D fibers exhibited no trend of preferential ordering directionality while illuminated. 
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with polarized light, Helices along the fibers pinned between the interface and nuclei 

conflicted with the cylindrical cross-section. Conversely, high resolution SEM images 

revealed inconsistent cross-section geometry of the larger fibers. The high network density 

forced the smaller fibers to intertwine and layer over larger fibers with a fine surface texture 

in the growth direction. Uniform fluorescent behavior along the fibers coupled with the 

higher intensity fluorescence at intersections of fibers suggested a solid ribbon formation 

with rectangular cross-section. The higher intensity fluorescence observed for overlapping 

fiber was ath-ibuted to constructive interference between the two fibers. Further 

conforma~on of the ribbon structure was revealed fi-om AFM presented below. 

Complex ordering of the rod-dendrons in the ribbon growth was M e r  exposed in 

large scale morphology studies. Tens of large ribbons radiated fiom the nuclei with no 

preferential growth direction with additional smaller diameter ribbons Wher  congesting the 

ribbon network. A dense web-like network formed as the growing ribbons from neighboring 

nuclei layered and entangled. The ribbons exhibited twisting, branching, and recombination 

in addition to the irregular helical structures discussed above (Figure 85b). Random 

directionality and rate of ribbon growth exhibited in the network indicate stepwise growth 

~ t h  ordering focused along the ribbons. Similar dense networks were observed on quartz, 

glass, HOPG, and silicon substrates, concluding the substrate surface chemistry did not affect 

the ribbon growth. Smaller diameter ribbons appeared to bundle into and splinter off larger 

diameter ribbons with the uneven surface structure suggesting uneven ribbon growth. 

Helices formed along ribbons pinned between the nuclei and the interface lacked 

preferential directionality in addition to exhibiting the indiscriminate periodicity p i p e  

8Sb). Compression along the length of the ribbons constrained between the nuclei and the 

interface caused the left- and right-handed helices, however the rod-dendron molecules 

lacked preferential asymmetric ordering as demonstrated by the bidirectionality of the helical 

defects. The confinement of the helical defects to mechanically pinned fibers confirmed the 

defects originated from the torsion forces created fiom the fibers interaction with the 

interface or another fiber. Similar helical defects were observed within the dense network of 

ribbons suggesting similar compression along the ribbons occuked as two ribbons 

converged. The majority of the defects occurred near the initial air-liquid interface and dense 

. 
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Figure 85. a) Optical micrograph of ribbon network; b) Helical defects along 1D structures, 

inset High resolution SEM image of helical defects; c) SEM image exhibiting the layering 

and entangling of fiber in the ribbon clusters as well as in the dense network; d) Topography 

image of large ribbon surrounded by nanofiber building blocks, z-range 1 O m ;  e) Fluorescent 

micrograph of ribbon network, inset fluorescence spectra; f )  molecular model of ID growth 

of ribbon structure 

. 
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regions of fiber nuclei formation. Similar twisting of crystallizing polymer fibrils in long 

chain polymers generating helical structures within spherulites?28 

hsight into the ordering of the individual rod-dendrons within the one-dimensional 

ribbon structures was revealed during fluorescent optical microscopy (Figure 85d). The 
ribbons exhibited three fluorescence peaks dependent on exciting radiation. Fluorescence 

bands at 437 and 470 nm were observed for the ribbon structures illuminated with a 365 nm 

ultraviolet wavelength (Figure X5d inset). Illuminated with 405 nm wavelength, the ribbons 

were observed to fluoresce at 470 and 489 nm (Figure 85d inset). The multiple fluorescence 

peaks yielded fi-om two dissimilar 7c-n: stacking conformations suggests a more complicated 

crystalline structure of the self-assembled ribbons.229 The tree-like rod-dendrons formed a 

herringbone structure in bulk, thus forming two x-x stacking conformations similar to the 

structure for the 1D ribbon formation presented below?18 The red-shift of the peaks and 

reduced intensity observed for the shorter wavelength suggests quenching of the fluorescent 

behavior due to the close packed ordering of the rigid phenylene rods. The tree-like rod-coil 

molecules lacked anisotropic ordering conhned by little response to polarized light 

illumination thereby allowing the magnified fluorescent response observed for overlapping 

ribbons. The higher intensity observed at intersections of fiber in fluorescent images was 

attributed to constructive interference. 

Further confirmation of the close packed crystalline structure of the ribbons was 

demonstrated by comparison of X-ray diffraction data for the ribbon structures and the bulk 

material (Figure 86). The calculated unit cell of a= 2.4 nm, b= 1.9 m, and c= 4.8 nm for the 

crystal structure of the ribbons was comparable to the bulk supercell structure reported 

p n x i o u ~ l y ? ~ ~  The tree-like molecules formed a supercell structure with the rod cores 

oriented horizontally along the a direction. Similarly, the one-dimensional self-assembled 

structure had high degree crystallinity, comparable to the bulk material suggesting an 

analogous herringbone alignment of the rod-dendron molecules. The herringbone alignment 

of the MT molecules allows for n-n interactions between parallel rods as well as between 

rods that are angled. 
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Figure 86. XlCD of one-dimensional ribbon structures of tree-like rod-coil molecules. 

Closer examination of the ribbon formation in smaller scale morphology studies 

suggests stepwise growth of the ordered one-dimensional structures with a critical size for 

ribbon formation (Figure 85e). The tree-like rod-coil molecules assembled into smaller oae- 

dimensional nanofibers, creating nanoscde building block for larger 1D structure formation 

(Figure 85e). Dissimilar to the larger ribbon structures described earlier, the nanofibers had a 

low aspect ratio with the average length (695 150 I1zn) three times larger than the average 

width (228 27). The nanofibers were composed of only a few molecular layers with the 

average height 3.1 & 0.4 nm near the dimensions of the unit cell. The varying step-like 

height cross-section of the nanofibers suggested a layered ordering of the tree-like rod-coil 

molecules (Figure 850. The .absence of intermediate scale fibers further suggests a threshold 

for ribbon formation with smaller scale fibers aggregating to diffusion sites along the large 

scale ribbons as the solvent evaporates. 

Initial nucleation at the receding evaporation line indicated localized concentration 

controlled the spontaneous self-assembly of the rod-dendron molecules. Slow evaporation of 

the droplet created a gradient of concentration across the diameter as the localized 

concentration increased more rapidly at the edge than the center of the droplet. The 

concentration controlled aggregation and ordering was limited to the edge region until the 

concentration gradient reduced. As the gradient equalized across the droplet diameter cluster 

nucleation'was observed within the center of the droplet. The slow evaporation rate allowed 
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the overall droplet concentration to rise as the escape rate of solvent molecules exceeded the 

escape rate of the solute. Additionally, as the concentration decreased further ribbon growth 

occurred independent of nucleation point suggesting high concentration negated the defect 

sites necessary at lower concentrations for spontaneous self-assembly. The growth of 

individual ribbons within the droplet as the concentration rose confirmed the favorable 

ordering of the tree-like rod-dendron molecules within one-dimensional structures. 

Slow evaporation allowed preferentially ordering of MT molecules within crystal 

structures similar to the bulk structure (Figure 8%). The ribbons formed at high 

concentration due to the attractive forces between the phenylene cores. The asymmetric 

molecular architecture facilitated the layered herringbone structure with the hydrophilic 

branches of opposite facing molecules fonxling an amorphous shell around the crystalline 

cores. The one-dimensional growth was in part caused by the layered ordering of the rigid 

phenylene cores. The desirable crystal growth direction was perpendicular to the core axis 

due to the strong van der Wahl's forces between phenylene rods. 

Stepwise growth of the ID structures was concluded from the observation of fiber 

structures at two molecular scales, The tree-like rod-coil molecules formed nanofiber blocks 

initially with the smaller blocks assembling into the larger ribbon structures. The pointed 

deficiency of h t e m e ~ a t e  blocks or fiber indicated a threshold for ribbon formation. The 

stripe texture along the larger ribbons further concluded the stepwise growth fiom nanofiber 

building blocks. 

One-dimensional ordering of rod-coil molecules was demonstrated to be driven by 

hydrogen bonding between the coil fragments and n-n: stacking of the rod fragments, forming 

ribbon structures.'o8 A red-shifted, quenched fluorescence spectrum observed for self- 

assembled ribbon structure by Stupp et al revealed the dense ordering of the rod segments.'08f 

Photoluminescence of the 1D structure was shown to greatly heighten the electronic 

conductivity of the materials created by the n orbital overlap in ribbon structures. The sparse 

network ribbon structures formed fiom cast solution films lacked directionality, but applying 

an alternating current electric field during solution casting forced the ID nanostructures to 

align in the electric field direction.1o8f A similar quenching of the fluorescence spectrum for 

the 1D structures was observed, thus concluding the n-n: stacking of the rod cores drive the 
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ribbon formation. The two peaks confirmed the herringbone packing suggested by the X-ray 

scattering . 
Novel tree-like rod-coil molecules formed 1D fluorescent ribbon structures fiom 

nanofiber building blocks on hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces. The ribbon growth was 

controlled by the concentration gradient, limiting growth to nuclei at the receding 

evaporation line initially and gradually moving across the droplet diameter as the gradient 

was reduced. The radial orientation of the fibers fkom the nuclei during growth forced the 

ribbons to layer over and entangle with ribbons from adjacent clusters, creating helical 

defects. The two fluorescent peaks were attributed to the herringbone structure of the rigid 

cores while the highly branched tails effectively quenched the fluorescence behavior, 

7.4 Discussion and Conclusions of Rod-Coil Molecules 

Comparison of the ordering behavior of the three rod-coil molecular series revealed 

role of the core nature versus the shell nature and tail type. All molecules possessed similar 

rigid rod cores with flexible, hydrophilic tails attached on one or two ends. The length and 

degree of branching of the hydrophilic tails was varied in addition to the symmetry of 

aaachment . 
Comparison of the two symmetrical rod-coil series suggests the stability of the 

monolayer increases with the longer hydrophilic tails and the delicate balance is disrupted 

when the molecular fragment ratio favors one block too much, The two lowest generations 

of the linear rod-coil molecules (CRC-3 and CRC-6) had an incomplete bilayer structure 

with defects. The j i rst generation of the branched rod-coil molecules, RDM-1 had 12 

monomeric units per tails, yet the monolayer formation was incomplete. The monolayer 

deposited at the highest surface pressure forms a continuous domain structure with small 

defects. Branching the flexible coil tails creates further disorder shown in the formation of 

circular domains with no ordering between the domains shown. RDM-2 and RDM-3 

compounds formed domains of varying sizes on top of the disordered monolayers. Further 

branching of the coils seen in the RDM-4 compound reduces the flexibility of the coils and 

hinders the monolayer formation. Although the degree of branching is increased, the ratio 

between the molecular fragments is held constant therefore the balance in the amphiphilic 
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nature favors the rod blocks for all four generations. The increase in the number of focal 

groups changes the morphology of the monomolecular layers formed at the air-water 

interface but the formation of a stable monolayer is incomplete. 

The CRC-N compounds clearly indicate the importance of the balancing of 

molecular fragments play in the ability of the molecules to form ordered layers at the air- 

water interface. The lower molecular weight compounds prefer the formation of disordered 

multilayer srnctures. The hydrophobic cores overpower the hydrophilic tails attraction to the 

water subphase and push out of the air-water interface. The molecular fraction of the coil 

blocks is increased three times between the second and third generations. This increase 

makes the molecular block ratio to favor the coil blocks versus the rod blocks as was seen for 

the lower generations. The increase in molecular weight of the hydrophilic tails balances the 

molecular fragments better in the CRC-17 compounds and allows for the cores to form 

preferred ordered structures. The cores aggregate toward one another, pushing the 

hydrophilic tails into the water subphase. By decreasing the area per molecular the 

molecular block ratio becomes more favorable toward the rod blocks as more of the coil 

blocks are forced out of the surface plane. In turn the coil blocks support the rod blocks 

above the water surface. The increase in coil blocks fkom the second to fourth generations is 

nearly four-fold, however the rod blocks role is severely reduced and the balance is 

disrupted. 

The asymmetric MT-1 formed a rich m a y  of highly ordered structures in solutions 

and at interfaces. At low surface pressure the tree-like rod-coil molecules formed fingerlike 

lamellae with the rod cores oriented head to toe. The formation of a bilayer structure at 

higher surface pressures resulted in the asymmetric molecules forming ring-like micellar 

structures. Similar spherical micelles were observed in solution, facilitated by the 

asymmetric molecular architecture and the amphiphilic nature. The molecular design and 

composition of the MT-1 molecules aided the formation of one-dimensional neuron-like 

fibers at the air-solvent-substrate interface. The strong n-n* interactions between the rigid 

rod cores drove the formation of nanofibers and the stepwise formation of the larger 

molecular fibers. 
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Comparison of the generations of the symmetric series showed all compounds with 

six or less monomeric units in the coils formed bilayer structures. The n-A isothems of 

those compounds indicated the bilayer structure with the intermediate cross-sectional area 

between the edge-on and face-on orientation of rigid core. Increasing the length coil block 

achieves a balance in the amphiphilic behavior of the linear rod-coil molecules. However 

overcompensation by lengthening of the coil blocks also disrupts the balance in the 

molecular fragments that led to the phase transition. While CRC-17 displayed full range of 

phase transitions indicating a shift in the volume fkaction of the coil block, CRC-22 lacks the 

clear phase transitions. The hydroxyl terminated asyrnmetfic rod-coil molecule formed 

disordered monolayers at the air-water interface while the methyl terminated MT-1 formed 

ordered structures in solutions and at interfaces. The tail nature controlled the mphiphilic 

balances and drove the formation of highly ordered structures at interfaces. Shorter linear 

and highly branched tails lacked the abilky to anchor the hydrophobic rod core at the 

interface while the longest h e a r  hydrophilic coils insulated the cores, prohibiting the 

preferential ordering. 
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CHAPTER 8. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

The effect of molecular design of branched macromolecules at ordered interfaces was 

examined. The core architecture and chemistry was revealed to effect the ordering of 

chemically disparate molecular fkagments at interfaces. The flexibility and chemistry of the 

branched core determined the preferential ordering of molecular fragments was found to be 

induced by favorable interactions with the substrate. The effect of volume fraction ratio of 

chemically competing fragments within the molecular shell was ascertained to be dependent 

on the rigidity and relative size of the molecular core. Similarly, the influence of the 

generation number on the ordering behavior was shown to be controlled by the core nature. 

The substratehubphase chemistry was determined to induce phase separation and favorable 

packing structures for branched macromolecules. Binary molecules demonstrated the ability 

to organize in supramolecular one-dimensional structures under favorable conditions at air- 

liquid and liquid-solid interfaces. 

8.1. Overview of Results 

The controlling design aspects for branched macromolecules at iriterfaces were 

studied. The balance of the molecular architecture and chemistry dictated the ordering 

beliavior of branched macromolecules at interfaces. Volume fraction and amphiphilic 

balance of competing fragments had greater influence on the molecular organization than the 

shape or rigidity of the core. Favorable interactions with the surrounding. environment 

facilitated molecular reorganization and suppressed preferential ordering of fragments. 

8.1.1 Photochromic monodendrons 

The cross-sectional mismatch between the polar head and the varying number of alkyl 

tails compelled the molecules to adopt “kinked” structure, allowing for the densest packing 

structure at the air-water interface. The larger than ideal molecular areas for the single tail 

molecules (AD12-1, AA-1, and AE-I) forced the alkyl tails to assume large tilt angles and 

imperfect crystal lattices in order to form densely packed molecular structures. The polar 
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groups of the highest generations tilted away fiom the surfixe normal to fill the large cross- 

sectional area of the multiple alkyl tails, 

8.1.2 Liquid Crystalline Terminated Carbosilane Monodendrons 

Favorable interactions between the substrate chemistry and the LC terminal groups 

forced the flexible carbosilane cores of third and fifth generation dendrimers to adopt a 

squashed, elliptical conformation in thin suxface films. The layered ordering of the BPB 

groups forces a bowtie conformation of the dendrimers, thus causing a staggered packing 

structure within short range ordered lamellae. The third generation codendrimer formed a 

similar ordering as the fifth generation dendrher with a complete BPB shell, suggesting the 

strong attraction of the BPB groups to the hydrophilic silicon surface overwhelmed the effect 

of the additional terminal groups and the less crowded shell. Similar moIecular 

reorganization was observed for CB terminated molecules on mica substrates. 

Functionalizing the substrate with a hydrophobic S A M  disrupted the preferential layered 

ordering of the LC terminal groups and the preferential radial ordering of the core dominant 

the molecular ordering. 

8.1.3 Star Polymers 

The volume fiaction of the molecular fragments was concluded to largely influence 

the ordering behavior of star polymers at interfaces. The larger asymmetric 12-arm star 

polymer formed circular micelles spontaneously at the air-water interface partly due to the 

spatial segregated of the polymeric arms. The PAA arms submerged in the water subphase, 

supporting the rigid core and the glass PS m s ,  but the hydrophilic arms dehydrated upon 

deposit, thus collapsing and the monolayer thickness was attributed to the glassy PS block. 

The limiting cross-sectional area was determined to be controlled by the glassy PS block for 

the large asymmetric star and the smaller symmetric star polymer. The smaller, symmetric 

12-arm star polymer lacked the organized two dimensional micelle fonnation suggesting the 

volume fraction controlled the ordering behavior of the binary molecules. The branching 

molecular architecture of the block star copolymers suppressed the morphological 

relationship with the molecular composition known for PEO-PS linear copolymers. Low 

. 
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PEO (19 wt%) weight fiaction star polymers formed cylindrical lamellae at the air-water 

interface. The moderate PEO blocks (39 wt%) disrupted the lamellae into circular micellar 

structures. The block star copolymer with the highest PEO content (88 wt%) formed 

dendritic structures in the dip direction at the air-solid interface. 

8.1.4 Branched Gold Nanoparticles and Polymer Brushes Molecules 

The functionalized gold nanoparticle with y-shaped polymer brushes formed ordered 

monolayers at air-water and air-solid interfaces. Molecular area calculated kom AFM 

images and 7c-A isotherm confinned the long polymeric arms of the polymer brush corona 

collapsed into a phase segregated polymer coating. The inclusion of the gold nanoputicle 

within the binary molecular resulted in the ability to observed Raman spectra of the ultrathin 

monolayer due to surface enhanced effects. 

8.1.5 Rod-Coil Molecules 

Moleculstr symmetry and volume fiaction contributed to the formation of ordered 

structures for the three rod-coil molecular series. The ordering behavior of the linear rod-coil 

molecules depended on the volume fiaction ratio of the coil blocks to the rod core. The third 

generation (CRC-17) exhibited remarkable reorganization of hydrophilic chains at the air- 

water interface demonstrated by the variety of ordered structures observed as the molecular 

area was reduced. The lower generations of the linear rod-coil molecules (CRC-3 and CRC- 

6) in addition to the dumbbell shaped rod-coil molecules (RDM-N) lacked the amphiphilic 

balance to form ordered monolayers at the air-water interface. The tree-shaped rod-coil 

dendrons formed finger-like lamellae in low surface pressure monolayers at the air-water 

interface. The formation of a bilayer revealed the molecules preferentially form circular 

micelles in unconstrained monolayers. The rod-coil dendrons formed one dimensional 

nanofibers in highly concentrated solutions under favorable solvent conditions. The stepwise 

growth of the nanofibers resulted in long ribbon like structures with unique fluorescent 

behavior. 
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8.2 Role of Amphilphilic Balance on Molecular Ordering 

Comparison of the ordering behavior and structure organization of the multiple 

molecular series provided several key observations of molecular design of branched 

macromolecules. Further understanding of the effect of the molecular architecture and 

chemistry on packing structures was discerned from comparison of the overall conclusions. 

8.2.1 Influence of Shell Structure 

The flexibility, functionality and shape of the terminal groups greatly affected the 

ordering behavior of the branched and binary molecules at interfaces. Additionally, the 

orientation and position in the molecular architecture dictated the degree of influence of the 

shell on the molecular packing structure. The number of terminal groups and volume 

fraction of the shell was determined to affect the degree of influence the shell nature exerted 

on the ordering of the surface fih. 

The influence of the shell structure on the molecular ordering and monolayer 

organization was demonstrated in several molecular series. The number and symmetry of 

attachment of the end groups was varied to discern the effect of the shell structure, The shell 

structure differed fiom a single end group attached symmetrically or asymmetrically to 

multiple end groups attached asymmetrically or radially attached. 

The attachment of multiple functional terminal groups with well known ordering 

behaviors to a single molecular core resulted in competing ordering trends. The surrounding 

environment, particularly the subphase or substrate chemistry, contributed to the molecular 

organization at interfaces. The attractive forces between the polar LC terminal groups and 

the hydrophilic silicon substrate compelled the flexible carbosilane cores of G5-BPI3 to form 

a compressed and elliptical conformation. The molecular reorganization caused a staggered 

packing structure within the thin surface films. The incomplete shell of mesogenic terminal 

groups for the third generation co-dendrimer exerted similar control over the molecular 

organization suggesting the LC group/substrate interaction was stronger than the preferential 

radial conformation of the molecular core. The flexible nature of the carbosilane core 

contributed to the molecular reorga.uization.6'" Another example of competing ordering . 

trends of the dendritic core and the terminal groups was observed for the higher generations 
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of the photochromic monodendrons. The four and eight tail molecules for both series (AA-4, 

AA-8, AD12-4, and AD12-8) formed limited short range ordering at the air-water and air- 

solid interfaces despite the long range ordering observed for the single tail molecules 

attached to same polar groups* The attachment of multiple alkyl tails to a single branching 

unit @henyl rhg) limited the ability of the alkyl tails to reorganize at interfaces. The 

branching unit determined the spacing between adjacent alkyl tails and the tilt behavior of the 

alkyl tails. The alkyl tails of the lowest generations adopted large tilt angles and preferential 

tilt directions to form densely packed structures despite the large cross-sectional mismatch 

created by the bulky focal groups. 

Comparison of the linear rod-coil molecules and star polymers established the role of 

the volume fiation of competing fragments on the mofecuIar organization. Small changes in 

the volume fraction resulted in completely dissimilar ordering behavior. The larger 

asymmetric 12-arm star polymer spontaneously formed two dimensional micelles at the air- 

water interface. The smaller symmetric 12-arm star polymer lacked the micellar formation, 

forming disorganized monolayers. The 15% reduction in the PS chain length results in a 

40% reduction in the volume fraction of the glassy block, causing the balance to shift toward 

the PAA block. The disrupted balance resulted in disordered monolayer formation. Similar 
results were seen for the linear rod-coil molecules. The intermediate length linear rod-coil 

molecules formed various preferential ordering at the &-water interface while the shorter tail 

molecules lacked the amphiphilic balance to form stable monolayers and the longer tails of 

the CRC-22 insulated the cores thereby prohibiting the preferential ordering of the rod cores. 

The block star copolymers exhibited a transition of morphological structure from cylindrical 

lamellae to circulas micelles to dendritic structures as the molecular composition varied fiom 

larger PS block to dominating PEO block. The volume fraction of molecular fragments 

dictated the ability of branched molecules formed with rigid cores to formed ordered 

stxuctures. 

8.2.2 Effect of Core Nature 

The architecture and nature of the molecular core affect the packing structure at 

interfaces by controlling the orientation of the end-groups and limiting the ability of the 
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attached tails to reorganize. In contrast, strong attractive forces between molecular cores 

enable the formation of highly oriented structures with ordering over hundreds of unit celIs. 

The core nature controls the molecular ordering when the-molecular composition is balanced 

for the molecular architecture. 

The monodenchon core of the AA-N and 012-N allowed preferential perpendicular 

orientation of alkyl tails for higher generation but limited long range ordering due to the 

adjacent attachment of the alkyl tails. The hydrophilic head group anchored the wedge- 

shaped molecule at the air-water interface as the repulsive force between the alkyl tails and 

the water subphase forced the molecule to orient along the surface normal. The lower 

generations demonstrated a greater ability to reorganize at the &-water interface, attributed 

to the lack of steric restriction exhibited on the higher generations. The alkyl tails of the 

higher generations were constrained by the adjacent attachment on the phenyl ring. 

Therefore the attachment of multiple tails per a single wedge shaped core impeded the 

molecular reorganization required to form long range ordering. 

' 

The attachment of multiple polymeric arms to a central core for the block star 

copolymer suppressed the morphological relationship with molecular composition as 

observed for linear copolymers. The chain length was reduced as the molecular block 

volume fraction divided by reducing the chain mobility. The shorter polymeric arms 

combined with the limited ability to reorganize due to multiple arms attached to a single 

defmed central core and contributed to the impediment of the molecular ordering within the 

monolayer. Comparison of the multi-am star polymers with linear diblock copolymers 

concluded the branched structure significantly suppressed the cylindrical lamellae to 

spherical micelle transition in LB monolayers. Thus, the morphology trend in monolayers 

was controlled by the branching architecture as well as the chemical compositioa. 

Conversely, strong R-X attraction between the rigid rod cores for both linear and tree- 

like rod-coil molecules directed the formation of highly ordered structures. The linear rod- 

coil. molecules formed a rich m a y  of ordered strucfxres, largely driven by the attraction 

between the symmetrical cores. The ordering behavior of the moderate length rod-coil 

molecules was highly repeatable with the lamellae continuous over hundreds of nanometers 

without defect. 
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8.2.3 Impact of Generation Number 

The generation number of dendritic molecules affects the size and branching of the 

core as well as the number of terminal groups occupying the shell. Therefore, the generation 

number impacts the molecular ordering by influencingr& flexibility of core, the overall 

molecular dimensions, and the density of the shell. Although the shell nature and the core 

nature to some extent encompass them, these factors have a more direct relationship to the 

generational effect of dendritic polymers. The influence of the generational effect was 

limited to the photochromic monodendrons, the carbosilane dendrimers and the dumb-belled 

shaped rod-coil molecules. 

Similar ordering behavior for third and fifth generation carbosilane dendrimers was 

observed for surface films deposited on hydrophilic substrates, The flexible dendritic core 

was capable of molecular reorganization under favorable conditions for the layered ordering 

of the mesogenic terminal groups. Little variance in the molecular dimensions of the 

nanometer scale features implied the third and fifth generation cores occupied approximately 

the same space. Conversely, only the third generation dendrimer formed ring structures on 

hydrophobic substrates, suggesting the generational effect was conditional. A fourfold 

difference in the number of terminal groups resulted in a dramatic r ise in shell density fiom 

the third to fifth generation; however, the flexible carbosilane core allowed molecular 

reorganization, thereby limiting the crowding produced by the generational growth. This 

comparison demonstrated the flexible core structure reduced the impact of the generation 

number on the molecular ordering. 

i 

A generational effect observed on the ordering behavior for the photochromic 

monodendrons was attributed the rigidity of the branched structure. The rigidity of the 

branching structure limited the spacing and rotation of the alkyl tails. The alkyl tails attached 

to higher generation cores were incapable of complete reorganization thus limiting the 

molecular ordering within monolayers. Although cross-sectional mismatch favored the polar 

group for lower generations, the one and two moIecules exhibited higher ordering. The 

mobility of the alkyl. tails was essential for long range ordering, thereby suggesting the cross- 
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sectional area balance should favor the polar head, allowing space for molecular 

reorganization. 

Lastly, the degree of branching for the hydrophilic coil tails of the dub-belled 

shaped rod-coil molecules minimally affected the molecular ordering at the air-water and air- 

solid interfaces. The molecules formed inhomogeneous surface films at the air-water and air- 

solid interface for all generations. The lack of ordering suggested an inappropriate 

amphiphilic balance which no generation exhibited a branching structure capable of 

balancing the effect of the symmetric attachment to the rigid rod core. 

8.2.4 Influence of Interfacial Interactions 

Favorable interactions with the surrounding environment disturbed the preferential 

ordering of molecular fiagments resulting in the formation of novel molecular structures. A 

characteristic of Langmuir and LB films is the preferential orientation of amphiphilic 

molecules at the aii-water interface and the ability to maintain the ordering upon deposition 

to a solid substrate. Strong interactions between molecules and substrate drive the formation 

of ordered structures in grafted and cast films. Conversely, less active forces between the 

molecules and environment would allow the appearance of novel strucfmes due to the 

favorable interactions between the molecular fragments. 

The molecular conformation of LC terminated carbosilane dendrimers was controlled 

by the underlying substrate chemistry. Similar lamellae ordering was observed for BPI3 

terminated fifth generation dendrimers on hydrophobic silicon surfaces as detected for CB 

terminated molecules on Mica, Favorable surface chemistry induced layered ordering of 

mesogenic groups, forcing the flexible core to adopt a compressed, elliptical conformation. 

Change in the surface chemistry disrupted the preferential ordering revealing molecular 

reorganization controlled by the favorable surface interactions. In contrast, the third 

generation molecule formed preferential radial confoIlxlations on hydrophobic S A M  
functionalized substrates, concluding the molecular conformation was conditionally . 
controlled. 

Phase separation of competing molecular fiagments at the air-water interface drove 

the reorganization of amphiphilic molecules in numerous ordered structures. The polymeric 
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arms of the 12-arm star polymer segregated at the air-water interface causing the spontaneous 

formation of circular domains. The block star copolymers formed a rich variety of molecular 

structures at the air-water interface due to the phase separation of the PEO and PS arms. 
Similar phase separation of the polymer arms of the y-shaped brushes of the gold 

nanoparticle binary molecule created a ring-shaped texture within monolayers and insulated 

the nanoparticle cores fkom neighboring molecules. 

Finally, the tree-like rod coil molecules formed one-dimensional fiber structures upon 

evaporation fiom a nonpolar, nonvolatile solvent. The absence of selective solvent 

interactions with either the flexible coils or rigid rod cores allowed the alternating stacking 

formation within one-dimensional structures. The asymmetric rod-coil dendrons formed 
spherical micelles in solutions and at the air-water interface to reduce the unfavorable 

interactions of the hydrophobic core with the polar solvent. Slow evaporation fiom a solvent 

with no preferential interaction with the coils or rod segments allowed the molecules to form 

a one dimensional structure. 

8.2.5 Effect of Tail Type 

Long tail segments can be attached to molecular cores of competing chemical 

composition to create an appropriate amphiphilic balance. A small, hydrophilic polar group 

balances multiple hydrophobic alkyl tails connected, thereby allowing the tails to orient in a 

preferential packing structure at interfaces. Long, flexible hydrophilic tails attached to a 
rigid, hydrophobic core anchor the amphiphilic molecule to the air-water interface. 

Short alkyl tails balance wedge shaped monodendrons ai the air-water interface and 
drive molecular reorganization within the monolayers. van der Wahl forces between 
adjacent alkyl tails dictate the formation of preferential close packed structures. It has been 

demonstrated the lower generation monodendron cores exerted less forces on the alkyl tails 

thereby allowing the preferential structures to form over greater lengths. Additionally, the 
alkyl tails demonstrate the prefemed molecular ordering in the large tilt angles observed for 

molecules with large cross-sectional mismatches. 

i 

Analysis of the ordering behavior of the rod-coil molecular series concluded the 

architecture and chemistry of the functional terminal groups more largely controlled the 
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molecular organization at interfaces. The three molecular series were composed of a short 

rigid phenylene core with the symmetry, branching, length, and end group functionality of 

the attached hydrophilic tails varied. The rod-coil molecules with short linear or branched 

hydrophilic tails attached symmetrically to the rigid core formed disordered monolayers with 
collapse observed at low surface pressures. Shorter linear or branched hydrophilic tails' 

lacked the chain mobility to anchor the molecules at the air-water interface. However, the 

linear rod-coil molecule with the longest hydrophilic, flexible tails formed uniform 

monolayers but lacked the highly ordered structure observed for the linear rod-coil with 
moderate length chains. The amphiphilic balance of the rigid rod core and the flexible coils 

demonstrated not only the capability to form highly ordered structures but presented novel 

molecular reorganization stimulated by the changing volume fiaction of blocks within the 

monolayer. Conversely, the tree-shaped molecule with three tetra-branched flexible 

hydrophilic tails formed highly ordered structures at the &-water interface and in highly 

concentrated solution under favorable solvent conditions. Replacing the functional terminal 

groups for the tree-shaped molecules disrupted the molecular organization within monolayers 

at interfaces. The formation of highly ordered molecular structures required the balancing of 

molecular cornposition and tail architecture. Minute changes in molecular composition and 

architecture greatly affected the ordering behaviors of rod-coil molecules, thereby concluding 

the overall balance of the molecular fragments and not the core geometry predicts the 

possibility for molecular organization at intedaces. 

8.3 FinaI Conclusions 

The analysis of the molecular series presented above presented several broad 

conclusions on the ordering behavior of molecular fragments attached to fragments with 

competing trends. Shifts in the volume fraction, branching, and attachmdnt of the tails 

facilitates or prohibits preferential ordering driven by the core nature. Changes in the 

molecular area at the air-water interface affect the composition of molecular fragments at the 

interface, thereby causing reorganization within the monolayer. 

The studies presented above demonstrated a trend in the molecular organization 

within monolayers was directed by rigid or glassy hydrophobic fi-aments. The molecules 
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with mobile rigid fiagments formed ordered structures over tens and hundreds molecular 

units in length, and in several examples the molecules formed highly oriented structures. The 

hydrophilic or flexible fiagment or block was concluded to overwhelm and disrupt the 

ordering behavior of the rigid fragment in several molecular series and for specific molecular 

examples. Highly branched structures limited the ability of the' rigid fiagments to reorganize 

in preferred ordered structures by reducing the flexibility of the molecular structure and the 

crowding of terminal groups at the periphery. The mobility of the dominant molecular 

fkagments significantly affected the reorganization within monolayers at the air-water and 
air-solid interface. Finally, molecular interactions with the subphase strongly affected the 

ordering at interfaces, causing phase separation, inducing layered ordering of terminal 

groups, and suppressing the preferential ordering behavior of fiagments due to favorable or 

nonfavorable interactions. The ability to design ordered interfaces for biomedical 

applications requires controlling the molecular architecture and chemical composition of 

branched macromolecules. This study demonstrated several important aspects in molecular 

design for nanobiotechnology applications. 
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